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New Braunfels Utilities
355 FM306
New Braunfels, Texas 78130
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RECEIVED
DEC 1 5 2014
COUNTY ENGJNEER

Re:

Edwards Aquifer, Carnal County

NAME OF PROJECT: Trinity Well Field; Located 0.55 miles northwest of the intersection of Lori
Lane and Madeline Street; New Braunfels, Texas
TYPE OF PLAN: Request for the Modification of an Approved Water Pollution Abatement Plan; 30
Texas Administrative Code (TAC) Chapter 213
Investigation No. 1196458; Regulated Entity No. RN106861289; Additional ID No. 13-14091801
Dear Mr. Taylor:
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) has completed its review of the WPAP
Modification for the above-referenced project submitted to the San Antonio Regional Office by
Freese and Nichols, Inc. on behalf of New Braunfels Utilities on September 18, 2014. Final review
of the WPAP was completed after additional material was received on November 17, 2014,
November 20, 2014, and November 21, 2014. As presented to the TCEQ, the Temporary and
Permanent Best Management Practices (BMPs) were selected and construction plans were
prepared by a Texas Licensed Professional Engineer to be in general compliance with the
requirements of 30 TAC Chapter 213. These planning materials were sealed, signed and dated by a
Texas Licensed Professional Engineer. Therefore, based on the engineer's concurrence of
compliance, the planning materials for construction of the proposed project and pollution
abatement measures are hereby approved subject to applicable state rules and the conditions in
this letter. The applicant or a person affected may file with the chief clerk a motion for
reconsideration of the executive director's final action on this Edwards Aquifer Protection Plan. A
motion for reconsideration must be filed no later than 23 days after the date of this approval letter.
This approval expires two (2) years from the date of this letter unless, prior to the expiration date,
more than 10 percent of the construction has commenced on the project or an extension of time
has been requested.
BACKGROUND
The Trinity Well Field WPAP, approved on September 25, 2013, proposed the drilling of water
wells and clearing for a pervious temporary access road. No impervious was proposed.
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PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The proposed commercial project will have an area of approximately 19.0 acres. It will include the
construction of a booster pump station, ground storage tank, chemical treatment building,
roadway, and parking areas. The impervious cover will be 2-4 acres (12.6 percent). No wastewater
is generated by this project.
PERMANENT POLLUTION ABATEMENT MEASURES
To prevent the pollution of stormwater runoff originating on-site or upgradient of the site and
potentially flowing across and off the site after construction, seven 15' engineered vegetative filter
strips, designed using the TCEQ technical guidance document, Complying with the Edwards
Aquifer Rules: Technical Guidance on Best Management Practices (2005), will be constructed to
treat stormwater runoff. The required total suspended solids (TSS) treatment for this project is
2,154 pounds ofTSS generated from the 2-4 acres of impervious cover. The approved measures
meet the required 8o percent removal of the increased load in TSS caused by the project.
The engineered vegetative filter strips shall have a uniform slope of less than 20 percent and
vegetated cover of at least 8o percent which will extend along the entire length of the contributing
area with no obstructions to ensure stormwater flows through the vegetative filter strip and will be
free of gullies or rills that can concentrate overland flow. The contributing area shall be relatively
flat to evenly distribute runoff, and the impervious cover in the direction of flow shall not exceed 72
feet.
GEOLOGY
According to the geologic assessment included with the application, the site is located on the
Person and Kainer Formations. The project geologist evaluated one manmade feature in bedrock
(water well) and 11 geologic features. All features were scored as non-sensitive. The San Antonio
Regional Office did not conduct a site assessment.
SPECIAL CONDITIONS
I.

II.

The applicant is hereby advised that the after-the-fact approval of the water pollution
abatement plan as provided by this letter shall not absolve the application of any violations of
Commission rules related to this project.
This modification is subject to all Special and Standard Conditions listed in the WPAP approval
letter dated September 15, 2013.

III.

The permanent pollution abatement measures shall be operational prior to use of any facility
within its drainage area.
STANDARD CONDITIONS
1.

Pursuant to Chapter 7 Subchapter C of the Texas Water Code, any violations of the
requirements in 30 TAC Chapter 213 may result in administrative penalties.

2. The holder of the approved Edwards Aquifer protection plan must comply with all provisions of
30 TAC Chapter 213 and all best management practices and measures contained in the
approved plan. Additional and separate approvals, permits, registrations and/or authorizations
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from other TCEQ Programs (i.e., Stormwater, Water Rights, UIC) can be required depending
on the specifics of the plan.
3· In addition to the rules of the Commission, the applicant may also be required to comply with
state and local ordinances and regulations providing for the protection of water quality.
Prior to Commencement of Construction:
4· Within 6o days of receiving written approval of an Edwards Aquifer Protection Plan, the
applicant must submit to the San Antonio Regional Office, proof of recordation of notice in the
county deed records, with the volume and page number(s) of the county deed records of the
county in which the property is located. A description of the property boundaries shall be
included in the deed recordation in the county deed records. A suggested form (Deed
Recordation Affidavit, TCEQ-0625) that you may use to deed record the approved WPAP is
enclosed.
5· All contractors conducting regulated activities at the referenced project location shall be
provided a copy of this notice of approval. At least one complete copy of the approved WPAP
and this notice of approval shall be maintained at the project location until all regulated
activities are completed.
6. Modification to the activities described in the referenced WPAP application following the date
of approval may require the submittal of a plan to modify this approval, including the payment
of appropriate fees and all information necessary for its review and approval prior to initiating
construction of the modifications.
7. The applicant must provide written notification of intent to commence construction,
replacement, or rehabilitation of the referenced project. Notification must be submitted to the
San Antonio Regional Office no later than 48 hours prior to commencement of the regulated
activity. Written notification must include the date on which the regulated activity will
commence, the name of the approved plan and program ID number for the regulated activity,
and the name of the prime contractor with the name and telephone number of the contact
person. The executive director will use the notification to determine if the approved plan is
eligible for an extension.
8. Temporary erosion and sedimentation (E&S) controls, i.e., silt fences, rock berms, stabilized
construction entrances, or other controls described in the approved WPAP, must be installed
prior to construction and maintained during construction. Temporary E&S controls may be
removed when vegetation is established and the construction area is stabilized. If a water
quality pond is proposed, it shall be used as a sedimentation basin during construction. The
TCEQ may monitor stormwater discharges from the site to evaluate the adequacy of temporary
E&S control measures. Additional controls may be necessary if excessive solids are being
discharged from the site.
9. All borings with depths greater than or equal to 20 feet must be plugged with non-shrink grout
from the bottom of the hole to within three (3) feet of the surface. The remainder of the hole
must be backfilled with cuttings from the boring. All borings less than 20 feet must be
backfilled with cuttings from the boring. All borings must be backfilled or plugged within four
(4) days of completion of the drilling operation. Voids may be filled with gravel.
During Construction:
10. During the course of regulated activities related to this project, the applicant or agent shall
comply with all applicable provisions of 30 TAC Chapter 213, Edwards Aquifer. The applicant
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shall remain responsible for the provisions and conditions of this approval until such
responsibility is legally transferred to another person or entity.
11. This approval does not authorize the installation of temporary aboveground storage tanks on
this project. If the contractor desires to install a temporary aboveground storage tank for use
during construction, an application to modify this approval must be submitted and approved
prior to installation. The application must include information related to tank location and
spill containment. Refer to Standard Condition No. 6, above.
12. If any sensitive feature (caves, solution cavities, sink holes, etc.) is discovered during
construction, all regulated activities near the feature must be suspended immediately. The
applicant or his agent must immediately notify the San Antonio Regional Office of the discovery
of the feature. Regulated activities near the feature may not proceed until the executive director
has reviewed and approved the methods proposed to protect the feature and the aquifer from
potentially adverse impacts to water quality. The plan must be sealed, signed, and dated by a
Texas Licensed Professional Engineer.
13. Four wells are located on site. All water wells, including injection, dewatering, and monitoring
wells must be in compliance with the requirements of the Texas Department of Licensing and
Regulation under Title 16 TAC Chapter 76 (relating to Water Well Drillers and Pump Installers)
and all other locally applicable rules, as appropriate.
14. If sediment escapes the construction site, the sediment must be removed at a frequency
sufficient to minimize offsite impacts to water quality (e.g., fugitive sediment in street being
washed into surface streams or sensitive features by the next rain). Sediment must be removed
from sediment traps or sedimentation ponds not later than when design capacity has been
reduced by so percent. Litter, construction debris; and construction chemicals shall be
prevented from becoming stormwater discharge pollutants.
15. Intentional discharges of sediment laden water are not allowed. If dewatering becomes
necessary, the discharge will be filtered through appropriately selected best management
practices. These may include vegetated filter strips, sediment traps, rock berms, silt fence
rings, etc.
16. The following records shall be maintained and made available to the executive director upon
request: the dates when major grading activities occur, the dates when construction activities
temporarily or permanently cease on a portion of the site, and the dates when stabilization
measures are initiated.
17. Stabilization measures shall be initiated as soon as practicable in portions of the site where
construction activities have temporarily or permanently ceased, and construction activities will
not resume within 21 days. When the initiation of stabilization measures by the 14th day is
precluded by weather conditions, stabilization measures shall be initiated as soon as
practicable.
After Completion of Construction:
18. A Texas Licensed Professional Engineer must certify in writing that the permanent BMPs or
measures were constructed as designed. The certification letter must be submitted to the San
Antonio Regional Office within 30 days of site completion.
19. The applicant shall be responsible for maintaining the permanent BMPs after construction until
such time as the maintenance obligation is either assumed in writing by another entity having
ownership or control of the property (such as without limitation, an owner's association, a new
property owner or lessee, a district, or municipality) or the ownership of the property is
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transferred to the entity. The regulated entity shall then be responsible for maintenance until
another entity assumes such obligations in writing or ownership is transferred. A copy of the
transfer of responsibility must be filed with the executive director through San Antonio
Regional Office within 30 days of the transfer. A copy of the transfer form (TCEQ-10263) is
enclosed.
20. Upon legal transfer of this property, the new owner(s) is required to comply with all terms of
the approved Edwards Aquifer protection plan. If the new owner intends to commence any
new regulated activity on the site, a new Edwards Aquifer protection plan that specifically
addresses the new activity must be submitted to the executive director. Approval of the plan for
the new regulated activity by the executive director is required prior to commencement of the
new regulated activity.
21. An Edwards Aquifer protection plan approval or extension will expire and no extension will be
granted if more than so percent of the total construction has not been completed within ten
years from the initial approval of a plan. A new Edwards Aquifer protection plan must be
submitted to the San Antonio Regional Office with the appropriate fees for review and approval
by the executive director prior to commencing any additional regulated activities.
22. At project locations where construction is initiated and abandoned, or not completed, the site
shall be returned to a condition such that the aquifer is protected from potential contamination.
This action is taken under authority delegated by the Executive Director of the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality. If you have any questions or require additional information, please
contact Neal Denton of the Edwards Aquifer Protection Program of the San Antonio Regional
Office at 210-403-4026.

Sincerely,

~~ar0:::ction

Manager
San Antonio Region Office
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
LMB/ND/eg
Enclosures:

cc:

Deed Recordation Affidavit, Form TCEQ-0625
Change in Responsibility for Maintenance of Permanent BMPs, Form TCEQ-10263

Mr. Patrick Garnett, Freese and Nichols, Inc.
Mr. Charlie Thomas, P.E., City of New Braunfels
Mr. Roland Ruiz, Edwards Aquifer Authority
Mr. Thomas H. Hornseth, P.E., Comal County
TCEQ Central Records, Building F, MC 212
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Neal Denton
Environmental Investigator
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
14250 Judson Road
San Antonio, TX 78233
Re:
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New Braunfels Utilities, Trinity Well Field Project - WPAP Modification Application
Amended Documents

Dear Mr. Denton :
On November 19, 2014, New Braunfels Utilities (NBU) received additional review comments from the
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) related to the Water Pollution Abatement Plan
(WPAP) Modification Application for the Trinity Well Field project. Based on these comments received,
WPAP Modification documents have been further amended and we are submitting as attached. To
assist in completing the TCEQ review, we have provided detailed responses to each review comment
(attached).
This is a very important water supply project for NBU as they are currently in Stage 3 water restrictions.
We are committed to promptly providing any additional information needed to complete the TCEQ
review and approval of the WPAP Modification. Please feel free to directly contact me (210-298-3829,
DTB@freese .com) or Stephanie Cecil (512-617-3121, Stephanie .Cecil@freese.com) if you need any
additional information, documents or clarifications. We are also available to meet in person to help
expedite any further clarifications as needed .
Sincerely,

David Bennett, P.E.
Project Manager
cc: Ian Taylor, David Kenley
Attachments: WPAP Comment Responses; Amended WPAP Modification Documents (1 original, 4
copies, 1 full-size set of design plan sheets)
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WPAP Modification Application

(11/20/14)
Comment #

Comment

1

Please provide
details of the proposed
swales showing the
freeboard, side
calculated maximum
and any
Section 1.3.1 of
outlines
to minimize erosion
and sediment transport.
r----------r-------
2
It is required by 30 TAC §213.5(b)(2)(C) that
site plan shows the appropriate slopes
anticipated after
grading activities.
Please revise the site plan to
this
requirement.
---------A
3

4

5

6

cover in that
area will receive treatment as required
30
TAC
'The site plan shows a swale will
i concentrated flow to the VFS east of the 1.5
tank. As specified in Section
. MG
are
only to
accept runoff as overland sheet flow. Please
revise accordin ly.
The VFS im
southeast of the
flow meter with chemical injection
pro
measures
tha n 15 feet. As specified in
Section 3.4.6 of
the minimum
dimension of the filter strip should be no less
i than 15 feet in the direction of flow. Please
•revise accordingly.
If all stormwater flowing across the
impervious cover
with the 1.5 MG
tank will exit the structure via the
72 feet of

i

swales

Slopes (% grades) have been added to
the site plan sheets (C-1A,
C-4,
C-6).

Road entryway
have
modified to direct on-site
VFS
to
towards
C-6).

• Proposed site grading
contours have
been revised to eliminate concentrated
flow and any need for swales. Revised
provides overland
flow
(Refer to revised sheet C-3).
VFS limits have been
to extend
15 feet downstream of the flow meter
pad (Refer to revised sheet

The 1.5 MG
tank has a dome
roof that slopes in all directions from
roof center high point. This provides for
a maximum 44
drainage across
impervious cover in all directions. Refer

7

8

9

10

maximum width of the contributing
impervious area should not exceed 72 feet.
Additionally, if stormwater will exit the
structure to the south, it appears it will not
encounter a permanent BMP. Please clarify
the path of drainage from the storage tank
and revise to address these potential issues.
Please verify that the items labeled as future
are not included in the project and that the
applicant is aware a modification to this plan
will need to be approved prior to disturbing
any areas indicated as undisturbed or
constructing any additional impervious
cover. Otherwise, please revise to show the
impervious cover associated with future
structures will be treated in accordance with
30 TAC §213.
Small structures are shown within the VFS
near the southern gate and the low water
crossing, and a "PRV Vault" is shown within
the VFS south of the future pump station
expansion location. Please remove any
structures from areas of proposed VFS's. A
future transformer pad is shown within VFS
to the northeast of the site. Please be
advised a modification to the approved plan
will need to be approved prior to conducting
any physical modifications to approved
BMPs.
The "proposed limits of grading (by others)"
near the storage tank does not correspond
with the proposed contours. Please explain if
additional grading is proposed, and revise
the site plan to show the proposed contours
if necessary.

Additional 15 foot wide VFS has been
added around the southern perimeter of
the tank to address drainage across the
tank roof.

Future items are not included in this
project. All future items have been
removed from the revised plan sheets.
If the Owner (NBU) determines to add
facilities at a future time, a modification
will be made to this WPAP.

VFS limits have been modified to
provide 15 feet of VFS downstream of
the proposed PRV Vault and structures
in this area. Refer to revised sheet C-3.
The future transformer pad has been
removed from the site plan sheets
(Refer to revised sheet C-3). If the
Owner (NBU) determines to add
facilities at a future time, a modification
will be made to this WPAP.

All work within this project will be
conducted by the same General
Contractor. The grading limits "by
others" refers to work that was split into
separate construction contracts for
scheduling purposes. The site plan and
grading sheets have been revised to
clarify the grading around the ground
storage tank. No additional grading is
proposed beyond what is shown on the
revised plan sheet (Refer to revised
sheet C-3).
Please update the descriptions of permanent Attachments B, C, and D have been
BMPs in the Permanent Stormwater Section revised to describe permanent BMP's
including vegetated cover of the
to include the minimum vegetated cover of
the proposed engineered VFS's and the TSS
proposed engineered VFS and their TSS
removal efficiency.
removal efficiency.
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Water Pollution Abatement Plan Modification
(WPAP)
Amended Materials Second Submittal
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TCEQ- Region 13 Office
San Antonio, Texas

November 2014

Prepared by:
FREESE AND NICHOLS, INC.

10431 Morado Circle, Suite 300
Austin, Texas 78759
512-617-3100

FREESE AND NICHOLS, INC.
TEXAS REGISTERED
ENGINEERING FIRM
F -2144

Attachment B
BMPs for Upgradient Stormwater
All disturbed areas not covered with impervious cover will be re-vegetated after
construction. As a permanent BMP, engineered vegetative filter strips with a minimum width of
15 feet will be in place down-gradient of all added impervious cover. The engineered VFS will
have minimum vegetated cover of 80% and TSS removal efficiency of 85%. With a minimal
slope gradient, runoff velocities in the project area are low. Potential overland flow originating
upgradient of the site will be slowed and filtered of potential pollutants by the vegetative filter
strips. The vegetative buffer will help control erosion and retain soil from runoff. No surface
water is observed upgradient of the project site.

Attachment B

Page 1 of 1

Attachment C
BMPs for On-site Stormwater
Around all boundaries of the project site are natural vegetation buffers. There will be
some areas of the project site left undisturbed and any disturbed area that is not imperviously
covered will be re-vegetated post construction. After construction, engineered vegetative filter
strips will be in place down-gradient of all added impervious cover. The vegetation will help
filter and slow overland flow and prevent pollution to any potential surface water, groundwater,
or stormwater originating on-site or flowing off the site. The engineered VFS will have
minimum vegetated cover of 80% and TSS removal efficiency of 85%. The vegetation and
existing trees will help prevent soil erosion. There is no observed surface water on the project
site. With a low slope grade, overland flow is expected to have a low runoff velocity.

Attachment C

Page I of 1

Attachment
BMPs for Surface Streams
Vegetative

and existing trees around

filter water runoff while maintaining the natural
the site. The undisturbed areas will remain in
not paved will be

Engineered

fence along the

TSS removal efficiency
construction will also

possible nearby surface streams. Minimal overland

will

surface streams that
state and any

are

will be placed
VFS will

of any added
ve:gerare:o cover

throughout the project

mll1lmUm

During construction, the temporary
filter overland flow that may enter
is expected due to the low

of the site. There are no sensitive features or surface streams observed on the project

D
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Environmenta I Investigator
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
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San Antonio, TX 78233
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New Braunfels Utilities, Trinity Well Field Project - WPAP Modification Application
Amended Documents

\ .. 1)

Dear Mr. Denton :
On November 21,2014, New Braunfels Utilities (NBU) received one additional review comment from the
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) related to the Water Pollution Abatement Plan
(WPAP) Modification Application for the Trinity Well Field project. Based on this comment received, the
WPAP Modification site plans have been further amended and we are submitting as attached.
This is a very important water supply project for NBU as they are currently in Stage 3 water restrictions.
We are committed to promptly providing any additional information needed to complete the TCEQ
review and approval of the WPAP Modification. Please feel free to directly contact me (210-298-3829,
DTB@freese.com) or Stephanie Cecil (512-617-3121, Stephanie.Cecil@freese.com) if you need any
additional information, documents or clarifications. We are also available to meet in person to help
expedite any further clarifications as needed.
Sincerely,

GPe-~
David Bennett, P.E.
Project Manager

cc: Ian Taylor, David Kenley
Attachments: Amended WPAP Modification Documents (1 original, 4 copies, 1 full-size set of design
plan sheets)
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Water Pollution Abatement Plan Modification
(WPAP)
Amended Materials Third Submittal
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NOV 25 2014
Neal Denton
Environmental Investigator
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
14250 Judson Road
San Antonio, TX 78233
Re:
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New Braun fels Utili t ies, Trinity Well Field Project - WPAP Modification Appli cat ion
Amended Documents

Dear Mr. Denton:
On November 13, 2014, New Braunfels Utilities (NBU) received review comments from the Texas
Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) related to the Water Pollution Abatement Plan (WPAP)
Modification Application for the Trinity Well Field project. On November 14, 2014, Freese and Nichols,
Inc. (FNI) provided initial response comments to the TCEQ. On November 14, 2014, FNI met with the
TCEQ and provided amended materials to supplement the WPAP Modification Application. Based upon
discussions with the TCEQ at this meeting, WPAP Modification documents have again been amended
and we are submitting as attached.
We appreciate your willingness to meet with us last Friday and discuss the items required to complete
review and approval of the WPAP Modification. This is a very important water supply project for NBU as
they are currently in Stage 3 water restrictions. We are committed to promptly providing any additional
information needed to complete the TCEQ review and approval ofthe WPAP Modification. Please feel
free to contact me directly (210-298-3829, DTB@freese.com) if you need any additional information,
documents or clarifications. We are also available to meet in person to help expedite any further
clarifications as needed.

cc: Ian Taylor, David Kenley
Attachments: WPAP Comment Responses; Amended WPAP Modification Documents (1 original, 4
copies, 1 full-size set of design plan sheets)
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From:
Division:
Phone:

Fax:

Neal penton
Edwzsrds Aqu Ifer Protection Program
Texa$ Commission on Environmental Quality
210-403·4026
210.;$45.. 4329

-----~----------------------~~---------------------

Re: Edwards AgJlfer. Comal County
.
Name.of projectJ Trinity Well Field, Located 0.55 miles northwest of
the intersection bf Lori Lane and Madeline Street, New Braunfels,
Texas
Plan Type: Req ·est for the Modification. of an Approved Water

J

.

J . .

Pollution Abatement Plan; 30 Texas Administrative Code (TAC) Chapter

213
Investigation N
1196458, Regulated Entity No. RN 106861289;
AddltlDnallD No 13-14091801

Dear Mr. Garnett:

l

We are In the proc s of technically reviewing the WPAP ModificatIon
Application you submitted on the above-referenced project. Before we can
proceed with our ,{vlew, the following comments relating to the application
must be addressej' .

1.
Attachment F
is added.

Item #9 of . he Temporary Stormwater Section Is Indicated to not be
applIcable. owever, It Is required by 30 TAC §213.5(b)(4)(D)(i)(II) that
the applicat n Includes a. description 'of structural prec:t.1ces to divert
flows from
posed soils, store flows, or otheMlse'lImlt runoff and the
discharge 0 . pollutants from exposes areas of the site to the degree
attainable. Ilease provIde the attachment describing the structural
practices.
.

I-H-Ow--Is-o-u-r-c-u-stomer servIce?

I

I
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2.
Attachment J is
added and
updated .

3,
Attachment A is
updated.

HP LAS RJET FAX

the Temporary Stormwater Section is IndIcated to not be
applicable, owever-J it Is required by 30 TAC §213.5(b)(4)(D)(I)(I) that
the appllca Ion Includes a descriptIon of the Interim and permanent
stebllizatio practices for the site, Including a schedule of when the
practIces will be ImRlemented. PleC!Jse provide th.e attachment describing
the schedulb of Interim and perm~nent soli stabilizatIon practices.

~he spill relponse actions provided outli~e the reportlng requirements.

Howev~,.., itlls required by 30 TAC §213.5(b)(4.)(G) that the application
includes a description of the measures that will be used to contaIn any
spill of hydrpcarbons or.hazardous substances. Please update the spill
response aCtions to Include a description of the measures: that will be

used,
4,
Attachment I is
updated .

I

5.

The site plan is updated
with additional sheets to
add drainage patterns,
more detail for vegetative
filter strip areas, and
additional site details.

I

6.

I

7.

~

the plan for InspectIon end r:nalnt'ena~ce of Temporary
Please revl
BMPs to inc ude the Inspection frequency for the s~blllzed construction
entrance/exit,

It is require6 by 30 TAC §213.5(b)(2)(C) that the sIte plan shows
finished corltours, drainage pattems, appropriate slopes anticipated after
maj,or gradlrg activities, and the locations of major structural end
nonstructural controls. Please revise the site plan to address these

requirements. Note 'that the proposed vegetative filter strips are
nonstructural controls,
.

I

It Is indicated In #2 of the Permanent $tormwater SectIon that the TCEQ

Vegetative filter strips are Technical Guidance Menuel was ust!d to design perml5nent BMPs end
the only permanent BMPs measures fdr thIs site, However, Attachments 8, C, and 0 do Include
to be added to the site.
descrlPtion~ of any -permanent BMPs listed In the TCEQ TechnIcal
Attachments are updated Guidance Mfnl.lal. Please review and revise as needed.
to reflect this.
Attachment G is
revised to discuss

The Im~pectlon, Maintenance, Repl:Sir, Zlnd Retrofit Plan for permanent
BMPs Includes a discussion of Inspections aSSOCiated with the SWPPP.
Please revise the plan to address Inspections of the proposed permanent

Vegetative Filter Strips.

SM PS.

t

.

We ask that you s bmlt one orIgInal and four copies of the amended materials
to supplement the WPAP ModificatIon Application to thIs office by no later than
. 14 days from the date of this fax to avoId denial of the plan. If the
I
response to this notIce Is not received, Is Incomplete or Inadequatel or provides
I
new Information t~at Is Incomplete or Inadequ8te, e second notice will be sent
to you requiring a response wIthin 14 days from the notice date. If the
response to the second notice.is not received, rs Incomplete or Inadeql,late, or
provides new Inforh-tatlon that Is Incomplete or Inadequate, the application will
be denied unless ~fU provide written notIfication that the application Is being
withdrawn. Please note that the appllc:atfon fee will be forfeited If the plan is
not wlthdr~wn.

IfrOU havI! any questions or require addltlon.llnformatJon.

How Is our customer service?

~nnn/Znnn~
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New Braunfels Utilities
Trinity Well Field- Modification of a Previously Approved WPAP
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Temporary Stormwater Section
for Regulated Activities
on the Edwards Aquifer Recharge Zone
and Relating to 30 TAC §213.5(b)(4)(A), (B), (0)(1) and (G); Effective June 1,1999

REGULATED ENTITY NAME: _ _....:...N.:...:e::...:.w~B.:...:ra=u:.:..;n=fe=ls:::.....=U..:.:.ti.:.:..:lit:.:..::ie=s'--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
POTENTIAL SOURCES OF CONTAMINATION
Examples: Fuel storage and use, chemical storage and use, use of asphaltic products, construction
vehicles tracking onto public roads, and existing solid waste.
1.

Fuels for construction equipment and hazardous substances which will be used during
construction:

X

2.

Aboveground storage tanks with a cumulative storage capacity of less that 250 gallons
will be stored on the site for less than one (1) year.
Aboveground storage tanks with a cumulative storage capacity between 250 gallons
and 499 gallons will be stored on the site for less than one (1) year.
Aboveground storage tanks with a cumulative storage capacity of 500 gallons or more
will be stored on the site. An Aboveground Storage Tank Facility Plan application
must be submitted to the appropriate regional office of the TCEQ prior to moving the
tanks onto the project.
Fuels and hazardous sUbstances will not be stored on-site.
ATTACHMENT A - Spill Response Actions. A description of the measures to be
taken to contain any spill of hydrocarbons or hazardous substances is provided at the
end of this form.

3.

N/A

Temporary aboveground storage tank systems of 250 gallons or more cumulative
storage capacity must be located a minimum horizontal distance of 150 feet from any
domestic, industrial, irrigation, or public water supply well, or other sensitive feature.

4.

X

ATTACHMENT B - Potential Sources of Contamination. Describe in an attachment
at the end of this form any other activities or processes which may be a potential
source of contamination.
There are no other potential sources of contamination.

SEQUENCE OF CONSTRUCTION

5.

6.

ATTACHMENT C - Sequence of Major Activities. A description of the sequence of
major activities which will disturb soils for major portions of the site (grubbing,
excavation, grading, utilities, and infrastructure installation) is provided at the end of
this form. For each activity described, an estimate of the total area of the site to be
disturbed by each activity is given.

X

Name the receiving water(s) at or near the site which will be disturbed or which will
Dry Comal Creek
receive discharges from disturbed areas of the project:

TEMPORARY BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES (TBMPs)
Erosion control examples: tree protection, interceptor swales, level spreaders, outlet stabilization,
blankets or matting, mulch, and sod. Sediment control examples: stabilized construction exit, silt
fence, filter dikes, rock berms, buffer strips. sediment traps, and sediment basins. Please refer to the
Technical Guidance Manual for guidelines and specifications. All structural BMPs must be shown
TCEQ-0602 (Rev. 10/01/04)
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on the site plan.
A
ATTACHMENT D - Temporary Best Management Practices and Measures.
description of the
measures that will be used during and
construction
are provided at the end of
form. For each activity listed in
sequence of
timing (or
construction, include appropriate control measures and the
sequence) during the construction process that the measures will
implemented.
TBMPs and measures will
pollution of surface
groundwater, and
stormwater. The construction-phase BMPs for erosion and sediment controls have
following
been designed to retain sediment on site to the extent practicable.
provided in the attachment at the end of
information has

8.

a.

A description of how
groundwater or
the site.

b.

A description of how
measures will prevent pollution of
water or
groundwater that originates
or flows off site, including pollution caused by
contaminated stormwater runoff from
site.

c.

A description of how BMPs and measures will prevent pollutants from
streams, sensitive features, or
aquifer.

d.

A description of how, to
maximum extent practicable, BMPs
maintain flow to naturally-occurring sensitive features identified in
assessment, TCEQ inspections, or during excavation, blasting, or I"",.."cot ..,

measures will prevent pollution
upgradient from the

water,
across

surface

temporary sealing of a naturally-occurring
feature which
Aquifer as a temporary pollution abatement measure
be avoided.
to Temporarily Seal a Feature.
A request to
ATTACHMENT E temporarily seal a feature is
end of this form. The
includes
practicable alternative
feature.
justification as to why no
naturally-occurring sensitive features on the site.
There will be no temporary sealing

9.

ATTACHMENT F - Structural
to divert flows away from
discharge of pollutants from
practices in floodplains

10.

ATTACHMENT G - Drainage
Map. A drainage area map is provided
of this form to support the following
For areas that will have more
disturbed at one
a
For areas that will have more
disturbed at one time, a

Describe the structural
that will
soils, to store flows, or to otherwise limit runoff
of the site. Placement of structural

10 acres within a common
area
will
provided.
10 acres within a common drainage area
basin and/or sediment trap(s) will

area
areas that will have more than 10 acres within a common
disturbed at one time, a
basin or other equivalent controls are not
attainable, but other TBMPs
measures will be used in combination to
protect down slope and
boundaries of the construction area.
TCEQ·0602 (Rev. 10/01/04)
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x

are no areas
than 10 acres within a common drainage area that
one time. A smaller sediment
and/or sediment trap(s)
in combination with other erosion and sediment controls within
drainage area.

11.

ATTACHMENT H - Temporary Sediment Pond(s)
Temporary sediment pond or basin construction
proposed
BMP or measure has
supervision
a
Licensed Professional
design information must
signed, sealed,
Professional
Construction plans for
measures are provided as at the end of this form.

12.

ATTACHMENT I - Inspection and Maintenance for BMPs. A plan for the inspection
of temporary
and measures and for their timely
repairs, and, if
necessary, retrofit is
at the end of this form. A description of documentation
procedures and
practices is included in the plan.

13.

All control measures must be properly selected,
accordance with the manufacturer's specifications and
periodic
by
applicant or the
indicate a control
been used inappropriately, or
replace or modify the control for site situations.

and maintained in
engineering practices. If
or other information
the applicant must

14.

x

If sediment "",;",,,01-''''''
removed
a
fugitive sediment
the next rain).

15.

x

Sediment must
removed from sediment traps or sedimentation ponds not later than
when design
has been reduced by 50%. A
stake will be provided
when the sediment occupies 50% of
basin volume.
that can

16.

x

construction site, off-site
sufficient to minimize
being washed into

of sediment must
to water quality (e.g.,
or sensitive features by

and construction chemicals
a pollutant source for

SOIL STABILIZATION
Examples: establishment of
geotextiles, sod stabilization,
vegetation.

1'"\1'"\1"<:11'"\1

vegetation, establishment of
buffer strips, protection of

r",un,,,,,

to stormwater shall
{e.g., screening

vegetation, mulching,
of mature

17.

x

ATTACHMENT J • Schedule of Interim and Permanent Soil Stabilization
A
of the interim and permanent
stabilization practices for the
<:1tt ,01 "I""I 0
end of this form.

1

x

Records must
kept at the site of the dates when major grading activities occur, the
when construction activities temporarily or permanently cease on a portion of the
when stabilization measures are

1

x

must be initiated as soon as practicable where construction
or permanently

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

TCEQ-0602 (Rev. 10101/04)
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20.

All structural controls will be inspected and maintained according to the submitted and
approved operation and maintenance plan for tRe project.

21.

If any geologic or manmade features, such as caves, faults, sinkholes, etc., are
discovered, all regulated activities near the feature will be immediately suspended.
The appropriate TCEQ Regional Office shall be Immediately notified. Regulated
activities must cease and not continue until the TCEQ has reviewed and approved the
methods proposed to protect the aquifer from any adverse impacts.

22.

Silt fences, diversion berms, and other temporary erosion and sediment controls Will be
constructed and maintained as appropriate to prevent pollutants from entering
sensitive features discovered during construction.

To the best of my knowledge, the responses to this form accurately reflect all information requested
concerning the proposed regulated activities and methods to protect the Edwards Aquifer. This
TEMPORARY STORMWATER SECTION is hereby submitted for TCEQ review and executive
director approval. The application was prepared by:
David Bennett
Print Name of Customer/Agent

~A:t

TCEQ-0602 (Rev. 10101/04)
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Attachment A
Spin Response Action
The following are measures to
of spills,

or reduce

chance

spills, properly disposing

source

II

and training

employees:

1. Make sure that

knows what a significant spill is for

material they

use, and what the appropriate response is for significant and '"~',",'''

spills. Each

when a spill must be reported to the

employee will be aware

2. Employees and suhcontractors witt be educated on potential

to

and the

environment from
3. The contractor's

will oversee

prevention and control measures.

General Measures
I. Spills of

substances listed under 40

302, and sanitary and

be contained and cleaned up

the extent that work can

covered and

that is doesn't compromise
4. Spills will not be

to

safely.

2. A stockpile of spill cleanup

3. Spills will

parts 110, 117, and

or

5. S tore and dispose
material that is no

will be kept where readily accessible.
stonnwater run-on during rainfall to

extent

activi ties.
with water.
contaminated materials,
the intended purpose in

provisions in applicable
6. Water used for
watercourses.

not be allowed to enter storm
and disposed of in

or
with

applicable regulations.
7. Material Safety Data
reporting instructions for

along with proper storage, cleanup, and spill
materials will be stored on the project

in an

accessible location.

Attachment A
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1.

and leaks will be

2.

will be used for small spills on
and absorbent material for

cleanup,

the spilled material is
will be disposed of as hazardous waste.

cleanup materials are also hazardous
3.

a damp mop for

material spills will not be hosed down or buried.

1. Absorbent materials will

minor spills and

to

will

promptly removed and disposed
2.

following practice will be
a.

a minor spill:

the

b. Recover spilled
c. Clean contaminated area and

of

1. Spills will be cleaned up immediately
a.

following procedures

Contain spread of the spill

b. NotifY the project

c.

the spill occurs on paved or impermeable surfaces, clean up
methods (absorbent

and/or rags). Contain the spill by

with

d.

do not let the spill spread widely

the spill occurs in

contain the spill by

earthen dike. Dig

e.

an

of contaminated

the spill occurs

cover

with tarps or

to

nrpupn

contaminating runoff

1.

For reportable quantities, the

will occur:

a. NotifY the TCEQ by telephone as soon as possible and within

490-3096 (San Antonio)

8 AM and 5 PM. After hours, contact the

Environmental

at

to

A

at (210)

all

1-800-832-8224. It is the

phone numbers at the construction

2of6

quantities, in

b. For spills

National

110, 119, and 302, the contractor should

in 40

at (800) 424-8802.
c. Notification

up with a

first be made by telephone and

report
obtained

of a spills contractor or a Haz-Mat team

d. The
immediately.

personnel should not attempt to

up until the

qualified staffs have arrived at the job

e.

to be consulted include,

are not limited to, the

County Sheriff

a

to

are kept safe by

avoiding direct contact or inhalation of the spilled material.

and

In

event

the first action will

responsible parties

I be contacted to handle the response.

by vehicle

or information on containers,

be identified
reached for an

emergency at 800-424-9300, or for a non-emergency at
Contaminated Area warning signs on the

personnel
To

TCEQ
",.-''''rj'"

<l-t"tt't't".rl .....

an environmental emergency, discharge, spill, or

the following will

be contacted:

of Texas Spill-Reporting Hotline

o

o

(24-hour): 1-800

regional office (Monday-Friday, 8:00

pm): 210-490-3096

Response Center: I

owner or operator of the facility or the

and any

other person who causes or allows the spill, will

cleaning up the spill. If

over the response action and

from the responsible

A follow-up report is required within 30 days

the spill. The report will

unable,

include information about response chronology,

A

during the incident, reported

Page 3 of6

InJunes, remediation of contamination, sampling and analysis, and waste classification and
disposal. The report will also contain one of the following:

1. Information from the initial notification, and a statement that the response to the
discharge or spill has been completed and a description of how the action was conducted.
2. A request for an extension of time to complete the response, along with the reasons for
the request, and a projected work schedule outlining the time required to complete the
response action. Proceed according to the projected schedule unless otherwise notified by
the appropriate TCEQ regional director.

3. A statement and explanation that the discharge or spill response has not been, and is not
expected to be, completed within the maximum allowable extension (six months from the
date ofthe discharge or spill), along with a projected work schedule.
The table below will be used to detennine whether the spill must be reported and under what
rule. Reportable quantities- the threshold quantity that triggers the requirement to report a spill
depends on the type of substance released and where released.

Kind ofspiU

Where disCharged

Reportable
quantity

Rule, statute,
or responsible
agency

"Final RQ" in
onto land

I.

Hazardous substance

Table 302.4 in 40

CFR 302.4
r-~~~~~~~ _________ ·················i30TAC327
"Final RQ" or 100
into water

Ibs, whichever is
less

Any oil

Crude oil, oil that is neither a

Attachment A

o gallons (five
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directly into water

onto land, from an
exempt PST facility
onto land, or onto
30 TAC 327

land from a non

oil

exempt PST facility
to create a

under the
as
exploration,

Associated
development

production of oil,

by

jurisdiction of the

Railroad

Railroad

Commission

Commission of

gas, or geothermal resources

Texas
•Industrial

waste or other
100lbs

tanks,

to create a

30 TAC

into water
81

land

30 TAC 327
302

useful
or valuable

are not ordinarily

considered to

into water

100

30 TAC 327

but will

cause pollution if discharged into

A

Page 5 of6

water in

http://www.tceq.state.tx.us/response/spill_rq.html

A

6

6

Attachment F
Structural Practices
A silt fence will be used to slow and filter runoff, limiting runoff discharge of pollutants
from the construction area. It will also help prevent soil and sediment loss from the construction
site. The material of the silt fence will be constructed of either polypropylene, polyethylene, or
polyamide woven or nonwoven fabric backed with woven wire for support. The fence posts will
be hot rolled steel. The construction entrance/exit will help keep mud and sediment from being
tracked off the project site and onto public roads. It will be designed with a geotextile fabric to
stabilize the foundation covered with washed coarse aggregate layer a minimum of 8 inches
thick.

Attachment F
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Attachment I
Inspection and Maintenance for BMPs
The proposed project of Trinity Well Field Pump Station is anticipated to disturb
approximately 7 acres. Being greater than five acres of disturbance, a Stormwater Pollution
Prevention Plan (SW3P) with Notice ofIntent (NOI) to TCEQ will be in place prior to and
during construction. The SW3P Operator will submit a NOI to TCEQ and any Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) receiving storm water discharge from the site at least 7
days prior to beginning constmction activity. An Inspector's Qualifications and Inspection Form
is part of the SW3P. The roles and responsibilities for implementation and maintenance of the
elements of the SW3P and BMPs are also specified in the SW3P and will be agreed to by all
parties involved with the constmction activity who meet the definition of a primary operator.
The following are inspection and maintenance guidelines for the selected temporary BMPs as
stated in TCEQ RG-348:

Dust control:
1) When dust is evident during dry weather, reapply dust control BMPs.

Stabilized construction entrance/ exit:
1) The entrance should be maintained in a condition, which will prevent tracking or

flowing of sediment onto public rights-of-way. This may require periodic top dressing
with additional stone as conditions demand and repair and/or cleanout of any
measures used to trap sediment.
2) Inspect stabilized construction entrance/ exit at a minimum of once per week.
3) All sediment spilled, dropped, washed or tracked onto public rights-of-way should be
removed immediately by contractor.
4) When necessary, wheels should be cleaned to remove sediment prior to entrance onto
public right-of-way.
5) When washing is required, it should be done on an area stabilized with cmshed stone
that drains into an approved sediment trap or sediment basin.

Attachment I
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6) All

from entering any storm drain, ditch or water course

by

Silt fence:
I)

all

any rainfall.
when buildup reaches 6 inches.
or install a second line of fencing parallel to the torn section.

4)

or collapsed in the course of construction
vehicular access, consider relocating it to a

spot

but will not obstruct vehicles.

filter dike

at common vehicle access points.

5)

ttianguiar

should be disposed of in a manner that
prior location of the silt fence should be re-

will not cause

disposed

vegetated.

in an approved landfilL

Vegetation:
1)

should be inspected weekly and after each rain event to

and repair any

2)

damage should be repaired as soon as practical

re

new seed.

3)

cover is

than 80%, the area should be reseeded.

I) Mulched areas should be inspected weekly and after each rain event to

storms or normal construction activities should
as soon as practicaL

II include the following information:

making the inspection,

Attachment I
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•

reference to qualifications of inspection personnel,

•

date of the inspection,

•

observed major construction activities, and

•

actions taken as a result of the inspection.

The inspection report should state whether the site was in compliance or identity any
incidents of non-compliance. The report will be signed by the inspector in accordance with Part

m.F.7 of the TPDES general permit and filed in the SWP3. Inspection reports will be kept in the
Contractor's file, along with the SWP3, for at least three years from the date that the project is
completed.
Final stabilization of the construction site has been achieved when all soil disturbing
activities at the site have been completed, and a uniform (e.g., evenly distlibuted, without large
bare areas) perennial vegetative cover with a density of 70 percent of the native background
vegetative cover for the area has been established on all unpaved areas and areas not covered by
permanent structures. If a vegetative cover cannot be established, equivalent permanent
stabilization measures (such as riprap, gab ions, or geotextiles) can be employed. When these
conditions have been met, BMPs can be removed from the construction area.

Attachment I
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Attachment J
Schedule of Interim and Permanent Soil Stabilization Practices
Interim and Permanent Soil Stabilization
Practices
Stabilized construction entrance
Dust control by hydraulic mulching
Vegetation (seeding)
Engineered vegetative filter strip

Schedule
Installed at least 7 days prior to construction and
will remain in place throughout construction
Throughout construction
Within 14 days of completed construction
Within 30 days of completed construction

The stabilized construction entrance will be installed before construction begins and
remain throughout construction. The structure will be removed within 30 days of final site
stabilization (anticipated June 2015). Hydraulic mulch will be used as dust control throughout
construction as temporary protection until permanent stabilization is established. Seeding will be
used within 14 days of completed construction, or a temporary cease of construction, to re
vegetate all disturbed areas not covered by impervious cover or permanent structures and help
stabilize the site. Engineered vegetative filter strips will be landscaped within 30 days of
completed construction, and after all other portions of the project area are completed, in order to
establish a stabilized construction si te (anticipated May 2015).
According to the Storm Water Pollution Abatement Plan in place for the proposed
project, final stabilization of the construction site has been achieved when all soil disturbing
activities at the site have been completed, and a uniform (e.g. evenly distributed, without large
bare areas) perennial vegetative cover with a density of70 percent of the native background
vegetative cover for the area has been established on all unpaved areas and areas not covered by
permanent structures. When these conditions have been met, temporary BMPs can be removed
from the construction area.

Attachment J
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Permanent Stormwater Section
for Regulated Activities
on the Edwards Aquifer Recharge Zone
and Relating to 30 TAC §213.5(b)(4)(C), (O)(Ii), (E), and (5), Effective June 1, 1999
REGU LATEO ENTITY NAME: _ _-=-N.:. : e: . : .w-=-=.B.:. .: ra:.=u:.:. .;nc:. :fe: .:.;ls=-=U..:. :ti.:. :.:lit=ie: .: : s'--_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Permanent best management practices (BMPs) and measures that will be used during and
after construction is completed.

1.

x

Permanent BMPs and measures must be implemented to control the discharge of
pollution from regulated activities after the completion of construction.
These practices and measures have been designed, and will be constructed, operated,
and maintained to insure that 80% of the incremental increase in the annual mass
loading of total suspended solids (TSS) from the site caused by the regulated activity is
removed.
These quantities have been calculated in accordance with technical
guidance prepared or accepted by the executive director.

2.

The TCEQ Technical Guidance Manual (TGM) was used to design permanent
BMPs and measures for this site.
A technical guidance other than the TCEQ TGM was used to design permanent
BMPs and measures for this site. The complete citation for the technical
guidance that was used is provided below:

3.

X

Owners must insure that permanent BMPs and measures are constructed and function
as designed. A Texas licensed Professional Engineer must certify in writing that the
permanent BMPs or measures were constructed as designed. The certification letter
must be submitted to the appropriate regional office within 30 days of site completion.

4.

N/A

Where a site is used for low density single-family residential development and has 20
% or less impervious cover, other permanent BMPs are not required. This exemption
from permanent BMPs must be recorded in the county deed records, with a notice that
if the percent impervious cover increases above 20% or land use changes, the
exemption for the whole site as described in the property boundaries required by 30
TAC §213.4(g) (relating to Application Processing and Approval), may no longer apply
and the property owner must notify the appropriate regional office of these changes.

X
5.

N/A

This site will be used for low density single-family residential development and
has 20% or less impervious cover.
This site will be used for low density single-family residential development but
has more than 20% impervious cover.
This site will not be used for low density single-family residential development.

The executive director may waive the requirement for other permanent BMPs for multi
family residential developments, schools, or small business sites where 20% or less
impervious cover is used at the site. This exemption from permanent BMPs must be
recorded in the county deed records, with a notice that if the percent impervious cover
increases above 20% or land use changes, the exemption for the whole site as
described in the property boundaries required by 30 TAC §213.4(g) (relating to
Application Processing and Approval), may no longer apply and the property owner
must notify the appropriate regional office of these changes.

TCEQ-0600 (Rev. 10101/04)
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A - 20% or Less Impervious Cover Waiver. This
will be
multi-family
developments,
or small business sites
20% or
impervious cover. A request to waive the requirements for
of this form.
BMPs and measures is found at
will be used for multi-family
schools, or
sites but has more than 20%
will not be used for multi-family
schools, or
business sites.
6.

ATTACHMENT B - BMPs for Upgradient Stormwater.

X

7.

of the BMPs and measures that will
to prevent pollution of
water, groundwater, or stormwater that originates upgradient from the site and
of this form.
flows across the site is identified as ATTACHMENT B at
groundwater or stormwater originates upgradient from the site and
If no
flows across the
an explanation is provided as ATTACHMENT B at the end of this
form.
If
BMPs or measures are not required to
pollution of surface water,
or stormwater that originates upgradient from the site and flows across
the end of this form.
an explanation is provided as ATTACHMENT B

ATTACHMENT C -

X

8.

for On-site

of the BMPs and measures
be used to prevent pollution of
or groundwater that
or flows off the site, including
pollution caused by contaminated
the site is identi'fled as
ATTACHMENT C at the end of this form.
If
BMPs or measures are not
to
the
including pollution
by
or groundwater that originates on-site or flows
stormwater runoff, an explanation is provided as ATTACHMENT C at the
of this form.
ATTACHMENT D - BMPs for Surface Streams. A description of the BMPs and
measures that prevent pollutants from entering
streams, sensitive features, or
feature identified in the
is provided at the end of this form.
as "sensitive" has been
practicable, BMPs and measures must
features identified in either
excavation, blasting, or construction.
of flow from a naturally-occurring
feature that accepts recharge to the Edwards
abatement measure has not
proposed
or "possibly sensitive"
on this

or
Aquifer as a permanent
for any naturally-occurring
site.
a naturallyATTACHMENT E - Request to Seal Features. A request to
occurring "sensitive" or "possibly
feature, that
a justification
as to why no reasonable and
alternative exists, is found
end
of this form. A
been provided for
10.

TCEQ-0600 (Rev.

Construction plans and
ATTACHMENT F - Construction
measures have been prepared
for the proposed permanent BMPs
Engineer. All
direct supervision of a
design information have
, sealed, and dated by the
Professional Engineer. Construction plans for the proposed permanent
of this form.
Design Calculations,
measures are provided at the
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Construction Notes, all man-made or naturally occurring geologic features, all
proposed structural measures, and appropriate details must be shown on ,the
construction plans.

11.

ATTACHMENT G - Inspection, Maintenance, Repair and Retrofit Plan. A plan for the
inspection, maintenance, repair, and, if necessary, retrofit of the permanent BMPs and
measures is provided at the end of this form. The plan has been prepared and certified
by the engineer designing the permanent BMPs and measures. The plan has been
signed by the owner or responsible party. The plan includes procedures for
documenting inspections, maintenance, repairs, and, if necessary, retrofits as well as a
discussion of record keeping procedures.

12.

The TCEQ Technical Guidance Manual (TGM) was used to design permanent BMPs
and measures for this site.
Pilot-scale field testing (including water quality monitoring) may be required for BMPs
that are not contained in technical guidance recognized by or prepared by the
executive director.
ATTACHMENT H - Pilot-Scale Field Testing Plan. A plan for pilot-scale field
testing is provided at the end of this form.

13.

ATTACHMENT I -Measures for Minimizing Surface Stream Contamination. A
description of the measures that will be used to avoid or minimize surface stream
contamination and changes in the way in which water enters a stream as a result of the
construction and development is provided at the end of this form. The measures
address increased stream flashing, the creation of stronger flows and in-stream
velocities, and other in-stream effects caused by the regulated activity which increase
erosion that results in water quality degradation.

ResponsibUity fo:r maintenance of permanent BMPs and measures after construction Is
complete.

14.

15.

The applicant is responsible for maintaining the- permanent BMPs after construction
until such time as the maintenance obligation is either assumed in writing by another
entity having ownership or control of the property (such as without limitation, an
owner's association, a new property owner or lessee, a district, or municipality) or the
ownership of the property is transferred to the entity. Such entity shall then be
responsible for maintenance until another entity assumes such obligations in writing or
ownership is transferred.

x

A copy of the transfer of responsibility must be filed with the executive director at the
appropriate regional office within 30 days of the transfer if the site is for use as a
multiple single-fam'ily residential development, a multi-family residential development,
or a non-residential development such as commercial, industrial, institutional, schools,
and other sites where. regulated activities occur.

10 the best of my knowledge, the responses to this form accurately reflect all information requested
concerning the proposed regulated activities and methods to protect the Edwards Aquifer. This
PERMANENT STORMWATER SECTION is hereby submitted for TCEQ review and executive
director approval. The application was prepared by:
lDavid Bennett
Print Name of Customer/Agent

1/ - /7 - 1'f
Date
TCEQ-0600 (Rev. 10/01/04)
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Attachment B
Upgradient Stormwater
All disturbed areas not
construction. As a permanent
15 feet wi II be in pl ace

gradient, nmoff velocities
upgradient of the site will
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after

vegetative filter strips with a minimum width of
of all added impervious cover. With a

slope

area are low. Potential
of potential pollutants by
control erosion and
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filter
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water is observed upgradient
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Attachment C
BMPs for On-site Stormwater
all boundaries of the
some areas
covered
strips will

are natural vegetation

site left

any disturbed area that is not imperviously

re-vegetated post construction.

construction, engineered

in place down-gradient of all added impervious cover.

filter and slow overland flow and prevent pollution to any potential surface
or stOI1TIwater originating on-site or

The vegetation and

help prevent

water on the project

slope

Attachment C

There is no
flow is expected to

There will be

a low runoff velocity.

filter
will help
groundwater,
trees will
a low

Attachment D
BMPs for Surface Streams
Vegetative buffers and

trees

water runoff while maintaining
undisturbed areas wi II
not

will be re-vegetated.
.
.
ImpervIOus cover
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construction will

and throughout

help

to any surface streams

nearby

state and any

areas that are

filter strips will
During construction, the

down-gradient
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overland flow that may enter any

streams. Minimal overland flow is expected due to the low slope grade
are no sensitive features or surface streams

Attachment D

silt fence

on the project site.
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Attachment F
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Attachment G
Inspection, Maintenance, Repair and Retrofit Plan
The following are inspection, maintenance, repair and retrofit guidelines for the selected
pennanent BMPs as stated in TCEQ RG-348:

En2ineered Vegetative Filter Strips:
The key to establishing a viable vegetated feature is the care and maintenance it receives
in the first few months after it is planted. Once established, all vegetated BMPs require some
basic maintenance to insure the health of the plants including:
(1) Inspections should be made at least twice annually for erosion or damage to vegetation,
checking the strips for unifonnity of grass cover, debris and litter, and areas of sediment
accumulation.
(2) Trash and excess sediment accumulated on the strips should be removed during
inspections. Excess sediment should be removed by hand or with flat-bottomed shovels.
(3) An Integrated Pest Management (lPM) plan should be developed for vegetated areas to
identify and specify controls for problem insects and weeds.
(4) The vegetative filter strips should be mowed a minimum of twice annually if planted with
native grasses. Grass clippings and brush debris should not be deposited on vegetated
filter strip areas. Regular mowing should also include weed control practices.

(5) If areas are eroded, they should be filled, compacted, and reseeded so that the final grade
is level. Grass damaged during the sediment removal process should be promptly
replaced using the same seed mix used during filter strip establishment.
(6) Vegetation may require irrigation immediately after planting, and during particularly dry
periods.

Owner & Responsible Party for Maintenance:
Address:
City, State, Zip:
Telephone Number:

Signature of Responsible Party:

---L~~"""""&..-'/'~!&:!~~=J--- Date:
5e'/1/~r

Attachment G

New Braunfels Utilities
355 FM 306
New Braunfels, TX 78130
830-629-8400
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Michael Isley, P.E .
San Antonio Regional Office - Edwards Program
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
14250 Judson Road
San Antonio, Texas 78233-4480
Phone: 210-403-4057
Fax: 210-545-4329
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Re : Application for Approval of a Wa t er Pollut ion Abatement Pla n (WPAP); 30 Texas Administrative
Code (TAe) Chapter 213 Edwards Aquifer Protection Program
Regulated Entity RN106861289; Investigation No. 1105465
Dear Mr. Isley:
Freese and Nichols, Inc. has addressed comments received from TCEQ on August 26,2013. Please see
comment responses below.
1. Site maps, Temporary Best Management Practice (TBMP) detail drawings, geologic maps, etc.
will need to be sealed by TX Registered Professional Engineers and Geologist (who performed
the Geologic Assessment). Please have comments incorporated and the Engineers/ Geologists
should seal the drawings . Responses to comments should be by a Registered Professional
Engineer in a cover letter and then signed . This will likely require a second Agent Authorization
Form with the Engineer additionally recognized .

Response: All appropriate figures, detail drawings, maps, etc_ have been signed by a TX
Registered PE and/or Geologist. An additional Agent Authorization Form naming the Engineer
is attached.
2.

Identify the FEMA 100 year flood plain panel number that was reviewed and insert into the
application .

Response: Flood plain panel number is 48091C0435F, which is inserted into the application.
3. An interceptor swale is usually reserved for routing off-site upgradient storm water around the
site so it does not get impacted and then require treatment. Other measures such as silt fence,
etc . can be placed downgradient of disturbed land to filte r runoff from the disturbed land.

Response: A silt fence will be utilized downgradient of the site, while an interceptor swale will
be used upgradient of the site, as shown on the Site Plan.
4.

Much more information is necessary under Spill Response Actions such as reportable quantities,
emergency phone numbers, etc.

Response: Additional information is included under Spill Response Actions.
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WPAP Application Response Letter
August 29, 2013
Page 2 of 2
5.

TMBP inspection schedules should reflect that which is required under RG-348, namely weekly
and after every rain event.

Response: Inspection schedules have been updated to include weekly inspections and after
every rain event.
6.

Sealed detail drawings of how to install the TBMPs (silt fence, construction entrance/ exits, etc.)
are necessary.

7.

Check with TCEQs Elaine Grosenheider (210-403-4021) to check on site ownership issues.

Response: Additional detail drawings demonstrating how to install the TBMPs are included.
Response: Elaine Grosenheider has been contacted. The Comal CAD now reflects that the site
(Property IDs 382808,382809, & 382810) is owned by New Braunfels Utilities, so there should
not be any site ownership issues.
8.

Inspection forms forTBMPs will be necessary as well as details on what conditions to inspect the
TBMPs fo r.

Response: Inspection forms and details for TBMPs are included.
As requested, one original and five copies of the amended materials are attached to this letter. If you
have any further questions or comments, please let us know.
We would appreciate a response within the next f ive (5) business days.
Sincerely,
David Bennett, P.E.
Freese and Nichols, Inc.

Attachments:
Geologist Signed - Soils Map, Geological Map Page 1-2
Engineer Signed - Site Plan, TBMP Detail Drawings
Agent Authorization Form
WPAP Application Page 3, FEMA Panel number inserted
FREES E AND NICHOLS, IN C.
Attachment A, Spill Response Action Sheet
TE XAS REGIS TE RED
Attachment D, Temporary Best Management Practices and Measures
ENGI NEE RING FIRM
Attachment F, Structural Practices
F- 2 144
Attachment I, Inspection and iVlaintenance for BMPs

Agent Authorization Form
For
Edwards

Ian

and act on the behalf of
purpose
preparing and submitting
Environmental Quality (TCEQ)

Corporation, Partnership, or
for
plan application to the Texas Commission on
and
~~oDsj~era.tiof1. of

understand that:
1.

applicant is responsible for
Chapter 213 and any condition of
to assess administrative penalties

witl1 30 Texas Administrative
approval letter. The TCEQ is
up to $10,000 per day per violation.

those submitting an application who are not
property owner, but who
to control and possess
additional authorization is required from
owner.
3.

fees are due
fee must be
application will not
commission.

4.

A notariZed copy of the Agent
ng the application, and

5.

rson shall commence any
Contributing Zone or
activity has been filed with and
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time the application is submitted.
or to the appropriate
the correct fee is
must
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accompany the completed
activity on the Edwards
until the appropriate
Executive Director.
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SIGNATURE PAGE:

Applicant's Signature

-.

THE STATE OF /e;Cc.. s
County of

((j;1/l

~

(

§
§

.:r

7At.Io,.,-

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, on this day personally appeared
0"
known
to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument, and acnowledged to
me that (s)he executed same for the purpose and consideration therein expressed ,
GIVEN under my hand and seal of office on this

2 B day of Tt.1I. ~

,2c:>/ ~

1J~hJ;z;;:;)

~ARYPUBLIC

d;~~.r'!¥i::'<. DEAN ALEX,ANDER WATSON

(s.:~
~~'.

.:'"% Notary Public, State of Texas

d.~i

'!o'':~fl!:7

My Commission Expires
July 18, 2015

yea./! /4, !AJA ~c::Jy7
Typed or Printed Name of Notary

MY COMMISSIOI\J EXPIRES:

TCEQ·OS99 (Rev .04/01/201 0)
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The SCS was submitted with this application.
The SCS will be submitted at a later date. The owner is aware that the
SCS may not be installed prior to Executive Director approval.
The sewage collection system will convey the wastewater to the _ _ _ _ __
(name) Treatment Plant. The treatment facility is:
existing.
proposed.

16.

N/A

All private service laterals will be inspected as required in 30 TAC §213.5.

SITE PLAN REQUIREMENTS
Items 17 through 27 must be included on the Site Plan.

=400'.

17.

The Site Plan must have a minimum scale of 1"
Site Plan Scale: 1" = 200'.

18.

1~O-year floodplain boundaries
Some part(s) of the project site is located within the 100-year floodplain.
floodplain is shown and labeled.
X
No part of the project site is located within the 1~O-year floodplain.

The

The 100-year floodplain boundaries are based on the following specific (including date of
material) sources(s):
Flood Data by FEMA panel 48091 C0435F, accessed in August 2013
19.

X

20.

21.

22.

The layout of the development is shown with existing and finished contours at
appropriate, but not greater than ten-foot contour intervals. Show lots, recreation
centers, buildings, roads, etc.
The layout of the development is shown with existing contours. Finished topographic
contours will not differ from the existing topographic configuration and are not shown.

All known wells (oil, water, unplugged, capped and/or abandoned, test holes, etc.):
X
There are
1 (#) wells present on the project site and the locations are shown and
labeled. (Check all of the following that apply)
The wells are not in use and have been properly abandoned.
X
The wells are not in use and will be properly abandoned. (Four test wells will be
drilled, and have been permitted through the Edwards Aquifer Authority. One
well is a previous test well that will be re-drilled.)
X
The wells are in use and comply with 16 TAC §76.
There are no wells or test holes of any kind known to exist on the project site.
Geologic or manmade features which are on the site:
All sensitive geologic or manmade features identified in the Geologic Assessment are
shown and labeled.
No sensitive geologic or manmade features were identified in the Geologic
Assessment.
ATTACHMENT D - Exception to the Required Geologic Assessment.
An
exception to the Geologic Assessment requirement is requested and explained at the
end of this form.

1

N/A

The drainage patterns and approximate slopes anticipated after major grading
activities.

TCEQ-0584 (Rev. 10-01-10)
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Attachment A
Spill Response Actions
The TCEQ ' s spill response rules (30 TAC § 327.1-5) define what is considered a
reportable spill and outline reporting requirements to the state, local government, and affected
persons or property owners. Response and follow-up written report requirements are also
identified.

The reportable quantities for hazardous substances shall be:

(1) for spills or discharges onto land--the quantity designated as the Final Reportable
Quantity (RQ) in Table 302.4 in 40 CFR §302.4; or
(2) for spills or discharges into waters in the state--the quantity designated as the Final
RQ in Table 302.4 in 40 CFR §302.4, except where the Final RQ is greater than 100
pounds in which case the RQ shall be 100 pounds.

The RQ for crude oil and oil other than that defined as petroleum product or used oil shall be:
(A) for spills or discharges onto land--21 0 gallons (five barrels); or
(B) for spills or discharges directly into water in the state--quantity sufficient to create a
sheen.

The RQ for petroleum product and used oil shall be:
(A) except as noted in subparagraph (B) ofthis paragraph, for spills or discharges onto
land--25 gallons;
(B) for spills or discharges to land from PST exempted facilities--21 0 gallons (five
barrels); or
(C) for spills or discharges directly into water in the state--quantity sufficient to create a
sheen.

Industrial solid waste or other substances. The RQ for spills or discharges into water in the state
shall be 100 pounds.

Upon the determination that a reportable discharge or spill has occurred, the responsible
person shall notify the agency as soon as possible but not later than 24 hours after the discovery
of the spill or discharge. The responsible person shall notify the agency in any reasonable
manner including by telephone, in person, or by any other method approved by the agency. In all
cases, the initial notification shall provide, to the extent known, the following information:

(1) the name, address and telephone number of the person making the telephone report;
(2) the date, time, and location of the spill or discharge;
(3) a specific description or identification of the oil, petroleum product, hazardous
substances or other substances discharged or spilled;
(4) an estimate of the quantity discharged or spilled;
(5) the duration of the incident;
(6) the name of the surface water or a description of the waters in the state affected or
threatened by the discharge or spill;
(7) the source of the discharge or spill;
(8) a description of the extent of actual or potential water pollution or harmful impacts to
the environment and an identification of any environmentally sensitive areas or natural
resources at risk;
(9) if different from paragraph (1) of this subsection, the names, addresses, and telephone
numbers of the responsible person and the contact person at the location of the discharge
or spill;
(10) a description of any actions that have been taken, are being taken, and will be taken
to contain and respond to the discharge or spill;
(11) any known or anticipated health risks;
(12) the identity of any governmental representatives, including local authorities or third
parties, responding to the discharge or spill; and
(13) any other information that may be significant to the response action.

In order to satisfy the federal requirement to notify the State Emergency Response Commission
in the State of Texas, the responsible person shall notify one of the following:
(1) the State Emergency Response Center at 1-800-832-8224;

(2) during nonnal business hours only, the regional office for the agency region in which
the discharge or spill occurred; or
(3) the agency at the agency 24-hour spill reporting number.

The responsible person shall notify the agency as soon as possible whenever necessary to
provide infonnation that would trigger a change in the response to the spill or discharge. If the
discharge or spill creates an imminent health threat, the responsible person shall immediately
notify and cooperate with local emergency authorities (fire department, fire marshal, law
enforcement authority, health authority, or Local Emergency Planning Committee (LEPC), as
appropriate). The responsible party will cooperate with the local emergency authority in
providing support to implement appropriate notification and response actions. The local
emergency authority, as necessary, will implement its emergency management plan, which may
include notifying and evacuating affected persons. In the absence of a local emergency authority,
the responsible person shall take reasonable measures to notify potentially affected persons of
the imminent health threat.
The responsible person shall immediately abate and contain the spill or discharge and
cooperate fully with the executive director and the local incident command system. The
responsible person shall also begin reasonable response actions which may include, but are not
limited to, the following actions:
(1) arrival of the responsible person or response personnel hired by the responsible
person at the site of the discharge or spill;
(2) initiating efforts to stop the discharge or spill;
(3) minimizing the impact to the public health and the environment;
(4) neutralizing the effects of the incident;
(5) removing the discharged or spilled substances; and
(6) managing the wastes.

Texas Administrative Code. 1996. 30 TAC § 327.1-5. TCEQ Spill Prevention and Control.
http://www.tceq.texas.gov/response/spill rules.html

Attachment D
Temporary Best Management Practices and Measures
BMP

Sequence of Construction

Interceptor swale

Clearing and grubbing; well
drilling
Clearing and grubbing; well
drilling
Clearing and grubbing; well
drilling
Clearing and grubbing; well
drilling
Clearing and grubbing; well
drilling
Well drilling

Vegetation

Post construction

Mulching

Post construction

Dust control
Debris and trash management
Sanitary facilities
Stabilized construction
entrance
Silt fence

Control Measures
Sediment control
Trash and liter control
Sanitary waste control
Sediment tracking control
Sediment control
Perimeter control; slope
protection
Slope protection; channel
protection; temporary
stabilization
Slope protection; temporary
stabilization

The BMPs that will be in place during and after construction have been selected to help
prevent pollution of surface water, groundwater, stormwater, the aquifer, or any other sensitive
features that may be on or near the proposed project site. The measures to help prevent this
pollution and maintain flow to naturally-occurring sensitive features are described below. There
is no surface water on the project site.
A silt fence will be constructed around the perimeter of the disturbed area to filter
sediment from water flowing over the disturbed area. The silt fence will help detain soil and
sediment on the construction site. By filtering water runoff, the possibility of pollution to any
surface water, sensitive features, or aquifers that may be near the site is reduced.
The interceptor swale used around the perimeter of the construction site will help prevent
upgradient sediment-laden runoff from entering the disturbed site, reducing the possibility of
water pollution.
Vegetation will be used for temporary stabilization throughout the disturbed project area.
Vegetated the disturbed area provides protection from erosion and filtering from overland runoff.

The filtering and reduced runoff will aid in preventing pollution of surface water, groundwater,
or sensitive features that may be on or near the project site during and after construction
activities.
Mulching will be used to temporarily help stabilize and protect the disturbed soil from
erosion. It will also help reduce the volume of sediment-laden water flow from leaving the
mulched area.
Dust control will help prevent wind transpOli of dust from the disturbed soil onto
roadways, drainage ways, and surface waters that may be on or offsite. By stabilizing the
construction entrance, offsite sediment tracking from trucks and construction equipment will be
reduced. Sanitary facilities and debris and trash management will help reduce sanitary waste and
trash liter from polluting the project site and surrounding areas.

Resources:
North Central Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG). 2003. Integrated Storm Water
Management Design Manual for Construction.
http://www.iswm.nctcog.org/Documents/ConstructionlFinallpdf/Ch4_E_BMPs.pdf
Barrett, Michael. 2005. TCEQ Complying with the Edwards Aquifer Rules: Technical Guidance
of Best Management Practices (RG-348).

Attachment F
Structural Practices
The use of an interceptor swale structure will divert flows away from exposed soils from
project disturbance and limit runoff discharge of pollutants from exposed areas of the site.
Interceptor swales are used to prevent off-site upgradient sediment-laden flow from entering
disturbed areas (TCEQ RG-348, 2005). Use of a silt fence will filter sediment from on-site
runoff, containing sediment in the disturbed area and preventing potential pollution to off-site
areas.

Attachment I
Inspection and Maintenance for BMPs
The proposed project of clearing, grubbing, and well drilling is anticipated to disturb less
than five acres. Being less than five acres of disturbance, a Stormwater Pollution Prevention
Plan (SW3P) without Notice of Intent (NOI) to TCEQ will be in place prior to and during
construction. An Inspector's Qualifications and Inspection Form is part of the SW3P. The roles
and responsibilities for implementation and maintenance of the elements of the SW3P and BMPs
are also specified in the SW3P and will be agreed to by all parties involved with the construction
activity who meet the definition of a primary operator. The following are inspection and
maintenance guidelines for the selected temporary BMPs as stated in TCEQ RG-348:

Dust control:
1) When dust is evident during dry weather, reapply dust control BMPs.

Stabilized construction entrance:
1) The entrance should be maintained in a condition, which will prevent tracking or
flowing of sediment onto public rights-of-way. This may require periodic top dressing
with additional stone as conditions demand and repair and/or cleanout of any measures
used to trap sediment.
2) All sediment spilled, dropped, washed or tracked onto public rights-of-way should be
removed immediately by contractor.
3) When necessary, wheels should be cleaned to remove sediment prior to entrance onto
public right-of-way.
4) When washing is required, it should be done on an area stabilized with crushed stone
that drains into an approved sediment trap or sediment basin.
5) All sediment should be prevented from entering any storm drain, ditch or water course
by using approved methods.

Silt fence:
1) Inspect all fencing weekly, and after any rainfall.

2) Remove sediment when buildup reaches 6 inches.
3) Replace any tom fabric or install a second line of fencing parallel to the tom section.
4) Replace or repair any sections crushed or collapsed in the course of construction
activity. If a section of fence is obstructing vehicular access, consider relocating it to a
spot where it will provide equal protection, but will not obstruct vehicles. A triangular
filter dike may be preferable to a silt fence at common vehicle access points.
5) When construction is complete, the sediment shouJd be disposed of in a manner that
will not cause additional siltation and the prior location of the silt fence should be re
vegetated. The fence itself should be disposed of in an approved landfill.

Interceptor swale:
1) Interceptor swales should be inspected weekJy and after each rain event to locate and
repair any damage to the channel or clear debris or other obstructions so as not to
diminish flow capacity.
2) Damage from stonns or normal construction activities such as tire ruts or disturbance
of swale stabilization should be repaired as soon as practical.

Vegetation:
1) Temporary vegetation should be inspected weekly and after each rain event to locate
and repair any erosion.
2) Erosion from stonns or other damage should be repaired as soon as practical by re
grading the area and applying new seed.
3) If the vegetated cover is less than 80%, the area should be reseeded.

Mulching:
1) Mulched areas should be inspected weekly and after each rain event to locate and
repair any damage.
2) Areas damaged by stonns or nonnal construction activities should be re-graded and
hydraulic mulch reapplied as soon as practical.

Completed inspection reports will include the following information:
•

scope of the inspection,

•

name(s) of personnel making the inspection,

•

reference to qualifications of inspection personnel,

•

date of the inspection,

•

observed major construction activities, and

•

actions taken as a result of the inspection.

The inspection report should state whether the site was in compliance or identify any
incidents of non-compliance. The report will be signed by the inspector in accordance with Part
III.F.7 of the TPDES general permit and filed in the SWP3. inspection reports will be kept in the
Contractor's file, along with the SWP3, for at least three years from the date that the project is
completed.
Final stabilization of the construction site has been achieved when all soil disturbing
activities at the site have been completed, and a uniform (e.g., evenly distributed, without large
bare areas) perennial vegetative cover with a density of 70 percent of the native background
vegetative cover for the area has been established on all unpaved areas and areas not covered by
permanent structures. If a vegetative cover cannot be established, equivalent permanent
stabilization measures (such as riprap, gabions, or geotextiles) can be employed. When these
conditions have been met, BMPs can be removed from the construction area.

New Braunfels Utilities
SWP3 (or Small Construction Activity

Inspector Qualifications
Inspector Name:
Qualifications (Check as appropriate and provide description):

D

Training Course

D

Supervised Experience

D

Other

Inspector Name:
Qualifications (Check as appropriate and provide description):

D

Training Course

D

Supervised Experience

D

Other

Inspector Name:
Qualifications (Check as appropriate and provide description):

D

Training Course

D

Supervised Experience

D

Other

Trinity Well Field

New Braunfels Utilities
SWP3 (or Small Construction Activity

Construction Site
Storm Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (SWP3)
Inspection Form

Trinity Well Field

V>
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....Q.
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o
o
o

Complies

l No .

Warning
Project Shutdown

On-Site
Yes

Up-to-date
No*

Yes

rJ:I

c

-; .g

... '"E
...

Date:
Inspector:
Qualifications: see Appendix E of SWP3
Weather Conditions:
Contractor:

Project:
Address:

0;

~

C-'~

c

Owner:

BMP

BMP Used
No
Yes

Maint. Req'd
Yes*
No

Interceptor Swale
Diversion Dike
Pipe Slope Drain
Vegetation
Mulching
Erosion Control Blankets
Channel Protection
Dust Control
Silt Fence
Organic Filter Berm
Triangular Sediment Filter Dike
Inlet Protection
Stone Outlet Sediment Trap
Sediment Basin
Check Dam
Temporary Sediment Tank
Stabilized Construction Entrance
Wheel Wash
Debris and Trash Management
Chemical Management
Concrete Waste Management
Concrete Sawcutting Waste
Management
Sandblasting Waste Management
Lime Stabilization Management
Sanitary Facilities
Other
Storm Water Discharge Locations

*Items marked in thi s column need to be addressed in the Actions to be Taken table.

Comments

No*

New Braunfels Utilities
SWP3 (or Small Construction Activity
ACTIONS TO BE TAKEN

RESPONSIBLE
PERSON(S)

Trinity Well Field
DUE DATE

DATE
COMPLETED

INITIALS

NOTE: These reports will be kept on file as part of the Storm Water Pollution Prevention Plan for at \east
three years from the date that the site is finally stabilized. A copy of the SWP3 will be kept at the site at all
times during construction.
CERTIFICA TION STATEMENT: "/ certify under penalty oflaw that this document and any attachments
were prepared under my direction or supervision in accordance with a system designed to assure that
qualified personnel properly gathered and evaluated the information contained herein. Based on my inquiry
ofthe person or persons who manage the system, or those persons directly responsible for gathering the
information, the information is, to the best ofmy knowledge and belief, true. accurate, and complete. Jam
aware that there are significant penalties for attesting to false information, including the possibility ofjine and
imprisonment for knowing violations. "
Name:
Address:
Telephone:
Site Location:
Inspector Signature:

I Date:

Bryan W. Shaw, Ph.D., Chairman
Carlos Rubinstein, Commissioner
Toby Baker, Commissioner
Zak Covar, Executive Director

TEXAS COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALIlY
Protecting Texas by Reducing and Preventing Pollution

ECEI

September 25,2013
Mr. Ian Taylor, P.E.
New Braunfels Utilities
355 FM306
New Braunfels, TX 78130
Re:

Edvlards Aquifer, Cerna.! COll..'1ty

NAME OF PROJECT: Trinity Well Field; Located 0.55 miles northwest of the intersection of Lori
Lane and Madeline Street; New Braunfels, Texas
TIrE OF PLAN: Request for Approval of a Water Pollution Abatement Plan (WPAP); 30 Texas
Administrative Code (TAC) Chapter 213 Edwards Aquifer
Edwards Aquifer Protection Program ID No. 13-13072401; Investigation No. 1105465; Regulated
Entity No. RN106861289
Dear Mr. Taylor:
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) has completed its review of the WPAP
Application for the above-referenced project submitted to the San Antonio Regional Office by
Freese and Nichols, Inc. on behalf of New Braunfels Utilities on July 24, 2013. Final review of the
WPAP was completed after additional material was received on August 29 and September 24, 2013.
As presented to the TCEQ, the Temporary Best Management Practices (BMPs) and construction
plans were prepared by a Texas Licensed Professional Engineer to be in general compliance with
the requirements of 30 TAC Chapter 213. These planning materials were sealed, signed and dated
by a Texas Licensed Professional Engineer. Therefore, based on the engineer's concurrence of
compliance, the planning materials for construction of the proposed project and pollution
abatement measures are hereby approved subject to applicable state rules and the conditions in
this letter. The applicant or a person affected may file with the chief clerk a motion for
reconsideration of the executive director's final action on this Edwards Aquifer Protection Plan. A
motion for reconsideration must be filed no later than 23 days after the date of this approval letter.
This approval expires two (2) years from the date ofthis letter unless, prior to the expiration date,
more than 10 percent ofthe construction has commenced on the project or an extension oftime
has been requested.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The proposed commercial project will have an area of approximately 19.0 acres. It will include the
drilling of water wells and the clearing for a temporary access road (pervious cover). It was
TCEQ Region 13 • 14250 Judson Rd.• San Antonio, Texas 78233-4480 • 210-490-3096 • Fax 210-545-4329
Austin Headquarters: 512'239-1000 • tceq.texas.gov • How is our customer service? tceq.texas.gov/customersurvey

Mr. Ian Talyor, P.E.
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September 30, 2013
proposed that the current plan is for no impervious cover. No wastewater is generated by this
project.
PERMANENT POLLUTION ABATEMENT MEASURES
This commercial project will not have any impervious cover at this time.
GEOLOGY
According to the geologic assessment included with the application, the site is located on the
Person and and Kainer formations. The project geologist evaluated 1 manmade (water well)
manmade features in bedrock and 11 geologic features. All features were scored as non-sensitive.
The San Antonio Regional Office site assessment conducted on September 16, 2013 revealed the
site was adequately described by the Geologic Assessment.
STANDARD CONDmONS
1.

Pursuant to Chapter 7 Subchapter C of the Texas Water Code, any violations of the
requirements in 30 TAC Chapter 213 may result in administrative penalties.

2. The holder of the approved Edwards Aquifer protection plan must comply with all provisions of
30 TAC Chapter 213 and all best management practices and measures contained in the
approved plan. Additional and separate approvals, permits, registrations and/or authorizations
from other TCEQ Programs (Le., Stormwater, Water Rights, mC) can be required depending
on the specifics of the plan.
3. In addition to the rules of the Commission, the applicant may also be required to comply with
state and local ordinances and regulations providing for the protection of water quality.
Prior to Commencement of Construction:
4. Within 60 days of receiving written approval of an Edwards Aquifer Protection Plan, the
applicant must submit to the San Antonio Regional Office, proof of recordation of notice in the
county deed records, with the volume and page number(s) of the county deed records of the
county in which the property is located. A description of the property boundaries shall be
included in the deed recordation in the county deed records. A suggested form (Deed
Recordation Affidavit, TCEQ-0625) that you may use to deed record the approved WPAP is
enclosed.
5. All contractors conducting regulated activities at the referenced project location shall be
provided a copy of this notice of approval. At least one complete copy of the approved WPAP
and this notice of approval shall be maintained at the project location until all regulated
activities are completed.
6. Modification to the activities described in the referenced WPAP application following the date
of approval may require the submittal of a plan to modify this approval, including the payment
of appropriate fees and all information necessary for its review and approval prior to initiating
construction of the modifications.
7. The applicant must provide written notification of intent to commence construction,
replacement, or rehabilitation of the referenced project. Notification must be submitted to the
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San Antonio Regional Office no later than 48 hours prior to commencement of the regulated
activity. Written notification must include the date on which the regulated activity will
commence; the name of the approved plan and program ID number for the regulated activity,
and the name of the prime contractor with the name and telephone number of the contact
person. The executive director will use the notification to determine if the approved plan is
eligible for an extension.
8. Temporary erosion and sedimentation (E&S) controls, i.e., silt fences, rock berms, stabilized
construction entrances, or other controls described in the approved WPAP, must be installed
prior to construction and maintained during construction. Temporary E&S controls may be
removed when vegetation is established and the construction area is stabilized. If a water
quality pond is proposed, it shall be used as a sedimentation basin during construction. The
TCEQ may monitor stormwater discharges from the site to evaluate the adequacy of temporary
E&S control measures. Additional controls may be necessary if excessive solids are being
discharged from the site.
9. All borings with depths greater than or equal to 20 feet must be plugged with non-shrink grout
from the bottom of the hole to within three (3) feet of the surface. The remainder of the hole
must be backfilled with cuttings from the boring. All borings less than 20 feet must be
backfilled with cuttings from the boring. All borings must be backfilled or plugged within four
(4) days of completion of the drilling operation. Voids may be filled with gravel.
During Construction:
10.

During the course of regulated activities related to this project, the applicant or agent shall
comply with all applicable provisions of 30 TAC Chapter 213, Edwards Aquifer. The applicant
shall remain responsible for the provisions and conditions of this approval until such
responsibility is legally transferred to another person or entity.

11.

This approval does not authorize the installation of temporary aboveground storage tanks on
this project. If the contractor desires to install a temporary aboveground storage tank for use
during construction, an application to modify this approval must be submitted and approved
prior to installation. The application must include information related to tank location and
spill containment. Refer to Standard Condition No.6, above.

12. If any sensitive feature (caves, solution cavities, sink holes, etc.) is discovered during
construction, all regulated activities near the feature must be suspended immediately. The
applicant or his agent must immediately notify the San Antonio Regional Office of the discovery
of the feature. Regulated activities near the feature may not proceed until the executive director
has reviewed and approved the methods proposed to protect the feature and the aquifer from
potentially adverse impacts to water quality. The plan must be sealed, signed, and dated by a
Texas Licensed Professional Engineer.
13. One water well exists on site. All water wells, including injection, dewatering, and monitoring
wells must be in compliance with the requirements of the Texas Department of Licensing and
Regulation under Title 16 TAC Chapter 76 (relating to Water Well Drillers and Pump Installers)
and all other locally applicable rules, as appropriate.
14. If sediment escapes the construction site, the sediment must be removed at a frequency
sufficient to minimize offsite impacts to water quality (e.g., fugitive sediment in street being
washed into surface streams or sensitive features by the next rain). Sediment must be removed
from sediment traps or sedimentation ponds not later than when design capacity has been

Mr. Ian
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Litter, construction
and C011stru(:uoln \.-':H"alU'-<.U.:> shan
stormwater """"'"''''«'''1','- pollutants.
Intentional discharges ofsediment laden water are not allowed. If dewatering becomes
will be filtered through appropriately selected best ,u~uUI'>~"
include vegetated filter
sediment traps, rock berms,
16. The following records shall be maintained and
available to the executive director upon
the
when major grading activities occur, the dates when construction activities
of the
and
temporarily or permanently cease on a
measures are initiated.
Stabilization measures shall be initiated as soon as practicable in portions of the site where
construction activities have temporarily or permanently ceased, and construction activities will
not resume within 21 days. When the initiation of stabilization measures by the 14th day is
precluded by weather conditions,
measures
be initiated as soon as
practicable.
permanent BMPs or
18. A Texas Licensed Professional Engineer must certify in writing
measures were constructed as designed. The certification letter must be submitted to the San
Antonio Regional Office within 30 days of site completion.
19. The applicant
permanent BMPs after construction until
such time as
obligation is either
in writing by another
having
ownership or control of the property (such as without limitation, an owner's association, a new
property owner or
a district, or municipality) or the ownership of the property is
ans:lerreC1 to the entity. The regulated entity shall then be responsible for maintenance until
A copy
another entity assumes such obligations in writing or ownership is
transfer responsibility must be filed with
executive director through
Antonio
Regional Office within 30
of the
copy of the
form (TCEQ-10263) is
enclosed.
20. Upon legal transfer of
the new owner(s) is
to
with all terms
the approved Edwards Aquifer protection plan. If the new owner intends to commence any
protection plan that specifically
new regulated activity on the site, a new Edwards
executive director. Approval of the plan for
addresses the new activity must be submitted to
new regulated activity by
executive director is required prior to commencement of the
new
21. An Edwards Aquifer protection
approval or
will
and no
will
has not been completed within ten
granted if more than 50 percent of the total
years from the initial approval of a plan. A new Edwards Aquifer protection plan must be
submitted to the San Antonio Regional Office with the appropriate fees for review and approval
by the
director prior to commencing any additional regulated
22. At project locations where construction is ......~LvY.
that
shall be returned to a condition

abandoned, or not completed,
site
is protected from potential contamination.

Mr. Ian Talyor, P.E.
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This action is taken under authority delegated by the Executive Director of the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality. If you have any questions or require additional information, please
contact Mr. Michael Isley, P.E. of the Edwards Aquifer Protection Program of the San Antonio
Regional Office at 210-403-4057.
Sincerely,

d~·1v--
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j

U LO,

Lynn Bumguardner, Water Section Manager

San Antonio Region Office
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
LMBjMIjeg
Enclosure:

cc:

Deed Recordation Affidavit, Form TCEQ-0625
Change in Responsibility for Maintenance of Permanent BMPs, Form TCEQ-10263

Mr. David Bennett, P.E., Freese and Nichols, Inc.
Mr. Roland Ruiz, Edwards Aquifer Authority
Mr. Thomas Hornseth, P.E., Comal County Engineer
Mr. James Klein, P.E., City of New Braunfels
TCEQ Central Records, Building F, MC 212

Bryan W. Shaw, Ph.D., Chairman
Carlos Rubinstein, Commissioner
Toby Baker, Commissioner
Zak Covar, Executive Director

TEXAS COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Protecting Texas by Reducing and Preventing Pollution

July 31, 2013

RE
Mr. Thomas H. Hornseth, P.E.
Comal County Engineer
195 David Jonas Drive
New Braunfels TX 78132-3710
Re:

IVE

AUG 0 1 2013

Edwards Aquifer, Comal County
PROJECT NAME: Trinity Well Field, located 0.55 miles northwest of the intersection of
Lori Lane and Madeline Street, New Braunfels, Texas
PLAN TIPE: Application for Approval of a Water Pollution Plan (WPAP) 30 Texas
Administration Code (TAC) Chapter 213; Edwards Aquifer Protection Program
EAPP File No. and Regulated Entity No.: RN106861289

Dear Mr. Hornseth:
The referenced application is being forwarded to you pursuant to the Edwards Aquifer Rules.
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) is required by 30 TAC Chapter 213 to
provide copies of all applications to affected incorporated cities and underground water
conservation districts for their comments prior to TCEQ approval.
Please forward your comments to this office by August 31, 2013.
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality appreciates your assistance in this matter and
your compliance efforts to ensure protection of the State's environment. If you or members of
your staff have any questions regarding these matters, please feel free to contact the San Antonio

Region Office at (~1O~473096.

! f/ L-

SincerelC j J

Todd Jones
Water Section Work Leader
San Antonio Regional Office
TJjeg
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Water Pollution Abatement Plan
(WPAP)
CEQ-R

Trinity Well Field
New Braunfels Utilities
Prepared for:

TCEQ-Region 13 Office
San Antonio, Texas

July 2013

Prepared by:
FREESE AND NICHOLS, INC.

10814 Jollyville Rd, Bldg 4, Suite 200
Austin, Texas 78759
512-617-3100

JUL 24 Z013

LATED ENTITY NAME:
COUNTY:

-!...!..!.!..:2.!'..L~=-'-~=--_ _ _ _ _ _ __

STREAM BASIN: ~==..;::;....:...=-=-.:....=.:=.:.:...o

EDWARDS AQUIFER:

ZONE
TRANSITION ZONE

PLAN

WPAP
UST

EXCEPTION
MODIFICATION

CUSTOMER INFORMATION
1.

Customer
Contact Person:
Entity:
Mailing Address:
City, State:
Telephone:
Agent/Representative (If any):
Person:
Mailing
City,
Telephone:

2.

This project is inside the city limits of _ _--'-'=-=..c=:..:..==-_ _ _ _ _ _ _.
This project is outside
city limits but
the ETJ (extra-territorial jurisdiction) of
project is not located within any city's limits or

3.

location of
site is described below. The description provides sufficient
clarity so that
TCEQ's Regional staff can
locate the
and site boundaries
for a field investigation.

ATTACHMENT A
site is

5.

ROAD MAP. A
at the

map showing directions to and
this form.

location of

ATTACHMENT B - USGS I EDWARDS
ZONE MAP. A copy of
official 7 % minute
Quadrangle Map (Scale: 1" = 2000') of the
Recharge Zone is attached behind this
The map(s)
clearly

TCEQ·0587 (Rev. 10-01-10)
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X
X

1
X

Sufficient survey staking is provided on the project to allow TCEQ regional staff to
locate the boundaries and alignment of the regulated activities and the geologic or
manmade features noted in the Geologic Assessment. The TCEQ must be able to
inspect the project site or the application will be returned.

6.

7.

8.

Project site.
USGS Quadrangle Name(s).
Boundaries of the Recharge Zone (and Transition Zone, if applicable).
Drainage path from the project to the boundary of the Recharge Zone.

X

ATTACHIVIENT C - PROJECT DESCRIPTION. Attached at the end of this form is a
detailed narrative description of the proposed project.

Existing project site conditions are noted below:
Existing commercial site
Existing industrial site
Existing residential site
X
Existing paved and/or unpaved roads
Undeveloped (Cleared)
1
Undeveloped (Undisturbed/Uncleared)
Other: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

. RE

IVE
AUG 0 1 2013

COL~ fY

Ft\JOf1\JE.

PROHIBITED ACTIVITIES
9.

X

I am aware that the following activities are prohibited on the Recharge Zone and are
not proposed for this project:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

10.

X

waste disposal wells regulated under 30 TAC Chapter 331 of this title (relating
to Underground Injection Control) ;
new feedlot/concentrated animal feeding operations, as defined in 30 TAC
§213.3;
land disposal of Class I wastes, as defined in 30 TAC §335.1;
the use of sewage holding tanks as parts of organized collection systems; and
new municipal solid waste landfill facilities required to meet and comply with
Type I standards which are defined in §330.41 (b), (c), and (d) of this title
(relating to Types of Municipal Solid Waste Facilities).

I am aware that the following activities are prohibited on the Transition Zone and are
not proposed for this project:
(1)
(2)
(3)

waste disposal wells regulated under 30 TAC Chapter 331 (relating to
Underground Injection Control) ;
land disposal of Class I wastes, as defined in 30 TAC §335.1 ; and
new municipal solid waste landfill facilities required to meet and comply with
Type I standards which are defined in §330.41 (b), (c), and (d) of this title .

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION
11.

The fee for the plan(s) is based on :
X

For a Water Pollution Abatement Plan and Modifications, the total acreage of the site
where regulated activities will occur.

TCEQ-0587 (Rev. 10-01-10)
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For an Organized Sewage Collection System Plans and Modifications, the total linear
footage orall collection system lines.
For a UST Facility Plan or an AST Facility Plan, the total number of tanks or piping
systems.
A request for an exception to any substantive portion of the regulations related to the
protection of water quality.
A request for an extension to a previously approved plan.
12.

Application fees are due and payable at the time the application is filed. If the correct fee is
not submitted, the TCEQ is not required to consider the application until the correct fee is
submitted.
Both the fee and the Edwards Aquifer Fee Form have been sent to the
Commission's :

~

Submit one (1) original and one (1) copy of the application, plus additional copies as
needed for each affected incorporated city, groundwater conservation district, and
county in which the project will be located. The TCEQ will distribute the additional
copies to these jurisdictions. The copies must be submitted to the appropriate regional
office .

13.

14.

TCEQ cashier
Austin Regional Office (for projects in Hays, Travis, and Williamson Counties)
San Antonio Regional Office (for projects in Bexar, Comal, Kinney , Medina, and Uvalde
Counties)

x

No person shall commence any regulated activity until the Edwards Aquifer Protection
Plan(s) for the activity has been filed with and approved by the Executive Director.

To the best of my knowledge, the responses to this form accurately reflect all information requested
concerning the proposed regulated activities and methods to protect the Edwards Aquifer. This
GENERAL INFORMATION FORM is hereby submitted for TCEQ review. The application was
prepared by:

Print Name of Customer/Agent

ent
If you have questions on how to fill out this form or about the Edwards Aquifer protection program, please contact us at 210/490
3096 for projects located in the San Antonio Region or 512/339-2929 for projects located in the Austin Region.
Individuals are entitled to request and review their personal information that the agency gathers on its forms. They may also have any errors
in their information corrected. To review such information, contact us at 512/239-3282.
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Attachment C
Project Description
New Braunfels Utilities (NBU) is proposing a project to clear and grub a site for well
drilling. There will be four locations for drilling and well testing to determine individual and
combined well capacities for a future proposed project. The proposed site is 19 acres of property
0.75 miles southwest of the intersection of Loop 337 with Oak Run Parkway and 0.55 miles
northwest of the intersection of Lori Lane with Madeline Street in the New Braunfels City
Limits. The proposed project could potentially impact 3.5 acres by clearing and grubbing trees.
The cleared trees will be mulched to aid in soil protection.

Geologic Assessment
Regulated Activities
,....' ..... rr",. Aquifer RechargefTransition Zones
§213.5(b)(3),
June 1, 1999
REGULATED ENTITY NAME:

...:....:..;.:.::.;.::...r......::...::...;:...:.:.....:....=_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

SCS

X WPAP
LOCATION

PRO,JECT:

UST
_

Transition

Zone

Contributing Zone within
the Transition

PROJECT INFORMATION
1.
2.

attached

and evaluated

Geologic or
are
GEOLOGIC ASSESSMENT TABLE.

cover on
project
is
in
and uses the
Hydrologic
(Urban Hydrology
Small Watersheds,
Release No.
Appendix A,
Soil
Soil Conservation Service, 1986). If there is more than one soil type on the project site, show
map.
type on the site Geologic Map or a separate
Group Definitions
(Abbreviated)

Soil Units, Infiltration,
Characteristics, &

A. Soils having a .:..:.=~=== rate
when thoroughly

Rumple-Comfort
Association, Undulating
Rumple

B. Soils having a moderate infiltration
rate when thoroughly wetted.

Below

Below

C

2 ft, 4 in

C. Soils having a slow infiltration rate
when thoroughly wetted.

D

1 ft, 0 in

D. Soils
rate when

3.

A STRATIGRAPHIC COLUMN is attached at
end of this form
formations, members, and thicknesses. The outcropping unit should
stratigraphic column.

4.

A NARRATIVE
this form.
movement to the
site.

5.

must include a
Aquifer, stratigraphy,

Appropriate SITE

MAP(S) are
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end
of the potential for fluid
and karst
of
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Site Geologic Map must be the same
minimum scale is 1" = 400'.
Applicant's Site
Site Geologic Map
Map Scale (if more

as the applicant's
1"

one soil

shows
top of

1"
1" =400'
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Plan. The

6.

Method of collecting positional data:
_X_
Global Positioning System (GPS) technology.
Other
method(s).
.
.

7.

_X_

The project site is shown and labeled on the Site Geologic Map.

8.

- X-

Surface geologic units are shown and labeled on the Site Geologic Map.

9.

_X-

Geologic or manmade features were discovered on the project site during the field ·
investigation. They are shown and labeled on the Site Geologic Map and are described
in the attached Geologic Assessm.ent Table.
Geologic or manmade features were not discovered on the project site during the field
investigation.

10.

_X_

The Recharge Zone boundary is shown and labeled, if appropriate.

11.

All known wells (test holes, water, oil, unplugged, capped and/or abandoned, etc.):
_X_

There is _1_(#) wells present on the project site and the location is shown and labeled.
(Check all of the following that apply.)
The wells are not in use and have been properly abandoned.
The wells are not in use and will be properly abandoned.
_X_ . The wells are in use and comply with 16 TAC Chapter 76.
There are no wells or test holes of any kind known to exist on the project site. AUG

IVE

a 1 2013

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION
12.

_X_

Submit one (1) original and one (1) copy of the application, plus additional copies as
needed for each affected incorporated city, groundwater conservation district, and
county in which the project will be located. The TCEQ will distribute the additional
copies to these jurisdictions. The copies must be submitted to the appropriate regional
office.

Date(s) Geologic Assessment was performed: May 26,2013 through June 21, 2013
. Date(s)
To the best of my knowledge, the responses to this form accurately reflect all information requested
concerning the proposed regulated activities and methods to protect the Edwards Aquifer. My
signature certifies that I am qualified as a geologist as defined by 30 TAC Chapter 213.

(512) 617-3140
Telephone
(512) 617-3101
Fax

Makenzie M. Vessel P.G.
Print Name of Geologist

June 21,2013
Date
Representing: Freese and Nichols, Inc.
(Name of Company)

7/11/13

If you have questions on how to fill out this form or about the Edwards Aquifer protection program, please contact us at 2101490
3096 for projects located In the San Antonio Region or 612/339-2929 for projects located In the Austin Region.
Individuals are entitled to request and review their personal Information that the agency gathers on its forms. They may also have any errors
In their information corrected. To review such information, contact us at 512/239-3282 .
TCEQ-0585 (Rev . 10-01-10)
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PROJECT NAME: New Braunfels Utilities NBU

GEOLOGIC ASSESSMENT TABLE
IA

Well Field and Production Facilities

FEATURE CHARACTERISTICS

LOCATION
lS"

lC"

lATrruDE

LONGITUDE

BS
iOTAL

10

11

SENsrnvrry

CATCHMENT AREA (ACRES)

<40

!:.4l!

<1.6

1:l1l

./
./

./

P6

./

P7

./
./

P8

P9

./

P10
P11

./
./

TYPE

SA INFILLING

26 POINTS

30

N

None - exposed bedrock

C

Cave

SC

SoluUon Cavity

20

C

Coarse - cobbles, breakdown, sand, gravel

SF

Solution-Enlarged Fracture(s)

20

0

Loose or

F

Fault

20

F

Fines - compacted clay-Iich sediment, soil profile, gray or red colors

5

mud or soil, organics, leaves, sticks, dark colors

0

Other Natural Bedrock Features

V

Vegetation - give details in narrative description

M6

Manmade Feature in Bedrock

30

FS

Flowstone, cements, calle deposits

SW

Swallow Hole

30

X

Other mateIials

SH

Sinkhole

20

CD

Non-Karst Closed Depression

Z

Zone, Clustered or Aligned Features

5

30
I have read, I understood, and I have followed the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality's Instructions to Geologists. The
information presented here complies -.vith that document and is a true representation of the conditions observed in the field.
Chapter 213.
Date: June 21, 2013
Sheet 1 of 1
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NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF SITE SPECIFIC GEOLOGY
TRINITY WELL FIELD AND PRODUCTION FACILITIES
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
New Braunfels Utilities (NBU) proposes to install a minimum of two and
up to a maximum of four groundwater wells, well pumps, pump heads, and
sealing slabs on the project site. Well collection and distribution piping, an
aboveground storage tank, disinfection and fluoride system, booster pump
station, and electrical building will also be constructed in conjunction with the
groundwater wells. The project site is located in a rural, but residentially
developing area in southeast Comal County, Texas. Freese and Nichols
personnel have performed a literature review of project site geology and
conducted a field survey to identify karst features within the project site.
STRATIGRAPHIC AND STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS*
The most important water-bearing stratigraphic units in Comal County are
of Cretaceous age. In the project site for the Trinity Well Field and Production
Facilities the stratigraphy includes, from youngest to oldest, the Person
Formation (Kep) and the Kainer Formation (Kek) of the Edwards Group (Ked).
The Upper Member of the Glen Rose Limestone (Kgr) underlies the Kainer
Formation and serves as the lower confining unit to the Edwards Aquifer.
The Person Formation of the Edwards Group is the outcropping unit in
the project area. The Person Formation has a thickness of approximately 180
feet in Comal County and typically consists of variably burrowed mudstone,
grainstone, and crystalline limestone. The Person Formation is further divided
into three members, and the Edwards Group is divided into eight informal
hydrogeologic subdivisions that correspond with the limestone members of the
Edwards Group and the overlying Georgetown Formation.
Geologic structures affecting groundwater within Comal County are the
regional dip to the southeast and five northeast-trending, normal faults of the
Balcones Fault Zone: the Comal Springs, Hueco Springs, Bat Cave, Bear Creek,
and Hidden Valley faults. As the project site is located within the Balcones Fault
Zone, there are faults that have been located in the vicinity of the project site;
however, none of these five primary faults are located directly within the project
site. In addition, occasional north to northwest-trending cross-faults have also
* The information in this portion of the Geologic Assessment was obtained from Water
Resources Investigations Report 94-4117: Geologic Framework and Hydrogeologic
Characteristics of the Edwards Aquifer Outcrop, Comal County, Texas by Ted A. Small
and John A. Hanson of the U. S. Geological Survey, prepared in cooperation with the
Edwards Underground Water District, 1994.
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NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF SITE SPECIFIC GEOLOGY
TRINITY WELL FIELD AND PRODUCTION FACILITIES
been documented within Comal County, but were not observed or mapped within
the project site.
KARSTIC CHARACTERISTICS
A field survey of the entire project site was conducted on May 28,2013 by
Freese and Nichols personnel, including a registered, professional geologist. The
survey was performed by walking parallel transects within the project site.
Ground visibility was relatively good in some areas, but difficult in others due to
brushy conditions. Eleven (11) features were identified and documented during
the field survey.
All of the 11 features identified were partially or entirely covered by loose
organic material and soil upon initial inspection. The majority of the features were
identified as non-karst closed depressions as they were determined to be either
caused by construction practices or animal burrows. None of these non-karst
closed depressions were very large in size (i .e. , none were greater than six feet
in at least one direction), as is indicated in the accompanying Geologic
Assessment Table.
Two of the identified features, P6 and P8, were difficult to strictly classify
as non-karst closed depressions or solution cavities . Both features showed some
surficial evidence of being animal burrows, but did appear to descend deeper
than was able to be ascertained with limited measurement tools in the field. In
addition, these features are aligned in a NW-SE direction with a much larger
solution cavity that was located offsite of the project area (as shown on the
accompanying Geologic Map).
One additional feature, P10, could be classified as a solution cavity. P10
is also located in a NW-SE alignment with P6 and P8, and had a depth that was
unable to be determined with measurement tools in the field. This feature did not
appear to be an animal burrow due to the small dimensions of the opening. Due
to the dimensions of the feature and the dense vegetation surrounding the
features in this project area, a low infiltration rate is suggested. Photographs of
P6, P8, P10, and the larger solution feature offsite of the project area are
provided below.
* The information in this portion of the Geologic Assessment was obtained from Water
Resources Investigations Report 94-4117: Geologic Framework and Hydrogeologic
Characteristics of the Edwards Aquifer Outcrop, Comal County, Texas by Ted A. Small
and John A. Hanson of the US. Geological Survey, prepared in cooperation with the
Edwards Underground Water District, 1994.
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NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF SITE SPECIFIC GEOLOGY
TRINITY WELL FIELD AND PRODUCTION FACILITIES

Feature P6

Larger Feature Outside Project Site
* The information in this portion of the Geologic Assessment was obtained from Water
Resources Investigations Report 94-4117: Geologic Framework and Hydrogeologic
Characteristics of the Edwards Aquifer Outcrop, Comal County, Texas by Ted A. Small
and John A. Hanson of the U. S. Geological Survey, prepared in cooperation with the
Edwards Underground Water District, 1994.
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NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF SITE SPECIFIC GEOLOGY
TRINITY WELL FIELD AND PRODUCTION FACILITIES

Feature P8

Feature P1 0
* The information in this portion of the Geologic Assessment was obtained from Water

Resources Investigations Report 94-4117: Geologic Framework and Hydrogeologic
Characteristics of the Edwards Aquifer Outcrop, Comal County, Texas by Ted A. Small
and John A. Hanson of the U. S. Geological Survey, prepared in cooperation with the
Edwards Underground Water District, 1994.
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Water Pollution Abatement Plan Application
for Regulated Activities
on the Edwards Aquifer Recharge Zone
and Relating to 30 TAC §213.5(b), Effective June 1, 1999
REGULATED ENTITY NAME: _ _·..:...Tr'-!!in.:.;;it'-'-y-=.W..:..;e=.:;II:....:.F--"ie=l.::;..d_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
REGULATED ENTITY INFORMATION
1.

The type of project is:
Residential: # of Lots:
Residential: # of Living Unit Equivalents:
Commercial
Industrial
X
Other:
Clearing and Grubbing and Well Drilling

2.

Total site acreage (size of property):

3.

Projected population:

4.

The amount and type of impervious cover expected after construction are shown below:

19 acres

o

Impervious Cover of Proposed
Project

Sq. Ft.

Sq. Ft.lAcre

Acres

Structures/Rooftops

0

.;- 43,560 =

0

Parking

0

.;- 43,560 =

0

Other paved surfaces

0

.;- 43,560 =

0

Total Impervious Cover

0

.;- 43,560 =

0

Total Impervious Cover.;- Total Acreage x 100 =
5.

6.

l

0

ATTACHMENT A - Factors Affecting Water Quality. A description of any factors
that could affect surface water and groundwater quality is provided at the end of this
form.
X

Only inert materials as defined by 30 TAC §330.2 will be used as fill material.

FOR ROAD PRO,JECTS ONLY
Complete questions 7-12 if this application is exclusively for a road project.
7.

Type of project:
TXDOT road project.
County road or roads built to county specifications.
City thoroughfare or roads to be dedicated to a municipality.
Street or road providing access to private driveways.

8.

Type of pavement or road surface to be used:
Concrete
Asphaltic concrete pavement
Other: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

TCEQ-0584 (Rev. 10-01-10)
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9.

10.

Length of Right of Way (RO.W.):
Width of RO.W.:
FF ..;. 43,560 FF/Acre
L xW =

feet.
feet.
acres.

=

Length of pavement area:
feet.
Width of pavement area:
feet.
LxW =
FF ..;. 43,560 FF/Acre =
acres.
Pavement area __ acres..;. RO.W. area __ acres x 100 = _% impervious cover.

11.

A rest stop will be included in this project.
A rest stop will not be included in this project.

12.

Maintenance and repair of existing roadways that do not require approval from the TCEQ
Executive Director. Modifications to existing roadways such as widening roads/adding
shoulders totaling more than one-half (1/2) the width of one (1) existing lane require prior
approval from the TCEQ.

STORMWATER TO BE GENERATED BY THE PROPOSED PROJECT

13.

L

ATTACHMENT B - Volume and Character of Stormwater. A description of the
volume and character (quality) of the stormwater runoff which is expected to occur
from the proposed project is provided at the end of this form. The estimates of
stormwater runoff quality and quantity should be based on area and type of impervious
cover. Include the runoff coefficient of the site for both pre-construction and post
construction conditions.

WASTEWATER TO BE GENERATED BY THE PROPOSED PROJECT

14.

The character and volume of wastewater is shown below:
~% Domestic
gallons/day
~% Industrial
gallons/day
~% Commingled
gallons/day

°°
°

TOTAL._ _--=O::......- gallons/day
15.

Wastewater will be disposed of by:
N/A
On-Site Sewage Facility (OSSF/Septic Tank) :
ATTACHMENT C - Suitability Letter from Authorized Agent. An on-site
sewage facility will be used to treat and dispose of the wastewater. The
appropriate licensing authority's (authorized agent) written approval is provided
at the end of this form. It states that the land is suitable for the use of an on
site sewage facility or identifies areas that are not suitable.
Each lot in this project/development is at least one (1) acre (43,560 square feet)
in size. The system will be designed by a licensed professional engineer or
registered sanitarian and installed by a licensed installer in compliance with 30
TAC Chapter 285.
N/A

Sewage Collection System (Sewer Lines):
Private service laterals from the wastewater generating facilities will be
connected to an existing SCS.
Private service laterals from the wastewater generating facilities will be
connected to a proposed SCS.
The SCS was previously submitted on _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

TCEQ-0584 (Rev. 10-01-10)
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The SCS was submitted with this application .
The SCS will be submitted at a later date. The owner is aware that the
SCS may not be installed prior to Executive Director approval.
The sewage collection system will convey the wastewater to the _ _ _ _ __
(name) Treatment Plant. The treatment facility is:
existing.
proposed.
16.

N/A

All private service laterals will be inspected as required in 30 TAC §213.5.

SITE PLAN REQUIREMENTS
Items 17 through 27 must be included on the Site Plan.
17.

The Site Plan must have a minimum scale of 1" = 400'.
Site Plan Scale: 1" = 200'.

18.

1~O-year floodplain boundaries
Some part(s) of the project site is located within the 100-year floodplain.
floodplain is shown and labeled.
X
1\10 part of the project site is located within the 1~O-year floodplain.

The

The 100-year floodplain boundaries are based on the following specific (including date of
material) sources(s):
03 Flood Data by FEMA, accessed in March 2013

19.

X
20.

21 .

22.

The layout of the development is shown with existing and finished contours at
appropriate, but not greater than ten-foot contour intervals. Show lots, recreation
centers, buildings, roads, etc.
The layout of the development is shown with existing contours. Finished topographic
contours will not differ from the existing topographic configuration and are not shown .

All known wells (oil, water, unplugged, capped and/or abandoned, test holes, etc.):
There are _1_(#) wells present on the project site and the locations are shown and
labeled. (Check all of the following that apply)
The wells are not in use and have been properly abandoned .
X
The wells are not in use and will be properly abandoned . (Four test wells will be
drilled, and have been permitted through the Edwards Aquifer Authority. One
well is a previous test well that will be re-drilled.)
X
The wells are in use and comply with 16 TAC §76.
There are no wells or test holes of any kind known to exist on the project site.

l

Geologic or manmade features which are on the site :
All sensitive geologic or manmade features identified in the Geologic Assessment are
shown and labeled.
No sensitive geologic or manmade features were identified in the Geologic
Assessment.
ATTACHMENT D - Exception to the Required Geologic Assessment.
An
exception to the Geologic Assessment requirement is requested and explained at the
end of this form .

1

N/A

The drainage patterns and approximate slopes anticipated after major grading
activities.

TCEQ-0584 (Rev. 10-01-10)
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23.

.-2S

Areas of soil disturbance and areas which will not be disturbed .

24.

..lL

Locations of major structural and nonstructural controls.
permanent best management practices.

25.

..lL

Locations where soil stabilization practices are expected to occur.

26.

N/A

27.

These are the temporary and

Surface waters (including wetlands).
Locations where stormwater discharges to surface water or sensitive features .
There will be no discharges to surface water or sensitive features .

..lL

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORIVIATION

28.

..lL

Submit one (1) original and one (1) copy of the application, plus additional copies as
needed for each affected incorporated city, groundwater conservation district, and
county in which the project will be located. The TCEQ will distribute the additional
copies to these jurisdictions. The copies must be submitted to the appropriate regional
office.

29.

---.lS

Any modification of this WPAP will require Executive Director approval, prior to
construction, and may require submission of a revised application, with appropriate
fees.

To the best of my knowledge, the responses to this form accurately reflect all information requested
concerning the proposed regulated activities and methods to protect the Edwards Aquifer. This
WATER POLLUTION ABATEMENT PLAN APPLICATION FORM is hereby submitted for TCEQ
review and Executive Director approval. The form was prepared by:

P~±kl~~*
Customer/Agent

Print Name

0

TCEQ-0584 (Rev. 10-01-10)
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Attachment A
Affecting Water Quality
include clearing and grubbing
There is no
to be affected by

on the proposed project
and grubbing or well drilling.

may potentially affect water quality during the project construction,
help control
411

Sediment-laden storrnwater

•

Construction

•

for well drilling.

over the cleared area
and fuel

is anticipated
are
are

that
to

Attachment B
Volume and Character of Stormwater
In reference to the impervious cover table in this package, there will be no impervious
cover constructed during this proposed project. Therefore the stormwater quality and quantity
should not be affected from pre-construction to post-construction conditions.

on
to 30

and

Edwards Aquifer Recharge Zone
§213.5(b)(4)(A), (8), (0)(1) and (G); Effective June 1, 1

ENTITY NAME: _ _.!...!..!.!..!,!..;...L~~==---_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
POTENTIAL SOURCES OF CONTAMINATION
Examples: Fuel storage and use, chemical storage and use, use of
vehicles tracking onto public
and existing solid waste.
1.

for construction equipment and
construction:

products,

which will

used during

gallons
Aboveground
tanks with a cumulative
capacity of
will be stored on the site for
than one (1)
Aboveground storage tanks with a cumulative storage capacity
gallons
will be
on the
for less than one (1) year.
and 499
Aboveground storage
with a cumulative
capacity
gallons or more
An Aboveground Storage Tank Facility Plan application
will be stored on the
must be submitted to the appropriate regional
of the
prior to moving the
tanks onto the
will not
and

2.

ATTACHMENT A - Spill Response Actions.
taken to contain any spill of hydrocarbons or
of this form.

3.

Temporary aboveground
tank
of 250 gallons or more. cumulative
from any
storage capacity must
located a minimum horizontal distance of 1
feature.
domestic, industrial, irrigation, or public water supply well, or other

measures to
is provided
the

ATTACHMENT B Potential
of Contamination.
the end of this
any other activities or
which
source of contamination.
There are no other potential sources of contamination.
SEQUENCE OF CONSTRUCTION

5.

ATTACHMENT C - Sequence of Major Activities. A description
the sequence of
activities which will disturb
for major portions
the site (grubbing,
excavation, grading, utilities, and infrastructure installation) is provided
the end of
this form. For each activity described, an estimate of
total area of
site to be
disturbed by each activity is given.

6.

the receiving water(s) at or near the site which Will be disturbed or which will
project: _-=!...L....;=.!..!.::!.~~~_
discharges from disturbed areas of

TEMPORARY BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES (TBMPs)
Erosion control
tree protection, interceptor
level spreaders,
stabilization,
blankets or matting, mulch, and
Sediment control examples: stabilized construction exit,
filter dikes, rock berms, buffer strips, sediment traps, and
basins.
refer
Technical Guidance Manual for guidelines and specifications. All structural BMPs must be shown
TCEQ-0602 (Rev. 10/01/04)
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-

- --

-----

-

on the site plan.
ATTACHMENT D - Temporary Best Management Practices and Measures.
A
description of the TBMPs and measures that will be used during and after construction
are provided at the end of this form . For each activity listed in the sequence of
construction, include appropriate control measures and the general timing (or
sequence) during the construction process that the measures will be implemented.

7.

8.

~

TBMPs and measures will prevent pollution of surface water, groundwater, and
stormwater. The construction-phase BMPs for erosion and sediment controls have
been designed to retain sediment on site to the extent practicable. The following
information has been provided in the attachment at the end of this form

a.

A description of how BIVIPs and measures will prevent pollution of surface water,
groundwater or stormwater that originates upgradient from the site and flows across
the site.

b.

A description of how BMPs and measures will prevent pollution of surface water or
groundwater that originates on-site or flows off site, including pollution caused by
contaminated stormwater runoff from the site.

c.

A description of how BMPs and measures will prevent pollutants from entering surface
streams, sensitive features, or the aquifer.

d.

A description of how, to the maximum extent practicable, BIVIPs and measures will
maintain flow to naturally-occurring sensitive features identified in either the geologic
assessment, TCEQ inspections, or during excavation, blasting, or construction .

The temporary sealing of a naturally-occurring sensitive feature which accepts recharge to the
Edwards Aquifer as a temporary pollution abatement measure during active construction
should be avoided.
N/A
X

9.

10.

X

l

ATTACHIIIIENT E - Request to Temporarily Seal a Feature.
A request to
temporarily seal a feature is provided at the end of this form . The request includes
justification as to why no reasonable and practicable alternative exists for each feature.
There will be no temporary sealing of naturally-occurring sensitive features on the site.
ATTACHMENT F - Structural Practices. Describe the structural practices that will be
used to divert flows away from exposed soils, to store flows, or to otherwise limit runoff
discharge of pollutants from exposed areas of the site. Placement of structural
practices in floodplains has been avoided.
ATTACHMENT G - Drainage Area Map. A drainage area map is provided at the end
of this form to support the following requirements.

For areas that will have more than 10 acres within a common drainage area
disturbed at one time, a sediment basin will be provided .
For areas that will have more than 10 acres within a common drainage area
disturbed at one time, a smaller sediment basin and/or sediment trap(s) will be
used.
For areas that will have more than 10 acres within a common drainage area
disturbed at one time, a sediment basin or other equivalent controls are not
attainable, but other TBMPs and measures will be used in combination to
protect down slope and side slope boundaries of the construction area.
TCEQ-0602 (Rev. 10/01/04)
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X

11.

12.

13.

14.

N/A

L

X

L

There are no areas greater than 10 acres within a common drainage area that
will be disturbed at one time. A smaller sediment basin and/or sediment trap(s)
will be used in combination with other erosion and sediment controls within
each disturbed drainage area.

ATTACHMENT H - Temporary Sediment Pond(s) Plans and Calculations.
Temporary sediment pond or basin construction plans and design calculations for a
proposed temporary BMP or measure has been prepared by or under the direct
supervision of a Texas Licensed Professional Engineer. All construction plans and
design information must be signed, sealed, and dated by the Texas Licensed
Professional Engineer. Construction plans for the proposed temporary BMPs and
measures are provided as at the end of this form .
ATTACHMENT I - Inspection and Maintenance for BMPs. A plan for the inspection
of temporary BMPs and measures and for their timely maintenance, repairs, and, if
necessary, retrofit is provided at the end of this form. A description of documentation
procedures and record keeping practices is included in the plan.
All control measures must be properly selected, installed, and maintained in
accordance with the manufacturer's specifications and good engineering practices. If
periodic inspections by the applicant or the executive director, or other information
indicate a control has been used inappropriately, or incorrectly, the applicant must
replace or modify the control for site situations.
If sediment escapes the construction site, off-site accumulations of sediment must be
removed at a frequency sufficient to minimize offsite impacts to water quality (e.g.,
fugitive sediment in street being washed into surface streams or sensitive features by
the next rain).

15.

X

Sediment must be removed from sediment traps or sedimentation ponds not later than
when design capacity has been reduced by 50%. A permanent stake will be provided
that can indicate when the sediment occupies 50% of the basin volume.

16.

X

Litter, construction debris, and construction chemicals exposed to stormwater shall be
prevented from becoming a pollutant source for stormwater discharges (e.g., screening
outfalls, picked up daily).

SOIL STABILIZATION PRACTICES
Examples: establishment of temporary vegetation, establishment of permanent vegetation, mulching,
geotextiles, sod stabilization, vegetative buffer strips, protection of trees, or preservation of mature
vegetation.
17.

X

ATTACHMENT J - Schedule of Interim and Permanent Soil Stabilization
Practices. A schedule of the interim and permanent soil stabilization practices for the
site is attached at the end of this form.

18.

N/A

Records must be kept at the site of the dates when major grading activities occur, the
dates when construction activities temporarily or permanently cease on a portion of the
site, and the dates when stabilization measures are initiated.

19.

L

Stabilization practices must be initiated as soon as practicable where construction
activities have temporarily or permanently ceased .

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

TCEQ 0602 (Rev. 10101/04)
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20.

l

All structural controls will be inspected and maintained according to the submitted and
approved operation and maintenance plan for the project.

21 .

X

If any geologic or manmade features , such as caves, faults, sinkholes, etc., are
discovered, all regulated activities near the feature will be immediately suspended.
The appropriate TCEQ Regional Office shall be immediately notified. Regulated
activities must cease and not continue until the TCEQ has reviewed and approved the
methods proposed to protect the aquifer from any adverse impacts.

22.

X

Silt fences , diversion berms, and other temporary erosion and sediment controls will be
constructed and maintained as appropriate to prevent pollutants from entering
sensitive features discovered during construction.

To the best of my knowledge, the responses to this form accurately reflect all information requested
concerning the proposed regulated activities and methods to protect the Edwards Aquifer. This
TEMPORARY STORMWATER SECTION is hereby submitted for TCEQ review and executive
director approval. The application was prepared by:

Signature of Customer/Agent

TCEQ-0602 (Rev. 10101/04)
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Attachment
Spill Response Actions
me:ch'lIU:zect clearing
manner to

vegetated.

soil will be

well drilling will

ma

extent possible. In the event

possibility

of a spill of hydrocarbons or
The

and drill

substances, the spill will be contained by a soil berm.
disposed

The area

be re-

Attachment B
Potential Sources of Contamination
During the proposed project, the sources of potential contamination include the fuel in the
equipment that will be used for the mechanized clearing and grubbing along with the drill rig for
the well drilling. No contamination is expected to occur.

ATTACHMENT C
SEQUENCE OF MAJOR ACTIVITIES

Activity

Clearing and
Grubbing
Well Drilling

Description

Clearing and grubbing of site entrance,
and well drilling area
Drilling between 2 and 4 test wells
within the cleared area

Area of
Disturbance
3.5 Acres

Less than 1 Acre

Attachment D
Temporary Best Management Practices and Measures
BMP

Sequence of Construction

Stabilized construction
entrance
Interceptor swale

Clearing and grubbing;
drilling
Clearing and grubbing;
drilling
Clearing and grubbing;
drilling
Clearing and grubbing;
drilling
Well drilling

Vegetation

Post construction

Mulching

Post construction

Dust control
Debris and trash management
Sanitary facilities

Control Measures

well

Sediment control

well

Trash and liter control

well

Sanitary waste control

well

Sediment tracking control
Perimeter control; slope
protection
Slope protection; channel
protection; temporary
stabilization
Slope protection; temporary
stabilization

The BMPs that will be in place during and after construction have been selected to help
prevent pollution of surface water, groundwater, storm water, the aquifer, or any other sensitive
features that may be on or near the proposed project site. The measures to help prevent this
pollution and maintain flow to naturally-occurring sensitive features are described below. There
is no surface water on the project site.
The interceptor swale used during well drilling will direct sediment-laden flow from the
disturbed areas into a controlled outlet and will direct clean runoff around the disturbed areas.
By directing sediment-laden or clean runoff, tills reduces the possibility of pollution to any
surface water, sensitive features, or aquifers that may be on or near the site.
Vegetation will be used for temporary stabilization throughout the disturbed project area.
Vegetated the disturbed area provides protection from erosion and filtering from overland runoff.
The filtering and reduced runoff will aid in preventing pollution of surface water, groundwater,
or sensitive features that may be on or near the project site during and after construction
activities.

Mulching will be used to temporarily help stabilize and protect the disturbed soil from
erosion. It will also help reduce the volume of sediment-laden water flow from leaving the
mulched area.
Dust control will help prevent wind transport of dust from the disturbed soil onto
roadways, drainage ways, and surface waters that may be on or offsite. By stabilizing the
construction entrance, offsite sediment tracking from trucks and construction equipment will be
reduced. Sanitary facilities and debris and trash management will help reduce sanitary waste and
trash liter from polluting the project site and surrounding areas.

Resources:
North Central Texas Council of Goverrunents (NCTCOG). 2003. Integrated Storm Water
Management Design Manual for Construction. http://www.iswm.nctcog.org/Documents/
ConstructioniFinailpdf/Ch4_ E_ BMPs.pdf.

Attachment F
Structural Practices
The use

an

disturbance

swale structure will divert
limit

of pollutants

Interceptor swales are used to direct sediment-laden flow from disturbed areas into a controlled
outlet or to direct clean runoff around disturbed areas (NCTCOG, 2003).
across the disturbed construction area is greatly reduced.

directing flow,

Wimberley

_--

New Braunfels Utilities

loc

NBU13239
fILe:: NAME

N

Trinit Well Field and Production Facilities
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ATTACHMENT
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SSJ
DRAFTED

SSJ
NAO 1983 SlalePlane Texas South Central FIP S 4204 Feet

Attachment I
Inspection and Maintenance for BMPs
The proposed project
than five acres. Being

clearing, grubbing, and well drilling is anticipated to disturb
acres of disturbance, a Stormwater Pollution Prevention

than

Plan (SW3P) without Notice of Intent (NOI) to
construction.

will

in place

Inspector's Qualifications

responsibilities for implementation
are also specified in

SW3P and will

activity who meet

to and during
of the SW3P.

IS

laIrnerian<:;e of the

of the

agreed to by all

roles
and

involved with the construction

definition

All disturbed areas, as well as all

and sediment control devices, will be inspected

according to one of the following schedules for the duration of the project:
(14) calendar days

•

within 24

seven (7) days on the same day

Completed

reports will include

week each week.
following information:

•

name(s) of personnel

the inspection,

•

reference to qualifications

inspection personnel,

•

inspection,

•

major construction activities, and

•

actions

as a result

The inspection

inspection.

should state whether

non-compliance. The

along

site was
by

and

IILF.70fthe
Contractor's

of

of the

•

incidents

after a

compliance or identify

inspector in accordance with Part

the SWP3. Inspection

SWP3, for at least

will

years

in the
project is

completed.
stabilization of
activities at

have

construction site has
completed,
cover with a

achieved

a uniform
of 70

all soil disturbing

evenly distributed, without large
the

backgrmmd

vegetative cover for the area has been established on all unpaved areas and areas not covered by
permanent structures. If a vegetative cover cannot be established, equivalent permanent
stabilization measures (such as riprap, gabions, or geotextiles) can be employed. When these
conditions have been met, BMPs can be removed from the construction area.

Attachment J
Schedule of Interim and Permanent Soil Stabilization Practices
Interim and Permanent Soil Stabilization
Practices
Stabilized construction entrance
Protection of protected and heritage trees
MulchinR
Permanent vegetation

Schedule
Before and during construction
During construction
Post construction
Post construction

Permanent Stormwater Section
for Regulated Activities
. on the Edwards Aquifer Recharge Zone
and Relating to 30 TAC §213.5(b)(4)(C), (D)(Ii), (E), and (5), Effective June 1,1999
REGULATED ENTITY NAME: _ _...!...T!..!!rin.!!.it~y....::W...!...e~I!....!1F. . :.ie: :. :l.: :. d_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Permanent best management practices (BMPs) and measures that will be used during and
after construction is completed.
1.

N/A

Permanent BMPs and measures must be implemented to control the discharge of
pollution from regulated activities after the completion of construction.

2.

N/A

These practices and measures have been designed, and will be constructed, operated,
and maintained to insure that 80% of the incremental increase in the annual mass
loading of total suspended solids (TSS) from the site caused by the regulated activity is
removed . These quantities have been calculated in accordance with technical
guidance prepared or accepted by the executive director.
The TCEQ Technical Guidance Manual (TGM) was used to design permanent
BMPs and measures for this site.
A technical guidance other than the TCEQ TGM was used to design permanent
BMPs and measures for this site. The complete citation for the technical
guidance that was used is provided below:

3.

N/A

Owners must insure that permanent BMPs and measures are constructed and function
as designed. A Texas Licensed Professional Engineer must certify in writing that the
permanent BMPs or measures were constructed as designed. The certification letter
must be submitted to the appropriate regional office within 30 days of site completion.

4.

X

Where a site is used for low density single-family residential development and has 20
% or less impervious cover, other permanent BMPs are not required. This exemption
from permanent BMPs must be recorded in the county deed records, with a notice that
if the percent impervious cover increases above 20% or land use changes, the
exemption for the whole site as described in the property boundaries required by 30
TAC §213.4(g) (relating to Application Processing and Approval), may no longer apply
and the property owner must notify the appropriate regional office of these changes.

1
5.

N/A

This site will be used for low density single-family residential development and
has 20% or less impervious cover.
This site will be used for low density single-family residential development but
has more than 20% impervious cover.
This site will not be used for low density single-family residential development.

The executive director may waive the requirement for other permanent BMPs for multi
family residential developments, schools, or small business sites where 20% or less
impervious cover is used at the site. This exemption from permanent BMPs must be
recorded in the county deed records, with a notice that if the percent impervious cover
increases above 20% or land use changes, the exemption for the whole site as
described in the property boundaries required by 30 TAC §213.4(g) (relating to
Application Processing and Approval), may no longer apply and the property owner
must notify the appropriate regional office of these changes.

TCEQ-0600 (Rev. 10101/04)
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ATTACHMENT A - 20% or Less Impervious Cover Waiver. This site will be
used for multi-family residential developments, schools, or small business sites
and has 20% or less impervious cover. A request to waive the requirements for
other permanent BMPs and measures is found at the end of this form.
This site will be used for multi-family residential developments, schools, or
small business sites but has more than 20% impervious cover.
This site will not be used for multi-family residential developments, schools, or
small business sites.
6.

ATTACHMENT B - BMPs for Upgradient Stormwater.
N/A
N/A
N/A

7.

A description of the BMPs and measures that will be used to prevent pollution of
surface water, groundwater, or stormwater that originates upgradient from the site and
flows across the site is identified as ATTACHMENT B at the end of this form.
If no surface water, groundwater or stormwater originates upgradient from the site and
flows across the site, an explanation is provided as ATTACHMENT B at the end of this
form.
If permanent BMPs or measures are not required to prevent pollution of surface water,
groundwater, or stormwater that originates upgradient from the site and flows across
the site, an explanation is provided as ATTACHMENT B at the end of this form.

ATTACHMENT C - BMPs for On-site Stormwater.
N/A A description of the BMPs and measures that will be used to prevent pollution of
surface water or groundwater that originates on-site or flows off the site, including
pollution caused by contaminated stormwater runoff from the site is identified as
ATTACHMENT C at the end of this form.
N/A If permanent BMPs or measures are not required to prevent pollution of surface water
or groundwater that originates on-site or flows off the site, including pollution caused by
contaminated stormwater runoff, an explanation is provided as ATTACHMENT C at the
end of this form.

8.

N/A

ATTACHMENT D - BMPs for Surface Streams. A description of the BMPs and
measures that prevent pollutants from entering surface streams, sensitive features, or
the aquifer is provided at the end of this form . Each feature identified in the Geologic
Assessment as "sensitive" has been addressed.

9.

N/A

The applicant understands that to the extent practicable, BMPs and measures must
maintain flow to naturally occurring sensitive features identified in either the geologic
assessment, executive director review, or during excavation, blasting, or construction .
The permanent sealing of or diversion of flow from a naturally-occurring
"sensitive" or "possibly sensitive" feature that accepts recharge to the Edwards
Aquifer as a permanent pollution abatement measure has not been proposed
for any naturally-occurring "sensitive" or "possibly sensitive" features on this
site.
ATTACHMENT E - Request to Seal Features. A request to seal a naturally
occurring "sensitive" or "possibly sensitive" feature, that includes a justification
as to why no reasonable and practicable alternative exists, is found at the end
of this form . A request and justification has been provided for each feature.

10.

N/A

ATTACHMENT F - Construction Plans. Construction plans and design calculations
for the proposed permanent BMPs and measures have been prepared by or under the
direct supervision of a Texas Licensed Professional Engineer. All construction plans
and design information have been signed, sealed, and dated by the Texas Licensed
Professional Engineer. Construction plans for the proposed permanent BMPs and
measures are provided at the end of this form.
Design Calculations, TCEQ

TCEQ-0600 (Rev. 10101/04)
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Construction Notes, all man-made or naturally occurring geologic features, all
'proposed structural measures, and appropriate details must be shown on the
construction plans.
11.

N/A

ATTACHMENT G - Inspection, Maintenance, Repair and Retrofit Plan. A plan for the
inspection, maintenance, repair, and, if necessary, retrofit of the permanent BMPs and
measures is provided at the end of this form. The plan has been prepared and certified
by the engineer designing the permanent BMPs and measures. The plan has been
signed by the owner or responsible party. The plan includes procedures for
documenting inspections, maintenance, repairs, and , if necessary, retrofits as well as a
discussion of record keeping procedures .

12.

N/A

The TCEQ Technical Guidance Manual (TGM) was used to design permanent BMPs
and measures for this site .
Pilot-scale field testing (including water quality monitoring) may be required for BMPs
that are not contained in technical guidance recognized by or prepared by the
executive director.
ATTACHMENT H - Pilot-Scale Field Testing Plan. A plan for pilot-scale field
testing is provided at the end of this form .

N/A

13.

N/A

ATTACHIVIENT I -Measures for Minimizing Surface Stream Contamination. A
description of the measures that will be used to avoid or minimize surface stream
contamination and changes in the way in which water enters a stream as a result of the
construction and development is provided at the end of this form. The measures
address increased stream flashing, the creation of stronger flows and in-stream
velocities, and other in-stream effects caused by the regulated activity which increase
erosion that results in water quality degradation.

Responsibility for maintenance of permanent BMPs and measures after construction is
complete.
14.

N/A

The applicant is responsible for maintaining the permanent BMPs after construction
until such time as the maintenance obligation is either assumed in writing by another
entity having ownership or control of the property (such as without limitation, an
owner's association, a new property owner or lessee, a district, or municipality) or the
ownership of the property is transferred to the entity. Such entity shall then be
responsible for maintenance until another entity assumes such obligations in writing or
ownership is transferred ,

15.

N/A

A copy of the transfer of responsibility must be filed with the executive director at the
appropriate regional office within 30 days of the transfer if the site is for use as a
multiple single-family residential development, a multi-family residential development,
or a non-residential development such as commercial, industrial, institutional , schools,
and other sites where regulated activities occur.

To the best of my knowledge, the responses to this form accurately reflect all information requested
concerning the proposed regulated activities and methods to protect the Edwards Aquifer. This
PERMANENT STORMWATER SECTION is hereby submitted for TCEQ review and executive
director approval. The application was prepared by:

'-P~nck, &G¢V< i t
Print Name of Customer/Agent

-=;;£;?~ ~g
~ -:Jh;z./IJ

~nature of Customer/Agent
TCEQ-0600 (Rev. 10101/04)
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Agent Authorization Form
For Required Signature
Edwards Aquifer Protection Program
Relating to 30 TAC Chapter 213
Effective June 1, 1999

Ian Taylor, P.E.
Print Name

Chief Engineer of Water Systems
Title - OwnerlPresitlEmt/Other
of ________________~~N~e~w~,~B~ra~u7n~~~e7Is~U~t~il7.iti~e.sT, ------___________
Corporation/Partnership/Entity Name
have authorized _ _ _ _ _=P-:-a-:-t-:-ri,-c_k_G_a. . r-:. -n"""'e_tt.:. . "C"' :-;:=--P"-E"""S_C_---'--'----_ _ _ _-----'----'
Print Name of Agent/Engineer
of _______________F_r_e~e~s,-e~a~n-d~N-----'-ic~h=o~ls-,-I-nc-.--"-"-~________
Print Name of Firm
to represent and act on the behalf of the above named Corporation, Partnership, or Entity for
the purpose of preparing and submitting this plan application to the Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality (TCEQ) for the review and approval c.:P!).~i~,~ra.tio!l. C?f regulated
activities.
'
.
I also understand that:
1.

The applicant is responsible for compliance with 30 Texas Administrative Code
Chapter 213 and any condition of the TCEQ's approval letter. The TCEQ is authorized
to assess administrative penalties of up to $10,000 per day per violation.

2.

For those submitting an application who are not the property owner, but who have the
right to control and possess the property, additional authorization is required from the
owner.

3.

Application fees are due and payable at the time the application is submitted . The
application fee must be sent to the TCEQ cashier or to the appropriate regional office.
The application will not be considered until the correct fee is received by the
commission.

4.

A notarized copy of the Agent Authorization Form must be provided for the person
preparing the application, and this form must accompany the completed application.

5.

No person shall commence any regulated activity on the Edwards Aquifer Recharge
Zone, Contributing Zone or Transition Zone until the appropriate application for the
activity has been filed with and approved by the Executive Director.

TCEQ·0599 (Rev .04/01/2010)
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SIGNATURE PAGE:

Date

--

THE STATE OF le;ce.. S
County of

(

(j;1/l

~ I

§
§

TAt:.

:r

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, on this day personally appeared
0,-,
k,r-- known
to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument, and acnowledged to
me that (s)he executed same for the purpose and consideration therein expressed.
GIVEN under my hand and seal of office on this

2 B day of . T(,I\ ~

,20

/

~

'i)JwI;z;::J

~RYPUBLIC

]Jea.,., ;4.

!AJa ~dy1

Typed or Printed Name of Notary

MY COMMISSION EXPIRES:

TCEQ-0599 (Rev.04/01/201 0)
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Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
Edwards Aquifer Protection Program
Application Fee Form
NAM E 0 F PRO POS E D REG U LATE D ENTITY: ----.,._-----!T~riC!..!n!!.;ityLW~eC!!..II.!...F!.!:ie:!!:ld'____:_:_-____:__:_::_-_:__::____:_~___=
REGULATED ENTITY LOCATION: 0.75 miles southwest of the intersection of Loop 337 and Oak Run Parkway
New Braunfels Utilities
NAME OF CUSTOMER:
CONTACT PERSON: Ian Taylor, P.E.
PHONE:
(830) 629-8400
(Please Print)
Customer Reference Number

(if issued): CN

600522957

(nine digits)

Regulated Entity Reference Number(if issued) : RN _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (nine digits)
Austin Regional Office (3373)
San Antonio Regional Office (3362)

0
0

Hays

o

Bexar

~ Comal

Travis

o

o

Williamson
Medina

0

0

Kinney

Uvalde

Application fees must be paid by check, certified check, or money order, payable to the Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality. Your canceled check will serve as your receipt. This form must be submitted with
your fee payment. This payment is being submitted to (Check One):

o
o

Austin Regional Office
Mailed to TCEQ:
TCEO - Cashier
Revenues Section
Mail Code 214
P.O. Box 13088
Austin, TX 78711-3088

~ San Antonio Regional Office

o

Site Location (Check All That Apply): ~ Recharge Zone

Type of Plan

Overnight Delivery to TCEQ:
TCEO - Cashier
12100 Park 35 Circle
Building A, 3rd Floor
Austin, TX 78753
512/239-0347

o Contributing Zone

o Transition Zone

Size

Fee Due

Water Pollution Abatement Plan, Contributing Zone
Plan : One Single Family Residential Dwelling

Acres

$

Water Pollution Abatement Plan, Contributing Zone
Plan : Multiple Single Family Residential and Parks

Acres

$

Acres

$ 4,000

Water Pollution Abatement Plan, Contributing Zone
Plan: Non-residential
Sewage Collection System

3.5

L.F.

$

Lift Stations without sewer lines

Acres

$

Underground or Aboveground Storage Tank Facility

Tanks

$

Piping System(s)(only)

Each

$

Exception

Each

$

Extension of Time

Each

$

If you have questions on how to fill out this form or about the Edwards Aquifer protection program, please contact us at 210/490
3096 for projects located in the San Antonio Region or 5121339-2929 for projects located in the Austin Region.
Individuals are entitled to request and review their personal information that the agency gathers on its forms. They may also have any errors
in their information corrected. To review such information, contact us at 512/239-3282.

TCEO-0574 (Rev. 4/25/08)
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Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
Edwards Aquifer Protection Program
Application Fee Schedule
30 TAC Chapter 213 (effective 05/01/2008)
Water Pollution Abatement Plans and Modifications
Ilcations
Contributing Zone PIans and Mo dT
PROJECT AREA IN ACRES

PROJECT

<5

One Single Family Residential Dwelling
Multiple Single Family Residential and Parks

Non-residential (Commercial, industrial, institutional,
multi-family residential, schools, and other sites where
regulated activities will occur)

FEE
$650

<5
5 < 10
10 < 40
40 < 100
100 < 500
;:: 500

$1 ,500
$3,000
$4,000
$6 ,500
$8,000
$10,000

<1
1<5
5 < 10
10 < 40
40 < 100
;:: 100

$3,000
$4,000
$5,000
$6,500
$8,000
$10,000

organized Sewage CoIIectlon S.ystems and Modifications
PROJECT

COST PER LINEAR FOOT

MINIMUM FEE
MAXIMUM FEE

$0.50

$650 - $6,500

Sewage Collection Systems

U nd erground an dAbovegroun d Storage T an k S,ys tem FaClny
Tt PIans an d M o dT
I IcarIons
PROJECT

COST PER TANK OR PIPING
SYSTEM

MINIMUM FEE
MAXIMUM FEE

$650

$650 - $6,500

Underground and Aboveground Storage Tank Facility

Exception Requests
PROJECT

FEE

I Exception Request

$500

Ext enslon 0 fT"Ime Request s
PROJECT
Extension of Time Request

TCEQ-0574 (Rev. 4/25/08)
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I

Freese and Nichols, Inc. 817735·7300
4055 Internahanal Plaza, SUite 200 • Ft. Worth, Texas 76109·4895

INVOICE NUMBER

DATE

•

PLEASE DETACH AND RETAIN FOR YOUR RECORDS

AMOUNT

VOUCHER NO.

120934

Account Number:
TCEQ*REVIEW

•

7/17/2013

18143

4,000.00

TOTAL:

4,000.00

THIS CHECK HAS SPECIAL SECURITY FEATURES

Freese and Nichols, Inc. 817735·7300
4055 Internahanal Plaza, SUite 200 • Ft. Worth, Texas 76109·4895

INVOICE NUMBER

PATE

•

PLEASE DETACH AND RETAIN FOR YOUR RECORDS

VOUCHER NO.

AMOUNT

•

TCEQ Use Only

TCEQ Core Data Form
For detailed instructions regarding completion of this form, please read the Core Oata Form Instructions or call 512-239-5175,

SECTION I'. General Information

1. Reason for Submission (If other is checked please describe in space provided)
[8] New Permit, Registration or Authorization (Core Data Form should be submitted with the program application)

I

Renewal (Core Data Form should be submitted with the renewal form)
0 Other I
Describe Any Attachments: (ex. Title VApplication, Waste Transporter Application, etc.)
2. Attachments

0

[8] Yes ONo I WPAP Edwards Aquifer Recharge Zone Application Forms
Follow th is link \0 search 4. Regulated Entity Reference Number (if issued)
3. Customer Reference Number (if issued)
for CNor RN numbers in
RN
eN 600522957
Central R~ist!Y"

.

SECTION II' Customer Information

1

5. Effective Date for Customer Information Updates (mm/dd/yyyy) I 7/8/2013
6. Customer Role (Proposed or Actual) - as it relates to the Regulated Entity listed on this form, Please check only one of the fol/owing:

o Operator
o Responsible Party

[8] Owner
OOccupational Licensee

o Owner & Operator
o Voluntary Cleanup Applicant

OOther:

7. General Customer Information

o New Customer

o

o

Update to Customer Information
Change in Regulated Entity Ownership
OChange in Legal Name (Verifiable with the Texas Secretary of State)
[8] No Change""
"If "No Change" and Section I is come.1ete, skie. to Section 111- Regulated Entit't,lnformation.

o Corporation
o County Government
o General Partnership

8. TYpe of Customer:

o City Government
o Other Government

o Individual
o Sole Proprietorship- D,B,A
o Federal Government o State Government
o Limited Partnership o Other:
If new Customer, enter Q£.evious Customer
below

9. Customer legal Name (If an individual, print last name first: ex: Doe, John)

I
10. Mailing
Address:

I State I

I

City

11. Country Mailing Information

(

)

I

12. E-Mail Address (if applicable)
14. Extension or Code

-

I
021-100

)

18. DUNS Number(ifapplicable)

(17digits)

I

20. Number of Employees

00-20

15. Fax Number (if applicable)

I(

I
17. TX State Franchise Tax 10

(9digits)

I ZIP + 4 I

I ZIP I

(if outside USA)

13. Telephone Number
16. Federal Tax ID

End Date:

19. TX SOS Filing Number (ifapplicable)

I
21. Independently Owned and Operated?

0101-250

D 251-500

D 501 and higher

lOVes

0 No

SECTION III'. Retwlated Entitv Information
22. General Regulated Entity Information (If 'New Regulated Entity· is selected below this form should be accompanied by a permit application)
[8] New Regulated Entity
Update to Regulated Entity Name D Update to Regulated Entity Information
D No Change"" (See below)
"Ir "NO CHANGE" is checked and Section Iis complete, skip to Section IV, Preparer Information.

o

23. Regulated Entity Name (name of the site where the regulated action is taking~/ace)

Trinity Well Field

TCEQ-10400 (09/07)

24. Street Address
of the Regulated
Entity:
(No P.O. Boxes}

I

City

I State 1

1 ZIP

I

1 ZIP + 4 1

1 State 1 TX

1 ZIP 178130

1 ZIP + 4 1

355 FM 306
25. Mailing
Address:

1New Braunfels

City
26. E-Mail Address:
27. Telephone Number

I
29. Fax Number (if applicable)

28. Extension or Code

( 830 ) 629-8400

I (830) 629-2119

1

30. Primary SIC Code (4 digits)

1781

31. Secondary SIC Code (4 digits)

32. Primary NAICS Code
(5 or 6 digits)

33. Secondary NAICS Code
(5 or 6 digits)

J 237110

11629

34. What is the Primary Business of this entity?

J 238910

(Please do not repeat the SIC or NAICS description.)

To clear and grub trees and drill and test water wells.
Questlons 34 - 37 address geograplh'IC Iocatlon. PIease re er to t he .instructions or appllcabT
r Iity.

35. Description to
Physical Location:

0.75 miles southwest of the intersection of Loop 337 and Oak Run Parkway and 0.55 miles
northwest of the intersection of Lori Ln and Madeline St.

36. IlJearest City

County

New Braunfels
37. Latitude (N)
Degrees

State

1 Comal

In Decimal:
Minutes

129.704078

1TX
38. Longitude (W)
Degrees

I Seconds

1

Nearest ZIP Code

178132
In Decimal: J-98.170804
I Minutes

Seconds

1

39. TCEQ Programs and ID Numbers Check all Programs and write in the permits/registration numbers that will be affected by the updates submitted on this form or the
updales may not be made. If your Program is not listed,check other and write it in. See the Core Data Form instructions for additional guidance.
D Dam Safety

D Districts

D Edwards Aquifer

D Industrial Hazardous Waste

D MuniCipal Solid Waste

D New Source Review - Air

DOSSF

D Petroleum Storage Tank

Dpws

D Sludge

D Stormwater

D Title V- Air

D

Tires

D Used Oil

D

D Voluntary Cleanup

D Waste Water

D

Wastewater Agriculture

D Water Rights

D Other:

Utilities

SECTION IV'. Preoarer Information
40. Name:

I 41. Title: I Environmental Scientist

I Patrick Garnett

42. Telephone Number

(512}617-3148

43. Ext./Code

1

44. Fax Number

45. E-Mail Address

J(512}617-3101

I png@}freese.com

SECTION V: Authorized Signature
46. By my signature below, I certify, to the best of my knowledge, that the infonnation provided in this form is true and complete,
and that I have signature authority to submit this fonn on behalf of the entity specified in Section II, Field 9 and/or as required for the
updates to the ID numbers identified in field 39.

(See the Core Data Form instructions for more information on who should sign this form.)

Company:

Job Title:

Name(ln Print):

Phone:

Signature:

Date:

TCEQ-10400 (09/07)

(5 12. ) bl7 - :1 /1(&

(2.

~D\3'
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10814 lollyvllle Rd., Bldg. 4, Suite 100 • Austin, Texa s 78759 • 512-617-3100 • fax 512-617-3101

ww w. free se .co m

TO:

Michael Isley, P.E., TCEQ Edwards Aquifer Protection Program

CC:

David Bennett, P.E., Freese and Nichols, Inc.

FROM:

Makenzie Vessely, P.G., Freese and Nichols, Inc.

SUBJECT:

WPAP Comments for Trinity Well Field Project

DATE:

September 17, 2013

PROJECT:

Trinity Well Field

RE
R

Dear Mr. Isley:
This memorandum and attached pages serve as the responses to the TCEQ comments dated
September 16, 2013 regarding the Geologic Assessment portion of the Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (WPAP). One original and five copies of the changed pages are attached .
WPAP Application
1. Revise the Geologic Assessment maps, table, and feature narrative for the
presence of the existing well. Either the entire Geological Assessment
should be sealed and resubmitted or individual pages and drawings be
sealed and resubmitted, whichever is the choice of the project licensed
professional geoscientist.

The Geologic Assessment maps, table, and feature narrative have been revised to
include the presence of the existing well. The individual pages and drawings have
been sealed and resubmitted in this package.
2. It is noted that the application states there is no impervious cover
associated with the current project. If there will be any future impervious
cover on the site, a Modification to the Water Pollution Prevention Plan may
be necessary.
There is no impervious cover associated with the current project. If impervious cover
will be present in future phases of the project a modification to the Water Pollution
Prevention Plan (WPAP) will be submitted if necessary.
Sincerely,

~v~
Makenzie Vessely, P.G.
Environmental Scientist

so

. f

. J S£IOZ
J

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF SITE SPECIFIC GEOLOGY
TRINITY WELL FIELD AND PRODUCTION FACILITIES
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
New Braunfels Utilities (NBU) proposes to install a minimum of two and up to a
maximum of four groundwater wells, well pumps, pump heads, and sealing slabs on the
project site. Well collection and distribution piping, an aboveground storage tank,
disinfection and fluoride system, booster pump station, and electrical building will also be
constructed in conjunction with the groundwater wells. The project site is located in a
rural, but residentially developing area in southeast Comal County, Texas. Freese and
Nichols personnel have performed a literature review of project site geology and
conducted a field survey to identify karst features within the project site.
STRATIGRAPHIC AND STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS*
The most important water-bearing stratigraphic units in Comal County are of
Cretaceous age. In the project site for the Trinity Well Field and Production Facilities the
stratigraphy includes, from youngest to oldest, the Person Formation (Kep) and the
Kainer Formation (Kek) of the Edwards Group (Ked). The Upper Member of the Glen
Rose Limestone (Kgr) underlies the Kainer Formation and serves as the lower confining
unit to the Edwards Aquifer.
The Person Formation of the Edwards Group is the outcropping unit in the
project area. The Person Formation has a thickness of approximately 180 feet in Comal
County and typically consists of variably burrowed mudstone, grainstone, and crystalline
limestone. The Person Formation is further divided into three members, and the Edwards
Group is divided into eight informal hydrogeologic subdivisions that correspond with the
limestone members of the Edwards Group and the overlying Georgetown Formation.
Geologic structures affecting groundwater within Comal County are the regional
dip to the southeast and five northeast-trending, normal faults of the Balcones Fault
Zone: the Comal Springs, Hueco Springs, Bat Cave, Bear Creek, and Hidden Valley
faults. As the project site is located within the Balcones Fault Zone, there are faults that
have been located in the vicinity of the project site; however, none of these five primary
faults are located directly within the project site. In addition, occasional north to
northwest-trending cross-faults have also been documented within Comal County, but
were not observed or mapped within the project site.
KARSTIC CHARACTERISTICS
A field survey of the entire project site was conducted on May 28, 2013 by
Freese and Nichols personnel, including a registered, professional geoscientist. The
survey was performed by walking parallel transects within the project site. Ground
visibility was relatively good in some areas, but difficult in others due to brushy
• The information in this portion of the Geologic Assessment was obtained from Water-Resources Investigations
Report 94-4117: Geologic Framework and Hydrogeologic Characteristics of the Edwards AqUifer Outcrop,
Comal County, Texas by Ted A. Small and John A. Hanson of the U. S. Geological Survey, prepared in
cooperation with the Edwards Underground Water District, 1994.
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conditions. Eleven (11) features were identified and documented during the field survey.
In addition to these features, one temporary well was located within the project site. This
temporary well was drilled in 2011 and served as a Trinity test well for NBU.
All of the 11 features identified were partially or entirely covered by loose organic
material and soil upon initial inspection. The majority of the features were identified as
non-karst closed depressions as they were determined to be either caused by
construction practices or animal burrows. None of these non-karst closed depressions
were very large in size (i.e., none were greater than six feet in at least one direction) , as
is indicated in the accompanying Geologic Assessment Table.
Two of the identified features , P6 and P8, were difficult to strictly classify as non
karst closed depressions or solution cavities. Both features showed some surficial
evidence of being animal burrows, but did appear to descend deeper than was able to be
ascertained with limited measurement tools in the field. In addition, these features are
aligned in a NW-SE direction with a much larger solution cavity that was located offsite of
the project area (as shown on the accompanying Geologic Map).
One additional feature, P10, could be classified as a solution cavity. P10 is also
located in a NW-SE alignment with P6 and P8, and had a depth that was unable to be
determined with measurement tools in the field. This feature did not appear to be an
animal burrow due to the small dimensions of the opening . Due to the dimensions of the
feature and the dense vegetation surrounding the features in this project area, a low
infiltration rate is suggested . Photographs of P6, P8, P10, and the larger solution feature
offsite of the project area are provided below .

• The information in this portion of/he Geologic Assessment was obtained from Water-Resources Investigations
Report 94-4117: Geologic Framework and Hydrogeologic Characteristics of the Edwards Aquifer Outcrop,
Comal County, Texas by Ted A. Small and John A. Hanson of the U.S. Geological SUNey, prepared in
cooperation with the Edwards Underground Water District, 1994.
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Feature P8

Feature P1 0

• The information in this portion of the Geologic Assessment was obtained from Water-Resources Investigations
Report 94-4117: Geologic Frame work and Hydrogeologic Characteristics of the Edwards Aquifer Outcrop,
Comal County, Texas by Ted A. Small and John A. Hanson of the U.S. Geological Survey, prepared in
cooperation with the Edwards Underground Water District, 1994.
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PROJECT NAME: New Braunrels Utilities (NBU) - Trinity Well Field and Production Facilities

GEOLOGIC ASSESSMENT TABLE

FEATURE CHARACTERISTICS

LOCATION
.A

.B'

.c'

2A

2.

3

•

FEATURE 10

LAnruoE

LONGITUOe

FEATURE
TYPE

POINTS

FORMATION

DIMENSIONS (FEEn

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11
WELL

29' 42' 36.3918"

_98' 10' 14.1702"

29' 42' 33.8256"

_98' 10' 16.5792"

5
5
5
5
5
20
5
20
5
20
5
30

Ked
Ked
Ked
Ked
Ked
Ked
Ked
Ked
Ked
Ked
Ked
Kgr

V

X

29' 42' 32.5074"

_98' 10' 17.8422"

29' 42' 26.4348"

_98 ' 10' 19.4442"

29' 42' 26.37"

_98 ' 10' 19.5198"

CD
CD
CD
CD
CD

29' 42' 19.407"

_98' 10' 13.3422"

CD/SC

29' 42' 19.6236"

_98' 10' 13.3422"

CD

29' 42' 17.496"

_98' 10' 10.7502"

CD/SC

29' 42' 15.7824"

-98'10' 10.1532"

29' 42' 14 .853"

_98' 10' 9.1452"

29' 42' 13.0854"

_98' 10' 16.9062"

29' 42' 17.3"

-98' 10' 12.1"

CD
SC
CD
MB

5

SA

TRENO

c

(DEGREES}

~

Z

a

7

DENSITY
(NOIFTl

APERTURE

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
0.67

(fEET)

INFILL

-

s.

,

RELATI~

INFILTRA liON RATE

9

.0

TOTAL

SENSm\IITY

,

'0

1
N/A N/A
N/A
0.50 N/A
N/A N/A
0.67 N/A
N/A N/A
N/A N/A
0.83 0.33
N/A N/A
0.33 0.17
0.50 -0.50 NW-SE 0
N/A N/A
1
N/A
-1 .1 7 NW-SE 0
1
0.33 0.08
N/A N/A
0.17 -1 .17 NW-SE 0
N/A N/A
0.33 0.67
N/A N/A
N/A
407

1
0.33
0.67
0.50
0.33
0.67
1
0.33
0.33
0.17
0.33
N/A

EVALUATION
8A

6

<.10

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
N

5- LOW
5- LOW
5- LOW
5- LOW
5-LOW
10 - LOW
5-LOW
10 - LOW
5- LOW
19 - LOW
5- LOW
5- LOW

10
10
10
10
10
30
10
30
10
39
10
35

10
10
10
10
10
30
10
30
10
39
10
35

~

PHYSICAL SETTING
11
.2
CATCHMENT AREA (ACRES)

<1.6

TOPOGRAPHY

"-.I.§

.,/
.,/
.,/
.,/

.,/
.,/
.,/

.,/
.,/
.,/
.,/

.,/

Hilltop
Hilltop
Hilltop
Hilltop
Hilltop
Hilltop
Hillto2..
Hilltop
Hilltop
Hilltop
Hilltop
HilltoJ)

;

DATUM NAD 1983
TYPE

2A TYPE

8A INFILLING

2B POINTS

C

Cave

30

SC

Solullon Cavily

SF
F

/'

N

None - exposed bedrock

20

C

Coarse - cobbles, breakdown, sand, gravel

Solullon-Enlarged Fracture(s)

20

a

Loose or soft mud or soli, organics, leaves, sticks, dark colors

Fault

20

F

Fines - compacled clay-nch sedimenl, soil profile, gray or red 'colors

5

v

a

Olher Natural Bedrock Features

MB

Manmade Feature In Bedrock

30

FS

Flowstone, cements, cave deposits

SW

Swallow Hole

30

X

Other matenals

SH

Sinkhole

20

CD

Non-Karst Closed Depression

Z

Zone, Clustered or Aligned Features

. Vegetallon - give details In narrative description

5

12 TOPOGRAPHY

30

Cliff, Hilltop, Hillside, Draina e, Floodplain, Streambed

I have read, I understood, and I have followed the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality's tnstructlons to Geologists. The
Informallon presented here complies with that document and Is a true representallon of the conditions observed In the field.
My slgnalure certifies t~atl am ~ed as a geol gist as defined by 30 TAC Chapter 213.
Date: June 21, 2013
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RECEIVED
Mr. Ian Taylor, P.E,
New Braunfels Utilities
355 FM 306
New Braunfels, Texas 78130

DEC 1 5 2014
COUNTY ENG1NEER

Re:

Edwards Aquifer, Comal County

NAME OF PROJECf: Trinity Well Field; Located 0.55 miles northwest of the intersection of Lori
Lane and Madeline Street; New Braunfels, Texas
TYPE OF PLAN: Request for the Modification of an Approved Water Pollution Abatement Plan; 30
Texas Administrative Code (TAC) Chapter 213
Investigation No. 1196458; Regulated Entity No. RN106861289; Additional ID No. 13-14091801
Dear Mr. Taylor:
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) has completed its review of the WPAP
Modification for the above-referenced project submitted to the San Antonio Regional Office by
Freese and Nichols, Inc. on behalf of New Braunfels Utilities on September 18, 2014. Final review
of the WPAP was completed after additional material was received on November 17,2014,
November 20, 2014, and November 21, 2014. As presented to the TCEQ, the Temporary and
Permanent Best Management Practices (BMPs) were selected and construction plans were
prepared by a Texas Licensed Professional Engineer to be in general compliance with the
requirements of 30 TAC Chapter 213. These planning materials were sealed, signed and dated by a
Texas licensed Professional Engineer. Therefore, based on the engineer's concurrence of
compliance, the planning materials for construction of the proposed project and pollution
abatement measures are hereby approved subject to applicable state rules and the conditions in
this letter. The applicant or a person affected may file with the chief clerk a motion for
reconsideration of the executive director's final action on this Edwards Aquifer Protection Plan. A
motion for reconsideration must be filed no later than 23 days after the date of this approval letter.
This approval expires two (2) yearsfrom the date of this letter unless, prior to the expiration date,
more than 10 percent of the construction has commenced on the project or an extension oftime
has been requested.
BACKGROUND
The Trinity Well Field WPAP, approved on September 25, 2013, proposed the drilling of water
wells and clearing for a pervious temporary access road. No impervious was proposed.
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from other TCEQ Programs (Le., Stormwater, Water Rights, VIC) can be required depending
on the specifics of the plan.
3· In addition to the rules of the Commission, the applicant may also be required to comply with
state and local ordinances and regulations providing for the protection of water quality.
Prior to Commencement of Construction:
4. Within 60 days of receiving written approval of an Edwards Aquifer Protection Plan, the
applicant must submit to the San Antonio Regional Office, proof of recordation of notice in the
county deed records, with the volume and page number(s) of the county deed records of the
county in which the property is located. A description of the property boundaries shall be
included in the deed recordation in the county deed records. A suggested form (Deed
Recordation Affidavit, TCEQ-0625) that you may use to deed record the approved WPAP is
enclosed.
5. All contractors conducting regulated activities at the referenced project location shall be
provided a copy of this notice of approval. At least one complete copy of the approved WPAP
and this notice of approval shall be maintained at the project location until all regulated
activities are completed.
6. Modification to the activities described in the referenced WPAP application following the date
of approval may require the submittal of a plan to modify this approval, including the payment
of appropriate fees and all information necessary for its review and approval prior to initiating
construction of the modifications.
7. The applicant must provide written notification of intent to commence construction,
replacement, or rehabilitation of the referenced project. Notification must be submitted to the
San Antonio Regional Office no later than 48 hours prior to commencement of the regulated
activity. Written notification must include the date on which the regulated activity will
commence, the name of the approved plan and program ID number for the regulated activity,
and the name of the prime contractor with the name and telephone number of the contact
person. The executive director will use the notification to determine if the approved plan is
eligible for an extension.
8. Temporary erosion and sedimentation (E&S) controls, i.e., silt fences, rock berms, stabilized
construction entrances, or other controls described in the approved WPAP, must be installed
prior to construction and maintained during construction. Temporary E&S controls may be
removed when vegetation is established and the construction area is stabilized. If a water
quality pond is proposed, it shall be used as a sedimentation basin during construction. The
TCEQ may monitor stormwater discharges from the site to evaluate the adequacy of temporary
E&S control measures. Additional controls may be necessary if excessive solids are being
discharged from the site.
9. All borings with depths greater than or equal to 20 feet must be plugged with non-shrink grout
from the bottom of the hole to within three (3) feet of the surface. The remainder of the hole
must be backfilled with cuttings from the boring. All borings less than 20 feet must be
backfilled with cuttings from the boring. All borings must be backfilled or plugged within four
(4) days of completion of the drilling operation. Voids may be filled with gravel.
During Construction:
10.

During the course of regulated activities related to this project, the applicant or agent shall
comply with all applicable provisions of 30 TAC Chapter 213, Edwards Aquifer. The applicant

Mr. Ian Taylor, P.E.
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shall remain responsible for the provisions and conditions of this approval until such
responsibility is legally transferred to another person or entity.
11.

This approval does not authorize the installation of temporary aboveground storage tanks on
this project. If the contractor desires to install a temporary aboveground storage tank for use
during construction, an application to modify this approval must be submitted and approved
prior to installation. The application must include information related to tank location and
spill containment. Refer to Standard Condition No.6, above.

12. If any sensitive feature (caves, solution cavities, sink holes, etc.) is discovered during
construction, all regulated activities near the feature must be suspended immediately. The
applicant or his agent must immediately notify the San Antonio Regional Office of the discovery
of the feature. Regulated activities near the feature may not proceed until the executive director
has reviewed and approved the methods proposed to protect the feature and the aquifer from
potentially adverse impacts to water quality. The plan must be sealed, signed, and dated by a
Texas Licensed Professional Engineer.
13. Four wells are located on site. All water wells, including injection, dewatering, and monitoring
wells must be in compliance with the requirements of the Texas Department of Licensing and
Regulation under Title 16 TAC Chapter 76 (relating to Water Well Drillers and Pump Installers)
and all other locally applicable rules, as appropriate.
14. If sediment escapes the construction site, the sediment must be removed at a frequency
sufficient to minimize offsite impacts to water quality (e.g., fugitive sediment in street being
washed into surface streams or sensitive features by the next rain). Sediment must be removed
from sediment traps or sedimentation ponds not later than when design capacity has been
reduced by 50 percent. Litter, construction debris, and construction chemicals shall be
prevented from becoming stormwater discharge pollutants.
15. Intentional discharges of sediment laden water are not allowed. If dewatering becomes
necessary, the discharge will be filtered through appropriately selected best management
practices. These may include vegetated filter strips, sediment traps, rock berms, silt fence
rings, etc.
16. The following records shall be maintained and made available to the executive director upon
request: the dates when major grading activities occur, the dates when construction activities
temporarily or permanently cease on a portion of the site, and the dates when stabilization
measures are initiated.
17. Stabilization measures shall be initiated as soon as practicable in portions of the site where
construction activities have temporarily or permanently ceased, and construction activities will
not resume within 21 days. When the initiation of stabilization measures by the 14th day is
precluded by weather conditions, stabilization measures shall be initiated as soon as
practicable.
After Completion of Construction:
18. A Texas Licensed Professional Engineer must certify in writing that the permanent BMPs or
measures were constructed as designed. The certification letter must be submitted to the San
Antonio Regional Office within 30 days of site completion.
19. The applicant shall be responsible for maintaining the permanent BMPs after construction until
such time as the maintenance obligation is either assumed in writing by another entity having
ownership or control of the property (such as without limitation, an owner's association, a new
property owner or lessee, a district, or municipality) or the ownership of the property is
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transferred to the entity. The regulated entity shall then be responsible for maintenance until
another entity assumes such obligations in writing or ownership is transferred. A copy of the
transfer of responsibility must be filed with the executive director through San Antonio
Regional Office within 30 days of the transfer. A copy of the transfer form (TCEQ-10263) is
enclosed.
20. Upon legal transfer of this property, the new owner(s) is required to comply with all terms of
the approved Edwards Aquifer protection plan. If the new owner intends to commence any
new regulated activity on the site, a new Edwards Aquifer protection plan that specifically
addresses the new activity must be submitted to the executive director. Approval of the plan for
the new regulated activity by the executive director is required prior to commencement of the
new regulated activity.
21. An Edwards Aquifer protection plan approval or extension will expire and no extension will be
granted if more than 50 percent of the total construction has not been completed within ten
years from the initial approval of a plan. A new Edwards Aquifer protection plan must be
submitted to the San Antonio Regional Office with the appropriate fees for review and approval
by the executive director prior to commencing any additional regulated activities.
22. At project locations where construction is initiated and abandoned, or not completed, the site
shall be returned to a condition such that the aquifer is protected from potential contamination.
This action is taken under authority delegated by the Executive Director of the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality. If you have any questions or require additional information, please
contact Neal Denton of the Edwards Aquifer Protection Program of the San Antonio Regional
Office at 210-403-4026.

Sincerely,

~~ar~ction

Manager
San Antonio Region Office
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
LMB/ND/eg
Enclosures:

cc:

Deed Recordation Affidavit, Form TCEQ-0625
Change in Responsibility for Maintenance of Permanent BMPs, Form TCEQ-10263

Mr. Patrick Garnett, Freese and Nichols, Inc.
Mr. Charlie Thomas, P.E., City of New Braunfels
Mr. Roland Ruiz, Edwards Aquifer Authority
Mr. Thomas H. Hornseth, P.E., Comal County
TCEQ Central Records, Building F, MC 212

·

Bryan W. Shaw, Ph.D., Chairman
Toby Baker, Commissioner
Zak Covar, Commissioner
Richard A Hyde, P.E., Executive Director

TEXAS COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENTAI[QUALI'Hf.ECEIVED
Protecting Texas by Reducing and Preventing Pollution

SEP 2 2 2014
September 19,2014

COUNTY ENG1NEER
Mr. Thomas H. Hornseth, P.E.
Comal County Engineer
195 David Jonas Drive
New Braunfels TX 78132-3710
Re:

Edwards Aquifer, Comal County
PROJECT NAME: Trinity Well Field, located south of Westpointe Drive and north of
Lori Lane, New Braunfels, Texas
PLAN TYPE: Application for Approval of Water Pollution Abatement Plan (WPAP) 30
Texas Administration Code (TAC) Chapter 213; Edwards Aquifer Protection Program
EAPP Additional ID: 13-14091801

Dear Mr. Hornseth:
The referenced application is being forwarded to you pursuant to the Edwards Aquifer Rules.
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) is required by 30 TAC Chapter 213 to
provide copies of all applications to affected incorporated cities and underground water
conservation districts for their comments prior to TCEQ approval. More information regarding
this project may be obtained from the TCEQ Central Registry website at
http://www.tceq.state.tx.us/permitting/central registry/.
Please forward your comments to this office by October 19, 2014.
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality appreciates your assistance in this matter and
your compliance efforts to ensure protection of the State's environment. If you or members of
your staff have any questions regarding these matters, please feel free to contact the San Antonio
Region Office at (210) 490-3096.
Sincerely

Todd Jones
Water Section Work Leader
San Antonio Regional Office
TJjeg
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General Information Form
For Regulated Activities on the
Edwards Aquifer Recharge and Transition Zones
and Relating to 30 TAC §213.4(b) & §213.5(b)(2)(A), (B)
Effective June 1, 1999
REG ULATED ENTITY NAME: _ _-=-N.:..::e:c...::.w.::....::::.B.:...::ra:..::u'-'-'n"--'fe=ls"'----=U--'-'ti=lit:.:...:ie::..::s':------::-_---=-----::--:--_ _ _ _ _ __
COUNTY:
Comal
STREAM BASIN: _ _ _ _ __
EDWARDS AQUIFER:

X RECHARGE ZONE
TRANSITION ZONE

PLAN TYPE:

XWPAP
SCS

AST
UST

EXCEPTION
~ MODIFICATION

CUSTOMER INFORMATION
1.

Customer (Applicant):
Contact Person:
Entity:
Mailing Address:
City, State:
Telephone:

New Braunfels Utilities
355 FM 306
_ _--'-'N=e.:.:.w-':B=r=au=n..!.:f=el=s.L,T ..:...:X'-'--___ Zip: 78130
830-608-9870
FAX: 830-629-2119

AgenURepresentative (If any):
Contact Person:
Entity:
Mailing Address:
City, State:
Telephone:
2.

X

10431 Morado Circle, Building 5, Suite 3000
Austin, TX
Zip: --.:..7=8..:...;75~9~_ _ _ __
_ _-=....;'-=--'''---'-'--=-.;;.--'-'=-_ _ _ _ _ FAX:
512-617-31 01

This project is inside the city limits of
New Braunfels, TX
This project is outside the city limits but inside the ETJ (extra-territorial jurisdiction) of
This project is not located within any city's limits or ETJ.

3.

4.

5.

The location of the project site is described below. The description provides sufficient detail
and clarity so that the TCEQ's Regional staff can easily locate the project and site boundaries
for a field investigation.
The project site is located on the northwest side of the city of New Braunfels, south of
Westpointe Dr. and north of Lori Lane. The site is to the west of Loop 337.
X
ATTACHMENT A - ROAD MAP. A road map showing directions to and the location of
the project site is attached at the end of this form.
X

ATTACHMENT B - USGS I EDWARDS RECHARGE ZONE MAP. A copy of the
official 7 Y2 minute USGS Quadrangle Map (Scale: 1" == 2000') of the Edwards
Recharge Zone is attached behind this sheet. The map(s) should clearly show:
X
X
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Project site.
USGS Quadrangle Name(s).
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X
~

Boundaries of the Recharge Zone (and Transition Zone, if applicable).
Drainage path from the project to the boundary of the Recharge Zone.

6.

x

Sufficient survey staking is provided on the project to allow TCEQ regional staff to
locate the boundaries and alignment of the regulated activities and the geologic or
manmade features noted in the Geologic Assessment. The TCEQ must be able to
inspect the project site or the application will be returned.

7.

x

ATTACHMENT C - PROJECT DESCRIPTION. Attached at the end of this form is a
detailed narrative description of the proposed project.

8.

Existing project site conditions are noted below:
Existing commercial site
Existing industrial site
Existing residential site
Existing paved and/or unpaved roads
X
Undeveloped (Cleared)
~
Undeveloped (Undisturbed/Uncleared)
Other: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

PROHIBITED ACTIVITIES
9.

I am aware that the following activities are prohibited on the Recharge Zone and are
not proposed for this project:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

10.

waste disposal wells regulated under 30 T AC Chapter 331 of this title (relating
to Underground Injection Control);
new feedlot/concentrated animal feeding operations , as defined in 30 TAC
§213.3;
land disposal of Class I wastes, as defined in 30 TAC §335.1;
the use of sewage holding tanks as parts of organized collection systems; and
new municipal solid waste landfill facilities required to meet and comply with
Type I standards which are defined in §330.41 (b), (c), and (d) of this title
(relating to Types of Municipal Solid Waste Facilities).

I am aware that the following activities are prohibited on the Transition Zone and are
not proposed for this project:
(1)
(2)
(3)

waste disposal wells regulated under 30 TAC Chapter 331 (relating to
Underground Injection Control);
land disposal of Class I wastes, as defined in 30 TAC §335.1; and
new municipal solid waste landfill facilities required to meet and comply with
Type I standards which are defined in §330.41 (b), (c), and (d) of this title.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION
11.

The fee for the plan(s) is based on:
X

For a Water Pollution Abatement Plan and Modifications, the total acreage of the site
where regulated activities will occur.
For an Organized Sewage Collection System Plans and Modifications, the total linear
footage of all collection system lines.
For a UST Facility Plan or an AST Facility Plan, the total number of tanks or piping
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systems.
A request for an exception to any substantive portion of the regulations related to the
protection of water quality.
A request for an extension to a previously approved plan.
12.

Application fees are due and payable at the time the application is filed. If the correct fee is
not submitted, the TCEQ is not required to consider the application until the correct fee is
submitted. Both the fee and the Edwards Aquifer Fee Form have been sent to the
Commission's:

~

TCEQ cashier
Austin Regional Office (for projects in Hays, Travis, and Williamson Counties)
San Antonio Regional Office (for projects in Bexar, Comal, Kinney, Medina, and Uvalde
Counties)

13.

Submit one (1) original and one (1) copy of the application, plus additional copies as
needed for each affected Incorporated city, groundwater conservation district, and
county in which the project will be located. The TCEQ will distribute the additional
copies to these jurisdictions. The copies must be submitted to the appropriate regional
office.

14.

No person shall commence any regulated activity until the Edwards Aquifer Protection
Plan(s) for the activity has been filed with and approved by the Executive Director.

To the best of my knowledge, the responses to this form accurately reflect all infonnation requested
concerning the proposed regulated activities and methods to protect the Edwards Aquifer. This
GENERAL INFORMATION FORM is hereby submitted for TCEQ review. The application was
prepared by:

Patrick Garnett
Print Name of Customer/Agent

~z~~"
Sture of Customer/Agent

If you have questions on how to fill out this fonn or about the Edwards Aquifer protection program, please contact us at 210/490·

3016 for projects located In the San Antonio Region or 5121339-2929 for projects located In the Austin Raglon.
IndMduals are entitled to request and revtew their personal Information that the agency gathers on Its forms. They may also have any errors
In their Informatlon corrected. To review such information, contact us at 51212~3282.

TCEQ"()587 (Rev. 10-01-10)
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Directions to ite (shown in reen):
1) From IH-35, Take Loop 337 North
2) Turn left onto Oak Run Parkway
3) Turn left onto Westpointe Dr.
4) Road dead ends into NBU property.
urn left to entire site.

Go gIe earth

milesr--------------------------2
km~'---------------------------------------------3

ATTACHMENT B

Geologic Assessment
For Regulated Activities
on The Edwards Aquifer Rechargerrransition Zones
and Relating to 30 TAC §213.5(b)(3), Effective June 1, 1999
REGULATED ENTITY NAME: .:. . :N=e-=-=w--=B=-:r-=::a=u.:. . cnf:. .: ec.:. ;:ls,-U=..t=il=iti=e.=. s_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
TYPE OF PRO~IECT:

AST

X WPAP

LOCATION OF PROJECT: _X_ Recharge Zone

SCS

UST

Transition Zone

_

Contributing Zone within
the Transition Zone

PROJECT INFORMATION

1.
2.

X

Geologic or manmade features are described and evaluated using the attached
GEOLOGIC ASSESSMENT TABLE.

Soil cover on the project site is summarized in the table below and uses the SCS Hydrologic
Soil Groups* (Urban Hydrology for Small Watersheds, Technical Release No. 55, Appendix A,
Soil Conservation Service, 1986). If there is more than one soil type on the project site, show
each soil type on the site Geologic Map or a separate soils map.
Soil Units, Infiltration,
Characteristics, & Thickness

*Soil Group Definitions
(Abbreviated)

Soil Name

Group*

Thickness
(feet)

A. Soils having a high infiltration rate
when thoroughly wetted.

Rumple-Comfort
Association, Undulating

See
Below

See
Below

B. Soils having a moderate infiltration
rate when thoroughly wetted.

Rumple

C

2 ft, 4 in

Comfort

0

1 ft, 0 in

c. Soils having a slow infiltration rate
when thoroughly wetted.
D. Soils having a very slow infiltration
rate when thoroughly wetted.

3.

X

A STRATIGRAPHIC COLUMN is attached at the end of this form that shows
formations, members, and thicknesses. The outcropping unit should be at the top of
the stratigraphic column.

4.

X

A NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF SITE SPECIFIC GEOLOGY is attached at the end
of this form. The description must include a discussion of the potential for fluid
movement to the Edwards Aquifer, stratigraphy, structure, and karst characteristics of
the site.

5.

X

Appropriate SITE GEOLOGIC MAP(S) are attached:
The Site Geologic Map must be the same scale as the applicant's Site Plan. The
minimum scale is 1" =400'.
Applicant's Site Plan Scale
Site Geologic Map Scale
Site Soils Map Scale (if more than one soil type)
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1"
1"
1"

=200'
=200'
=400'
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6.

Method of collecting positional data:
_X_
Global Positioning System (GPS) technology.
Other method(s).

7.

_X_

The project site is shown and labeled on the Site Geologic Map.

8.

_X

Surface geologic units are shown and labeled on the Site Geologic Map.

9.

_X_

Geologic or manmade features were discovered on the project site during the field
investigation. They are shown and labeled on the Site Geologic Map and are described
in the attached Geologic Assessment Table.
Geologic or manmade features were not discovered on the project site during the field
investigation.

10.

_X_

The Recharge Zone boundary is shown and labeled, if appropriate.

11.

All known wells (test holes, water, oil, unplugged, capped and/or abandoned, etc.):

-

_X_

There is _1_(#) wells present on the project site and the location is shown and labeled.
(Check all of the following that apply.)
The wells are not in use and have been properly abandoned.
The wells are not in use and will be properly abandoned.
_X_
The wells are in use and comply with 16 TAC Chapter 76.
There are no wells or test holes of any kind known to exist on the project site.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION
12.

_X_

Submit one (1) original and one (1) copy of the application, plus additional copies as
needed for each affected incorporated city, groundwater conservation district, and
county in which the project will be located. The TCEQ will distribute the additional
copies to these jurisdictions. The copies must be submitted to the appropriate regional
office.

Date(s) Geologic Assessment was performed: May 26, 2013 through June 21. 2013
.Date(s)
To the best of my knowledge, the responses to this form accurately reflect all information requested
concerning the proposed regulated activities and methods to protect the Edwards Aquifer. My
signature certifies that I am qualified as a geologist as defined by 30 TAC Chapter 213.

Makenzie M. Vessel P.G.
Print Name of Geologist

(512) 617-3140
Telephone
(512) 617-3101
Fax
June 21, 2013
Date

Representing: Freese and Nichols, Inc.
(Name of Company)
If you have questions on how to fill out this form or about the Edwards Aquifer protection program, please contact us at 210/4903096 for projects located In the San Antonio Region or 612/339-2929 for projects located In the Austin Region.
Individuals are entitled to request and review their personal infonnatlon that the agency gathers on its fonns. They may also have any errors
In their Infonnation corrected. To review such infonnation, contact us at 5121239-3282.
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PROJECT NAME:

GEOL.OGIC ASSESSMENT TABLE
,~

,s·

FUTURe.rD

L" 1n'J O(

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7
P8
P9
P10
P11

29· 42 36,391S"
29' 42' 33.8256"
29' 42' 32.5074"
29' 42' 26.434S"
29' 42' 26.37"
29' 42' 19.407"
29' 42' 19.6236"
29' 42' 17.496"
29' 42' 15,7824"
29' 42 14.853"
29' 42' 13.0854"
29' 4217.3"

WELL

•c·

r

New Braunfels Utilities (NBU) - Trinity Well Field and Production Facilities

FEATURE CHARACTERISTICS

LOCATION

LONG""""
·9S· 10'
-9S' 10'
-98'10'
-9S' 10'
-98' 10'

14.1702"
16.5792'
17.8422"
19.4442"
19.5198"

I
I

?B

3

•

""'.

::>OI:-''T~

FORY.Af!::) N

C'M[NSIC)f.IS i ~f.fi)

CD
CD
CD
CD
CD

5
5
5
5
5
20
5
20
5
20
5
30

Ked
Ked
Ked
Ked
Ked
Ked
Ked
Ked
Ked
Ked
Ked
Kgr

y.
," V l.,Jfl£

-98' 10' 13.3422" CD/SC
..ga' 10' 13.3422"
CD
-98' 10' 10.7502' CD/SC
-98' 10' 10,1532"
CD
-98' 10' 9.1452"
SC
-98' 10' 16.9062"
CD
-98'10' 12.1"
MB

X

Y

1

1
0 .50

0.33
0.67

SA

:'RE ND

~

(Ol.GRHS)

Z

0.50

0.67
0.83

0.33
0.67

0.50

1

5

0 .33
1
1
0 .33

0.33
0.33
0.17
0.33

0.17
0.33

NlA

NfA

N/A
N/A
N/A

•

EVALUATION,
;

OI(~!OIt'y

APl:RlUR[

(NO><7J

flU'T)

N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

8_9

M
!HAU.

'0

"

"

TOTAL

SfNSfTMTV

CArCHM(NT AREA (...eRE'S)

TOPOORAPKV

<_. 0

'0

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

0.67

N/A

N/A

NlA

NfA

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

407

N/A

N/A

NlA

0.67

N

0 .33
0.17
N/A
-0 .50 NW-SE

N/A

REL.IoTM

INFTL TRATiON RA.l E

N/A

0

N/A

-1 .17 NW-SE 0
N/A N/A
0 .08
-1 .17 NW-SE 0

NlA

N/A
NlA
N/A
NlA
NlA

NlA
N/A
NlA

N/A
N/A
N/A

N/A

N/A

10
10
10
10
10

5-LOW
5-LOW
5-LOW
5-LOW
5-LOW
10 - LOW
5-LOW
10 - LOW
5-LOW
19 - LOW
5-LOW

30
10
30
10
39
10

5-LOW

35

.

DATUM NAD 1983
TYPE

2A TYPE
C

Cave

SA INFILLING

2B POINTS
30

N

None - exposed bedrod<

SC

Solution Cavity

20

C

Coarse - cobbles, breakdown, sand, gravel

SF

Solution-Enlarged Frac:1ure(s)

20

Loose or soft mud or soli, organics, leaves, sticks, dar\< colors

F
0

20
5
30
30
20

CD

Faull
Other Natural Bedrock Features
Manmade Feature in Bedrock
Swallow Hole
Sinkhole
Non-Karst Closed Depression

0
F
V
FS
X

Z

Zone, Clustered or Aligned Features

30

MB
SW
SH

Fines - compaCled clay.,ich sediment, soil profile, gray or red colors
Vegetation - give details in narrative description
Flowstone, cements, cave deposits
Other materials

Cliff, Hillto

lain, Streambed

I have read, I understood. and I have fOllowed the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality's Instructions to Geologists. The
information presented here complies wilh that document and is a true representa:ion 01 the conditions observed in the field.
Date: June 21 . 2013
Sheet 1 01 1
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PHYSICAL SETIING

Q

10
10
10
10
10
30
10
30
10
39
10
35

!!A

<U

~

./

./
./
./

./
./

./
./
./
./
./

./

Hilltop
Hilltop
Hilltop
Hilltop
Hilltop
Hilltop
Hilltop
Hilltop
Hilltop
Hilltop
Hilltop
Hilltop

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF SITE SPECIFIC GEOLOGY
TRINITY WELL FIELD AND PRODUCTION FACILITIES
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
New Braunfels Utilities (NBU) proposes to install a minimum of two and up to a
maximum of four groundwater wells, well pumps, pump heads, and sealing slabs on the
project site. Well collection and distribution piping, an aboveground storage tank,
disinfection and fluoride system, booster pump station, and electrical building will also be
constructed in conjunction with the groundwater wells. The project site is located in a
rural, but residentially developing area in southeast Comal County, Texas. Freese and
Nichols personnel have performed a literature review of project site geology and
conducted a field survey to identify karst features within the project site .
STRATIGRAPHIC AND STRUCTURAL CHARACTERISTICS*
The most important water-bearing stratigraphic units in Comal County are of
Cretaceous age. In the project site for the Trinity Well Field and Production Facilities the
stratigraphy includes, from youngest to oldest, the Person Formation (Kep) and the
Kainer Formation (Kek) of the Edwards Group (Ked). The Upper Member of the Glen
Rose Limestone (Kgr) underlies the Kainer Formation and serves as the lower confining
unit to the Edwards Aquifer.
The Person Formation of the Edwards Group is the outcropping unit in the
project area. The Person Formation has a thickness of approximately 180 feet in Comal
County and typically consists of variably burrowed mudstone, grainstone, and crystalline
limestone. The Person Formation is further divided into three members, and the Edwards
Group is divided into eight informal hydrogeologic subdivisions that correspond with the
limestone members of the Edwards Group and the overlying Georgetown Formation.
Geologic structures affecting groundwater within Comal County are the regional
dip to the southeast and five northeast-trending, normal faults of the Balcones Fault
Zone: the Comal Springs, Hueco Springs, Bat Cave, Bear Creek, and Hidden Valley
faults . As the project site is located within the Balcones Fault Zone, there are faults that
have been located in the vicinity of the project site; however, none of these five primary
faults are located directly within the project site. In addition, occasional north to
northwest-trending cross-faults have also been documented within Comal County, but
were not observed or mapped within the project site.
KARSTIC CHARACTERISTICS
A field survey of the entire project site was conducted on May 28, 2013 by
Freese and Nichols personnel, including a registered, professional geoscientist. The
survey was performed by walking parallel transects within the project site. Ground
visibility was relatively good in some areas, but difficult in others due to brushy
• The information in this portion of the Geologic Assessment was obtained from Water-Resources Investigations
Report 94-4117: Geologic Framework and Hydrogeologic Characteristics of the Edwards Aquifer Outcrop,
Comal County, Texas by Ted A. Small and John A. Hanson of the U.S. Geological SUNey, prepared in
cooperation wllh the Edwards Underground Water District, 1994.
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NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF SITE SPECIFIC GEOLOGY
TRINITY WELL FIELD AND PRODUCTION FACILITIES
conditions. Eleven (11) features were identified and documented during the field survey.
In addition to these features, one temporary well was located within the project site. This
temporary well was drilled in 2011 and served as a Trinity test well for NBU.
All of the 11 features identified were partially or entirely covered by loose organic
material and soil upon initial inspection. The majority of the features were identified as
non-karst closed depressions as they were determined to be either caused by
construction practices or animal burrows. None of these non-karst closed depressions
were very large in size (i.e., none were greater than six feet in at least one direction), as
is indicated in the accompanying Geologic Assessment Table.
Two of the identified features, P6 and P8, were difficult to strictly classify as non
karst closed depressions or solution cavities. Both features showed some surficial
evidence of being animal burrows, but did appear to descend deeper than was able to be
ascertained with limited measurement tools in the field. In addition, these features are
aligned in a NW-SE direction with a much larger solution cavity that was located offsite of
the project area (as shown on the accompanying Geologic Map).
One additional feature, P10, could be classified as a solution cavity. Pi a is also
located in a NW-SE alignment with P6 and P8, and had a depth that was unable to be
determined with measurement tools in the field. This feature did not appear to be an
animal burrow due to the small dimensions of the opening. Due to the dimensions of the
feature and the dense vegetation surrounding the features in this project area, a low
infiltration rate is suggested. Photographs of P6, P8, Pi 0, and the larger solution feature
offsite of the project area are provided below.

10-1-/3

• The information in this por/ion of the Geologic Assessment was oblained from Waler-Resources Investigations
Repor/94-4117: Geologic Framework and Hydrogeologic Characteristics of the Edwards Aquifer Outcrop,
Comal County, Texas by Ted A. Small and John A. Hanson of the U.S. Geological Survey, prepared In
cooperation with the Edwards Underground Water District, 1994.
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Feature P6

Larger Feature Outside Project Site

• The information in this portion of the Geologic Assessment was obtained from Water-Resources Investigations
Report 94-4117: Geologic Framework and Hydrogeologic CharacterIstics of the Edwards Aquifer Outcrop.
Comal County. Texas by Ted A. Smal/and John A. Hanson of the U.s. Geological Survey. prepared in
cooperation with the Edwards Underground Water District, 1994.
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Feature P8

Feature P10

• The information in this portion of the Geologic Assessment was obtained from Water-Resources Investigations
Report 94-4117: Geologic Framework and Hydrogeologic Characteristics of the Edwards Aquifer Outcrop,
Comal County, Texas by Ted A. Smal/and John A. Hanson of the U.S. Geological SUNey, prepared in
cooperation with the Edwards Underground Water District, 1994.
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Modification of a Previously Approved Plan
for Regulated Activities on the
Edwards Aquifer Recharge Zone and Transition Zone
and Relating to 30 TAC 213.40), Effective June 1, 1999
1.

2.

Current Regulated Entity Name: _-....!N'-!.e:::::..w.:..:.....=B::.!.r~a~u!..!.nf~e~ls::...-U=til~it.=..:::ie:..!:::s~_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Original Regulated Entity Name: _-,N~ew.;.;.....::B;;.;.r..::a=u:....:.nf:....::e=ls~U=til=:.:..::it::..::ie=s_--::-:-_ _ _ _ _ _----::-:_ _ _ __
Assigned Regulated Entity Numbers (RN): 1) 106862389 ,2) _ _ _ _ _, 3) _ _ _ __
X

The applicant has not changed and the Customer Number (CN) is: CN 600522957
The applicant has changed . A new Core Data Form has been provided .

x

Attachment A: Original Approval Letter and Approved Modification Letters: A copy of the
original approval letter and copies any letters approving modification are found at the end of this
form.

3.

A modification of a previously approved plan in requested for (check all that apply):

X

physical or operational modification of any water pollution abatement structure(s)
including but not limited to ponds, dams, berms, sewage treatment plants, and
diversionary structures;
change in the nature or character of the regulated activity from that which was originally
approved or a change which would significantly impact the ability of the plan to prevent
pollution of the Edwards Aquifer;
development of land previously identified as undeveloped in the original water pollution
abatement plan;
physical modification of the approved organized sewage collection system;
physical modification of the approved underground storage tank system ;
physical modification of the approved aboveground storage tank system.

4. Summary of Proposed Modifications (select plan type being modified). If the approved plan has been
modified more than once, copy the appropriate table below, as necessary, and complete the
information for each additional modification.
WPAP Modification Summary
Acres
Type of Development
Number of Residential Lots
Impervious Cover (acres)
Impervious Cover (%)
Permanent BMPs
Other

Approved Project

o of 19 Acres Dev.
Clearing and Well
Drilling

o
o
o
None
None

Proposed Modification
7 of 19 Acres Dev.
Pump Station & Water
Distribution Improvements

o
2.4
12.6%
None
None

SCS Modification Summary
Linear Feet
Pipe Diameter
Other

Approved Project

Proposed Modification

AST Modification Summary
Number of ASTs
Volume of ASTs
Other

Approved Project

Proposed Modification

TCEQ-0590 (Rev. 10-01-10)
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UST Modification Summary
Number of USTs
Volume of USTs
Other

Approved Project

Proposed Modification

5.

L

Attachment B: Narrative of Proposed Modification. A narrative description of the nature of
the proposed modification is provided at the end of this form. It discusses what was approved,
including previous modifications, and how this proposed modification will change the approved
plan.

6.

L

Attachment C: Current site plan of the approved project. A current site plan showing the
existing site development (Le., current site layout) at the time this application for modification is
provided at the end of this form. A site plan detailing the changes proposed in the submitted
modification is required elsewhere.
The approved construction has not commenced. The original approval letter, and any
subsequent modification approval letters are included as Attachment A to document that
the approval has not expired.

L

The approved construction has commenced and has been completed. Attachment C
illustrates that the site was constructed as approved.
The approved construction has commenced and has been completed. Attachment C
illustrates that the site was not constructed as approved.
The approved construction has commenced and has not been completed. Attachment
C illustrates that, thus far, the site was constructed as approved.
The approved construction has commenced and has not been completed.
C illustrates that, thus far, the site was not constructed as approved.

7.

The acreage of the approved plan has increased. A Geologic Assessment has been provided
for the new acreage.

L
8.

Attachment

Acreage has not been added to or removed from the approved plan.

L

Submit one (1) original and one (1) copy of the application, plus additional copies as needed for
each affected incorporated city, groundwater conservation district, and county in which the project will
be located. The TCEQ will distribute the additional copies to these jurisdictions. The copies must be
submitted to the appropriate regional office.

To the best of my knowledge, the responses to this form accurately reflect all information requested concerning
the proposed regulated activities and methods to protect the Edwards Aquifer. This request for a
MODIFICATION TO A PREVIOUSLY APPROVED PLAN is hereby submitted for TCEQ review and executive
director approval. The request was prepared by:

Patrick Garnett
Print Name 0 Customer/Agent

...signature of Customer/Agent
TCEQ-0590 (Rev. 10.01-10)
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Bryan W. Shall', I'h .D., ('//{/ ;rmull
('arl(),~ Rllhin~lt'i ll . ('(ll/IlIIiss;ul/('"
Ttl h~

BakN, ( '(lIl1l11 i.~.~ i/I/II ' I ·

{..ll; COlliI', F..\('('II /;'w

nin'l'illl'

TEXAS COMMISSION ON ENVlRONMENTAL QUAUlY
Pi'll/reI ;lIy Tt:xC/.~ /).11 Urc/llri,,!! al/(I Pr"I.'('1I1 illY Pol/III inn

September 25, 2013
Mr. Ian Taylor, P.E.
New Braunfels Utilities
355 FM 306
New Braunfels, TX 78130
Re:

Edwards Aquifer, Comal County

NAME OF PROJECT: Trinity Well Field; Located 0.55 miles northwest of the intersection of Lori
Lane and Madeline Street; New Braunfels, Texas
'lYPE OF PlAN: Request for Approval of a Water Pollution Abatement Plan (WPAP); 30 Texas
Administrative Code (TAC) Chapter 213 Edwards Aquifer
Edwards Aquifer Protection Program ID No. 13-13072401; Investigation No. 1105465; Regulated
Entity No. RN106861289
Dear Mr. Taylor:
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) has completed its review of the WPAP
Application for the above-referenced project submitted to the San Antonio Regional Office by
Freese and Nichols, Inc. on behalf of New Braunfels Utilities on July 24,2013. Final review of the
WPAP was completed after additional material was received on August 29 and September 24,2013.
As presented to the TCEQ, the Temporary Best Management Practices (BMPs) and construction
plans were prepared by a Texas Licensed Professional Engineer to be in general compliance with
the requirements of 30 TAC Chapter 213. These planning materials were sealed, signed and dated
by a Texas Licensed Professional Engineer. Therefore, based on the engineer's concurrence of
compliance, the planning materials for construction of the proposed project and pollution
abatement measures are hereby approved subject to applicable state rules and the conditions in
this letter. The applicant or a person affected may file with the chief clerk a motion for
reconsideration of the executive director's final action on this Edwards Aquifer Protection Plan. A
motion for reconsideration must be filed no later than 23 days after the date of this approval letter.
This approval expires two (2) years from the date o/this letter unless, prior to the expiration date,
more than 10 percent o/the construction has commenced on the project or an extension o/time
has been requested.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION
The proposed commercial project will have an area of approximately 19.0 acres. It will include the
drilling of water wells and the clearing for a temporary access road (pervious cover). It was
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proposed that the current plan is for no impervious cover. No wastewater is generated by this
project.
PERMANENT POLLUTION ABATEMENT MEASURES
This commercial project will not have any impervious cover at this time.
GEOLOGY
According to the geologic assessment included with the application, the site is located on the
Person and and Kainer formations. The project geologist evaluated 1 manmade (water well)
manmade features in bedrocl{ and 11 geologic features. All features were scored as non-sensitive.
The San Antonio Regional Office site assessment conducted on September 16, 2013 revealed the
site was adequately described by the Geologic Assessment.
STANDARD CONDmONS
1.

Pursuant to Chapter 7 Subchapter C of the Texas Water Code, any violations of the
requirements in 30 TAC Chapter 213 may result in administrative penalties.

2. The holder of the approved Edwards Aquifer protection plan must comply with all provisions of
30 TAC Chapter 213 and all best management practices and measures contained in the
approved plan. Additional and separate approvals, permits, registrations and/or authorizations
from other TCEQ Programs (Le., Stormwater, Water Rights, VIC) can be required depending
on the specifics of the plan.
3. In addition to the rules of the Commission, the applicant may also be required to comply with
state and local ordinances and regulations providing for the protection of water quality.
Prior to Commencement of Construction:
4. Within 60 days of receiving written approval of an Edwards Aquifer Protection Plan, the
applicant must submit to the San Antonio Regional Office, proof of recordation of notice in the
county deed records, with the volume and page number(s) of the county deed records of the
county in which the property is located. A description of the property boundaries shall be
included in the deed recordation in the county deed records. A suggested form (Deed
Recordation Affidavit, TCEQ-0625) that you may use to deed record the approved WPAP is
enclosed.
5. All contractors conducting regulated activities at the referenced project location shall be
provided a copy of this notice of approval. At least one complete copy of the approved WPAP
and this notice of approval shall be maintained at the project location until all regulated
activities are completed.
6. Modification to the activities described in the referenced WPAP application following the date
of approval may require the submittal of a plan to modify this approval, including the payment
of appropriate fees and all information necessary for its review and approval prior to initiating
construction of the modifications.
7. The applicant must provide written notification of intent to commence construction,
replacement, or rehabilitation of the referenced project. Notification must be submitted to the
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San Antonio Regional Office no later than 48 hours prior to commencement of the regulated
activity. Written notification must include the date on which the regulated activity will
commence; the name of the approved plan and program 10 number for the regulated activity,
and the name of the prime contractor with the name and telephone number of the contact
person. The executive director will use the notification to determine if the approved plan is
eligible for an extension.
8. Temporary erosion and sedimentation (E&S) controls, i.e., silt fences, rock berms, stabilized
construction entrances, or other controls described in the approved WPAP, must be installed
prior to construction and maintained during construction. Temporary E&S controls may be
removed when vegetation is established and the construction area is stabilized. If a water
quality pond is proposed, it shall be used as a sedimentation basin during construction. The
TCEQ may monitor stormwater discharges from the site to evaluate the adequacy of temporary
E&S control measures. Additional controls may be necessary if excessive solids are being
discharged from the site.
9. All borings with depths greater than or equal to 20 feet must be plugged with non-shrink grout
from the bottom of the hole to within three (3) feet of the surface. The remainder of the hole
must be backfilled with cuttings from the boring. All borings less than 20 feet must be
backfilled with cuttings from the boring. All borings must be backfilled or plugged within four
(4) days of completion of the drilling operation. Voids may be filled with gravel.
During Construction:
10. During the course of regulated activities related to this project, the applicant or agent shall
comply with all applicable provisions of 30 TAC Chapter 213, Edwards Aquifer. The applicant
shall remain responsible for the provisions and conditions of this approval until such
responsibility is legally transferred to another person or entity.
11.

This approval does not authorize the installation of temporary aboveground storage tanks on
this project. If the contractor desires to install a temporary aboveground storage tank for use
during construction, an application to modify this approval must be submitted and approved
prior to installation. The application must include information related to tank location and
spill containment. Refer to Standard Condition No.6, above.

12. If any sensitive feature (caves, solution cavities, sink holes, etc.) is discovered during
construction, all regulated activities near the feature must be suspended immediately. The
applicant or his agent must immediately notify the San Antonio Regional Office of the discovery
of the feature. Regulated activities near the feature may not proceed until the executive director
has reviewed and approved the methods proposed to protect the feature and the aquifer from
potentially adverse impacts to water quality. The plan must be sealed, signed, and dated by a
Texas licensed Professional Engineer.
13. One water well exists on site. All water wells, including injection, dewateIing, and monitoring
wells must be in compliance with the requirements of the Texas Department of licensing and
Regulation under Title 16 TAC Chapter 76 (relating to Water Well Drillers and Pump Installers)
and all other locally applicable rules, as appropriate.
14. If sediment escapes the construction site, the sediment must be removed at a frequency
sufficient to minimize offsite impacts to water quality (e.g., fugitive sediment in street being
washed into surface streams or sensitive features by the next rain). Sediment must be removed
from sediment traps or sedimentation ponds not later than when design capacity has been
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,....,....." . . ".,.. by 50 percent. Litter, construction
construction chemicals shall be
prevented from becoming stormwater discharge pollutants.
15. Intentional discharges of sediment laden water are not allowed. If dewatering becomes
necessary, the discharge will be filtered through appropriately selected
management
practices.
may include vegetated filter
traps, rock berms, silt
rings, etc.
16. The following records shall be maintained and made available to the executive director upon
request: the dates when major grading activities occur, the dates when construction activities
temporarily or permanently cease on a portion of the site, and the dates when stabilization
measures are initiated.
Stabilization measures shall be initiated as soon as practicable in portions of the site where
construction activities have temporarily or permanently ceased. and construction activities will
not resume within 21 days. When the initiation of stabilization measures by the 14th day is
precluded by weather conditions, stabilization measures shall be initiated as soon as
practicable.
18. A
Licensed
Engineer
certify writing that the permanent BMPs or
measures were constructed as designed. The certification
must submitted to the San
Antonio Regional Office within 30 days of site completion.
The applicant shall be responsible for maintaining the permanent BMPs after construction until
such time as the maintenance obligation is either assumed in writing by another entity having
ownership or control of the property (such as without limitation, an owner's association, a new
of the property is
property owner or lessee. a district, or municipality) or the
transferred to the entity. The regulated
shan then be
for maintenance until
another entity assumes such obligations in writing or ownership is transferred. A copy of the
transfer of responsibility must be filed with the executive director through San Antonio
Regional Office within 30 days of the transfer. A copy of the transfer form (TCEQ-I0263) is
enclosed.
of this property, the new owner(s) is required to comply with all
of
20. Upon legal
the approved Edwards Aquifer protection plan. If the new owner
to commence any
new regulated activity on the site, a new Edwards Aquifer protection plan that specifically
executive director. Approval of the plan for
addresses the new activity must be submitted to
the new regulated activity by the executive director is required prior to commencement of the
new regulated activity.
21. An Edwards Aquifer protection plan approval or extension will expire and no extension will be
granted if more than 50 percent of the total construction has not been completed within ten
years from the initial approval of a plan. new Edwards Aquifer protection plan must be
submitted to the San Antonio Regional Office with the appropriate
for review and approval
by the executive director prior to commencing any additional regulated activities.
22. At project locations where construction is initiated and abandoned, or not completed, the
shall be returned to a condition such that the aquifer is protected from potential contamination.
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This action is taken under authority delegated by the Executive Director of the Texas Commission
on Environmental Quality. If you have any questions or require additional infonnation, please
contact Mr. Michael Isley, P.E. of the Edwards Aquifer Protection Program of the San Antonio
Regional Office at 210-403-4057.
Sincerely,

d"L·/v-

Lynn Bumguardner, Water Section Manager
San Antonio Region Office
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
LMB/MI/eg
Enclosure:

cc:

Deed Recordation Affidavit, Form TCEQ-062S
Change in Responsibility for Maintenance of Permanent BMPs, Fonn TCEQ-I0263

Mr. David Bennett, P.E., Freese and Nichols, Inc.
Mr. Roland Ruiz, Edwards Aquifer Authority
Mr. Thomas Homseth, P.E., Comal County Engineer
Mr. James Klein, P.E., City of New Braunfels
TCEQ Central Records, Building F, MC 212

Attachment B
Narrative of Proposal Modification
The original Water Pollution Abatement Plan (WPAP) for the Trinity Well Field project
permitted clearing and grubbing and well drilling operations. No permanent best management
practices (BMPs) were required during this portion of the project. After these operations were
completed and the capacity of the wells was determined, New Braunfels Utilities (NBU) decided
to move forward with the design of a booster pump station, ground storage tank, chemical
treatment building, and site, piping, and electrical appurtenances to add the Trinity Wells as a
new water source to their distribution system.
Modifications to the WPAP include a greater developed area and changed site layout for
incorporation of the wells into NBU's water distribution system via a ground storage tank,
booster pump station, and miscellaneous items. The curve runoff number, site contours, and site
discharge will be minimally impacted with these developments. Due to the added impervious
cover of2.4 acres and total disturbed area of7 acres, erosion control seeding! vegetative filter
strip of 4.6 acres will be added as a permanent BMP to treat runoff from the site. This vegetation
will be added in all disturbed areas not replaced by impervious cover.
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Water Pollution Abatement Plan Application
for Regulated Activities
on the Edwards Aquifer Recharge Zone
and Relating to 30 TAC §213.5(b), Effective June 1, 1999
REGULATED ENTITY NAME: _ _.!.,;N:,.:::e:..:..:w'---'B=r-"'a=u'--'Cnf=e=ls'--'U=t=ili=tie=s"------_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

REGULATED ENTITY INFORMATION
1.

The type of project is:
Residential: # of Lots:
Residential: # of Living Unit Equivalents:
Commercial
Industrial
X
Other:
Pump Station and Site Development

2.

Total site acreage (size of property):

19 Acres

3.

Projected population:

o

4.

The amount and type of impervious cover expected after construction are shown below:

Impervious Cover of Proposed
Project

Sq. Ft.

Sq. Ft.!Acre

Acres

Structures/Rooftops

31,400

-;. 43,560 =

0.7

Parking

0

-;. 43,560 =

0

Other paved surfaces

72,500

-;. 43,560 =

1.7

Total Impervious Cover

103,900

-;. 43,560 =

2.4

Total Impervious Cover -;. Total Acreage x 100 =

12.6%

5.

X

ATTACHMENT A - Factors Affecting Water Quality. A description of any factors
that could affect surface water and groundwater quality is provided at the end of this
form.

6.

X

Only inert materials as defined by 30 TAC §330.2 will be used as fill material.

FOR ROAD PROJECTS ONLY
Complete questions 7-12 if this application is exclusively for a road project.
7.

Type of project:
TXDOT road project.
County road or roads built to county specifications.
City thoroughfare or roads to be dedicated to a municipality.
Street or road providing access to private driveways.

8.

Type of pavement or road surface to be used:
Concrete
Asphaltic concrete pavement
Other: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

TCEQ-0584 (Rev. 10-01-10)
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9.

10.

Length of Right of Way (RO.W.):
Width of RO.W.:
Lx W:::
Ftl.;
Length of pavement area:
Width of pavement area:
FF .;- 43,560 FF/Acre :::
L x W :::
Pavement area
acres.;- RO.W. area

acres.

acres.
acres x 100

11.

A rest stop will be included in this project.
A rest stop will not be included in this project.

1

Maintenance and repair of existing roadways that
Executive Director. Modifications to existing
shoulders totaling more than one-half (1/2) the width
approval from the TCEQ.

_% impervious cover.

from the TCEQ
as widening roads/adding
one (1)
lane
prior

STORMWATER TO BE GENERATED BY THE PROPOSED
13.

x

ATTACHMENT B - Volume and Character of Stormwater.
volume and character (quality) of the stormwater runoff which is
from the proposed project is provided at
of
stormwater runoff quality and quantity should be based on area and
cover. Include the runoff coefficient of the site for both
construction conditions.

WASTEWATER TO BE GENERATED BY THE PROPOSED PROJECT
1

character and volume of wastewater is shown below:
% Domestic
____ gallons/day
Industrial
____ gallons/day
Commingled
TOTAL_--,O,,-- gallons/day

15.

Wastewater will
disposed
by:
On-Site Sewage Facility (OS SF/Septic Tank):
An
ATTACHMENT C - Suitability Letter from Authorized
<''''''OJ''''''£> facility will be used to treat and dispose of the wastewater.
appropriate licensing authority's (authorized agent) written approval is
of this form. It states that the land is suitable for the use
sewage facility or identifies areas that are not suitable.
lot in this project/development is at least one (1) acre (43,560
The system will be designed by a licensed professional
sanitarian and installed by a licensed installer in
Chapter 285.
Collection System (Sewer Lines):
Private service laterals from the wastewater generating facilities will
connected to an existing SCS.
Private service laterals from the wastewater
facilities will
connected to a proposed SCS.
The SCS was previously submitted on _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
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The SCS was submitted with this application.
The SCS will be submitted at a later date. The owner is aware that the
SCS may not be installed prior to Executive Director approval.
The sewage collection system will convey the wastewater to the _ _ _ _ __
(name) Treatment Plant. The treatment facility is:
existing.
proposed.
16.

N/A

All private service laterals will be inspected as required in 30 TAC §213.5.

SITE PLAN REQUIREMENTS
Items 17 through 27 must be included on the Site Plan.
17.

The Site Plan must have a minimum scale of 1" = 400'.
200'
Site Plan Scale: 1" =

18.

1OO-year floodplain boundaries
Some part(s) of the project site is located within the 100-year floodplain.
floodplain is shown and labeled .
X
No part of the project site is located within the 100-year floodplain.

The

The 100-year floodplain boundaries are based on the following specific (including date of
material) sources(s):
Flood Data by FEMA panel 48091C0435F, accessed in August 2014
19.

20.

21.

X

The layout of the development is shown with existing and finished contours at
appropriate, but not greater than ten-foot contour intervals. Show lots, recreation
centers, buildings, roads, etc.
The layout of the development is shown with existing contours. Finished topographic
contours will not differ from the existing topographic configuration and are not shown.

All known wells (oil , water, unplugged, capped and/or abandoned, test holes, etc.):
X
There are _4_(#} wells present on the project site and the locations are shown and
labeled . (Check all of the following that apply)
The wells are not in use and have been properly abandoned.
The wells are not in use and will be property abandoned.
X
The wells are in use and comply with 16 TAC §76.
There are no wells or test holes of any kind known to exist on the project site.
Geologic or manmade features which are on the site:
All sensitive geologic or manmade features identified in the Geologic Assessment are
shown and labeled.
No sensitive geologic or manmade features were identified in the Geologic
Assessment.
ATTACHMENT 0 - Exception to the Required Geologic Assessment.
An
exception to the Geologic Assessment requirement is requested and explained at the
end of this form .

1

22.
23.

X

The drainage patterns and approximate slopes anticipated after major grading
activities.
Areas of soil disturbance and areas which will not be disturbed .
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24.

~

Locations of major structural and nonstructural controls. These are the temporary and
permanent best management practices.

25.

~

Locations where soil stabilization practices are expected to occur.

26.

NlA

Surface waters (including wetlands).

~

Locations where stormwater discharges to surface water or sensitive features.
There will be no discharges to surface water or sensitive features.

27.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

28.

~

Submit one (1) original and one (1) copy of the application, plus additional copies as
needed for each affected incorporated city, groundwater conservation district, and
county in which the project will be located. The TCEQ will distribute the additional
copies to these jurisdictions. The copies must be submitted to the appropriate regional
office.

29.

~

Any modification of this WPAP will require Executive Director approval, prior to
construction, and may require submission of a revised application, with appropriate
fees.

To the best of my knowledge, the responses to this form accurately reflect all information requested
concerning the proposed regulated activities and methods to protect the Edwards Aquifer. This
WATER POLLUTION ABATEMENT PLAN APPLICATION FORM is hereby submitted for TCEQ
review and Executive Director approval. The form was prepared by:
Patrick Garnett
Print Name of Customer/Agent

co ; :

Z

;;;;;;;§l~r--<::-

LSignature of Customer/Agent
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Attachment A
Factors Affecting Water Quality
Trinity Well Field project will affect water quality
run-off with silt fencing. Potential contaminants
entering and leaving the site. This equipment will
will

during construction by
and chemicals
leakage

removed.

A
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Attachment B
Volume and Character of Stormwater
The volume and

small amount of impervious cover added will

will not be majorly
pavement with a compacted
from vehicles entering and

fence and added vegetation will

storm water is minimally impacted. The pre-construction to

construction runoff curve
This change in curve

contaminants include fuel, oils, and

pollutants from reaching any existing surface

sediments
The volume

Stormwater expected to occur

is 77 (poor brush) to 79 (poor brush and
negligible impacts to the volume of stormwater

the

site.
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30

and

Temporary Stormwater Section
for Regulated Activities
on the Edwards Aquifer Recharge Zone
3.5(b)(4)(A), (B), (D)(I) and (G); I-n""'~tl\'''''

1, 1

NAME: ____~~~~~=====________________________
CONTAMINATION
use, chemical storage and use, use of asphaltic
and existing solid waste.
equipment and hazardous substances which will

1.

during

tanks with a cumulative storage capacity
gallons
for less than one (1) year.
tanks with a cumulative storage capacity
250 gallons
stored on the site for less than one (1) year.
with a cumulative storage capacity of
or more
An Aboveground Storage Tank Facility Plan application
on
submitted to the appropriate regional
the
prior to moving the
the project.
and hazardous substances will not be "'Y""l"o.,.. ,...n "'IT·'"
ATTACHMENT A - Spill Response Actions.
to contain any spill of hydrocarbons or
this form.

measures to be
is provided at the

3.

aboveground storage tank systems of
of 1
any
capacity must be located a minimum horizontal
domestic, industrial, irrigation, or public water supply well, or other sensitive feature.

4.

in an attachment
ATTACHMENT B - Potential Sources of Contamination.
the
of this form any other activities or
which may
a potential
source of contamination.
are no other potential sources of contamination.
CONSTRUCTION
C - Sequence of Major Activities. A description of the sequence of
which will disturb soils for major portions of the site (grubbing,
utilities, and
installation) is provided at the end of
activity described, an
the total area of the site to be
by each activity is given.

6.

Erosion ,...,..,.."tr..... 1
blankets or
fence, filter dikes,
Technical
TCEQ-0602 (Rev. 10/01/04)

receiving water(s) at or near
from disturbed areas of the
tree protection, interceptor
mulch, and sad. Sediment control
berms, buffer strips, sediment
Manual for guidelines and nr",~if-i,~ .... tir\

,",vvrll"-:,",

outlet stabilization,
construction exit, silt
Please refer to the
BMPs must be shown
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on
ATTACHMENT D - Temporary
Management Practices and Measures.
A
of the TBMPs
measures
will be used during and after I"',....,.,.",tr,
are provided at the end of
form.
activity listed in the
of
construction, include appropriate
measures and the general timing (or
during the construction
measures will be implemented.

7.

and measures will prevent pollution of surface water,
stormwater. The construction-phase
for
and sediment
designed to retain sediment on
to the extent practicable.
information has been provided in
attachment at the end of this form

8.

a.

A description of how BMPs and measures will prevent pollution of
groundwater or stormwater that originates upgradient from the site and flows across
the site.

b.

A
of how BMPs and measures will prevent pollution of surface
groundwater that originates
or flows off site, including pollution
stormwater runoff from

c.

A description of how
sensitive

d.

A description of how, to the maximum
maintain flow to naturally-occurring
identified in
assessment, TCEQ inspections. or during excavation. blasting. or r-" ....."yr.

or
by
surface

temporary sealing of a naturally-occurring sensitive feature which
,.."..""r,..,,,, Aquifer as a temporary pollution abatement measure during
avoided.
to Temporarily Seal a Feature.
ATTACHMENT E temporarily seal a feature is provided at the end of this form. The
justification as to why no reasonable
practicable alternative exists for
There will
no temporary
of naturally-occurring sensitive
ATTACHMENT F - Structural
to divert flows
of pollutants
practices in floodplains has

10.

ATTACHMENT G - Drainage
of this form to support the following

Describe the structural
will be
to store flows, or to otherwise limit runoff
areas of the site. Placement
structural
is

the end

For areas that will
10 acres within a common
area
disturbed at one time, a
basin will be provided.
more than 10 acres within a common
For areas that will
disturbed at one time, a
sediment basin and/or sediment
used.
For areas that will have more than 10 acres within a common
area
disturbed at one
basin or other equivalent
are not
attainable, but other
and measures will be used in combination to
protect down slope
boundaries of the construction area.
TCEQ·0602 (Rev. 10/01/04)
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1

There are no areas greater than 10 acres within a common drainage area that
will be disturbed at one time. A smaller sediment basin and/or sediment trap(s)
will be used in combination with other erosion and sediment controls within
each disturbed drainage area.

11.

N/A

ATTACHMENT H - Temporary Sediment Pond(s) Plans and Calculations.
Temporary sediment pond or basin construction plans and design calculations for a
proposed temporary BMP or measure has been prepared by or under the direct
supervision of a Texas Licensed Professional Engineer. All construction plans and
design information must be signed, sealed, and dated by the Texas Licensed
Professional Engineer. Construction plans for the proposed temporary BMPs and
measures are provided as at the end of this form .

12.

X

ATTACHMENT I - Inspection and Maintenance for BMPs. A plan for the inspection
of temporary BMPs and measures and for their timely maintenance, repairs, and, if
necessary, retrofit is provided at the end of this form . A description of documentation
procedures and recordkeeping practices is included in the plan.

13.

X

All control measures must be properly selected , installed, and maintained in
accordance with the manufacturer's specifications and good engineering practices. If
periodic inspections by the applicant or the executive director, or other information
indicate a control has been used inappropriately, or incorrectly, the applicant must
replace or modify the control for site situations.

14.

X

If sediment escapes the construction site, off-site accumulations of sediment must be
removed at a frequency sufficient to minimize offsite impacts to water quality (e.g.,
fugitive sediment in street being washed into surface streams or sensitive features by
the next rain).

15.

X

Sediment must be removed from sediment traps or sedimentation ponds not later than
when design capacity has been reduced by 50% . A permanent stake will be provided
that can indicate when the sediment occupies 50% of the basin volume.

16.

X

Litter, construction debris, and construction chemicals exposed to stormwater shall be
prevented from becoming a pollutant source for stormwater discharges (e.g., screening
outfalis, picked up daily).

SOIL STABILIZATION PRACTICES
Examples: establishment of temporary vegetation, establishment of permanent vegetation, mulching,
geotextiles, sod stabilization, vegetative buffer strips, protection of trees, or preservation of mature
vegetation.
17.

N/A

ATTACHMENT J - Schedule of Interim and Permanent Soil Stabilization
Practices. A schedule of the interim and permanent soil stabilization practices for the
site is attached at the end of this form .

18.

X

Records must be kept at the site of the dates when major grading activities occur, the
dates when construction activities temporarily or permanently cease on a portion of the
site, and the dates when stabilization measures are initiated.

19.

X

Stabilization practices must be initiated as soon as practicable where construction
activities have temporarily or permanently ceased.

ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

TCEQ-0602 (Rev. 10101/04)
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20.

~

All structural controls will be inspected and maintained according to the submitted and
approved operation and maintenance plan for the project.

21.

~

If any geologic or manmade features, such as caves, faults, sinkholes, etc., are
discovered, all regulated activities near the feature will be immediately suspended.
The appropriate TCEQ Regional OffIce shall be immediately notified. Regulated
activities must cease and not continue until the TCEQ has reviewed and approved the
methods proposed to protect the aquifer from any adverse impacts.

22.

~

Silt fences, diversion berms, and other temporary erosion and sediment controls will be
constructed and maintained as appropriate to prevent pollutants from entering
sensitive features discovered during construction.

To the best of my knowledge, the responses to this form accurately reflect all information requested
concerning the proposed regulated activities and methods to protect the Edwards Aquifer. This
TEMPORARY STORMWATER SECTION is hereby submitted for TCEQ review and executive
director approval. The application was prepared by:
Patrick Garnett
Print Name of Customer/Agent

~

L/~:n~er~
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Attachment A
Spill Response Actions
The TCEQ's spill response rules (30 TAC § 327.1-5) define what is considered a
reportable spill and outline reporting requirements to the state, local government, and affected
persons or property owners. Response and follow-up written report requirements are also
identified.

The reportable quantities for hazardous substances shall be:
(I) for spills or discharges onto land--the quantity designated as the Final Reportable

Quantity (RQ) in Table 302.4 in 40 CFR §302.4; or
(2) for spills or discharges into waters in the state--the quantity designated as the Final
RQ in Table 302.4 in 40 CFR §302.4, except where the Final RQ is greater than 100
pounds in which case the RQ shall be 100 pounds.

The RQ for crude oil and oil other than that defined as petroleum product or used oil shall be:
(A) for spills or discharges onto land--21 0 gallons (five barrels); or
(B) for spills or discharges directly into water in the state--quantity sufficient to create a
sheen.

The RQ for petroleum product and used oil shall be:
(A) except as noted in subparagraph (B) of this paragraph, for spills or discharges onto
land--25 gallons;
(B) for spills or discharges to land from PST exempted facilities--21 0 gallons (five
barrels); or
(C) for spills or discharges directly into water in the state--quantity sufficient to create a
sheen.

Industrial solid waste or other substances. The RQ for spills or discharges into water in the state
shall be 100 pounds.
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Upon the determination that a reportable discharge or spill has occurred, the
shall notify

as soon as possible but not later than

or

The responsible person shall notify the agency

manner

hours after

by telephone, in person, or by any other method approved
provide, to the extent known, the following

cases,

number of the

(1)

,...Arc,......,

of the spill or

(3) a

or identification of the

petroleum

or other substances discharged or spilled;
(4) an

of the quantity discharged or spilled;

the duration of the incident;
(6)

name of the surface water or a description of the waters in the state

or

threatened by the discharge or spill;
(7)

source of the discharge or spill;

(8) a description of the extent of actual or potential water pollution or

to

environment and an identification of any environmentally
resources at risk;
(9) if

from paragraph (1) of this subsection, the names,
of the responsible person and the contact person at the location

the

or
(10) a description
to

any actions that have been taken, are being taken, and will

respond to the discharge or spill;

(II)

known or anticipated health risks;

(I

identity of any governmental representatives, including local
to

(1

discharge or spill;

information that may be

to

the federal requirement to notify
responsible person shall notify one

111

(I)
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Emergency Response Center at I
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(2) during nonnal business hours only, the regional office for the agency region in which
the discharge or spill occurred; or
(3) the agency at the agency 24-hour spill reporting number.

The responsible person shall notify the agency as soon as possible whenever necessary to
provide infonnation that would trigger a change in the response to the spi II or discharge. If the
discharge or spill creates an imminent health threat, the responsible person shall immediately
notify and cooperate with local emergency authorities (fire department, fire marshal, law
enforcement authority, health authority, or Local Emergency Planning Committee (LEPC), as
appropriate). The responsible party will cooperate with the local emergency authority in
providing support to implement appropriate notification and response actions. The local
emergency authority, as necessary, will implement its emergency management plan, which may
include notifying and evacuating affected persons. In the absence of a local emergency authority,
the responsible person shall take reasonable measures to notify potentially affected persons of
the imminent health threat.
The responsible person shall immediately abate and contain the spill or discharge and
cooperate fully with the executive director and the local incident command system. The
responsible person shall also begin reasonable response actions which may include, but are not
limited to, the following actions:

(1) arrival of the responsible person or response personnel hired by the responsible
person at the site of the discharge or spill;
(2) initiating efforts to stop the discharge or spill;
(3) minimizing the impact to the public health and the environment;
(4) neutralizing the effects of the incident;
(5) removing the discharged or spilled substances; and
(6) managing the wastes.

Texas Administrative Code. 1996.30 TAC § 327.1-5. TCEQ Spill Prevention and Control.
http: //www.tceq.texas.gov/response/spillrule.html
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Attachment B
Potential Sources of Contamination
The Trinity Well Field project will affect water quality minimally during construction by
safe guarding run-off with silt fencing. Potential contaminants include fuel, oils, and chemicals
from vehicles entering and leaving the site. This equipment will be monitored and any leakage
will be removed.
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Attachment C
Sequence of Major Activities
Description

Activity

Approximate Area
of Disturbance

Constructing roadway across the entire

fence around site

Ground Storage Tank
Install piping, pumps, electrical
headers, etc. for Booster Pump

and

Construct chemical building facilities

Acre

including double walled storage tanks,
chemical feed pumps, pipmg, and
instrumentation.
Construction well collection and distribution

1 Acre

piping around site
Well Pumps

Equip the well pumps including installation
pumps, electrical gear, ductbanks, ,..,.."1,,,,.,, etc.

c
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Attachment D
Temporary Best Management Practices (BMP) and Measures
The BMPs that will be

during and after construction

prevent pollution of surface
features that may be on or near

to help

storm water, the
nrCIDo:sea project site. The measures to

pollution and maintain flow to naturally-occurring sensitive features are

below. There

is no surface water on the

BMP

Control Measures

and trash management

during

Sediment control

during

Trash and

facilities

Sanitary waste

Stabilized construction
entrance
Silt fence

Sediment

Vegetation

Slope protection;
protection; temporary
stabilization
Slope protection; temporary
stabilization

Sediment

Mulching

control will help prevent wind transport of dust from the disturbed
drainage ways, and surface waters

may be on or offsite. By stabilizing

construction entrance, offsite sediment tracking

trucks and construction equipment

reduced. Sanitary facilities and debris and trash lanagl;m,ent will help reduce

Attachment 0

help detain soil and

waste and

disturbed area to filter

will be constructed
water flowing over the

silt

be

areas,

from polluting the project
A silt

onto

from the construction site. The
on the

By filtering water runoff,

Page 1
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the possibility

pollution to

or aquifers

be near

the site is
Following the completion of construction,

will

for temporary

stabilization and permanent stabilization throughout the disturbed project area.

the

disturbed area provides protection from erosion and filtering from overland runoff. The
and reduced runoff will

in preventing pollution of surface water, groundwater, or sensitive

that may be on or near
Mulching

site

and after construction activities.

be used to temporarily help stabilize and

erosion. It will also help

the volume

nrr,h>,~t

the disturbed soil from

water flow

leaving

mulched area.

Resources:
North
Texas Council of Governments (NCTCOG). 2003. Integrated Stonn Water
Management
Manual
Construction.
http://www .iswm. nctcog.orgiDocuments/ConstructioniFinallpdf/Ch4_ E BMPs.pdf
Barrett, Michael. 2005.
Complying with the Edwards Aquifer Rules: Technical Guidance
Management Practices
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Attachment I
Inspection and Maintenance for BNIPs
The proposed project of Trinity Well Field Pump Station is anticipated to disturb
approximately 7 acres. Being greater than five acres of disturbance, a Stormwater Pollution
Prevention Plan (SW3P) with Notice ofIntent (NOI) to TCEQ will be in place prior to and
during construction. The SW3P Operator will submit a NOI to TCEQ and any Municipal
Separate Storm Sewer System (MS4) receiving stom1 water discharge from the site at least 7
days prior to beginning construction activity. An Inspector's Qualifications and Inspection Form
is part of the SW3P. The roles and responsibilities for implementation and maintenance of the
elements of the SW3P and BMPs are also specified in the SW3P and will be agreed to by all
parties involved with the construction activity who meet the definition of a primary operator.
The following are inspection and maintenance guidelines for the selected temporary BMPs as
stated in TCEQ RG-348:

Dust control:
I) When dust is evident during dry weather, reapply dust control BMPs.

Stabilized construction entrance:
1) The entrance should be maintained in a condition, which will prevent tracking or

flowing of sediment onto public rights-of-way. This may require periodic top dressing
with additional stone as conditions demand and repair and/or cleanout of any measures
used to trap sediment.
2) All sediment spilled, dropped, washed or tracked onto public rights-of-way should be
removed immediately by contractor.
3) When necessary, wheels should be cleaned to remove sediment prior to entrance onto
public right-of-way.
4) When washing is required, it should be done on an area stabilized with crushed stone
that drains into an approved sediment trap or sediment basin.
5) All sediment should be prevented from entering any storm drain, ditch or water course
by using approved methods.
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Silt
1)

all fencing weekly, and after any

2) Remove

when buildup reaches 6

3) Replace

tom fabric or install a second
any sections crushed or

4)
activity.

a section of fence is obstructing

spot

it

to

tom

the course of construction
access, consider relocating it to a

provide equal protection, but will not obstruct vehicles. A triangular
be preferable to a silt fence at common vehicle access points.
is complete, the sediment should be disposed of in a manner that

5) When

will not cause additional siltation and the prior

of the silt fence should be re-

fence itself should be disposed of in an approved landfill.

Vegetation:
1) Temporary

each rain event to locate

and
storms or other damage should

2)

as soon as practical by re-

area and applying new seed.
3) If

cover is less than 80%, the area should

reseeded.

Mulching:
I) Mulched areas should be inspected weekly and

by stonns or nonnal

2)

rain event to locate and

should be re-graded and

as soon as practical.

reports will include the following infonnation:

..
.

the inspection,
of personnel making the inspection,
to qualifications of inspection

..
..
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the inspection,
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•

observed major construction activities, and

•

actions taken as a result of the inspection.

The inspection report should state whether the site was in compliance or identify any
incidents of non-compliance. The report will be signed by the inspector in accordance with Part
III.F.7 of the TPDES general permit and filed in the SWP3. Inspection reports will be kept in the
Contractor's file, along with the SWP3, for at least three years from the date that the project is
completed.
Final stabilization of the construction site has been achieved when all soil disturbing
activities at the site have been completed, and a uniform (e.g., evenly distributed, without large
bare areas) perennial vegetative cover with a density of 70 percent of the native background
vegetative cover for the area has been established on all unpaved areas and areas not covered by
permanent structures. If a vegetative cover cannot be established, equivalent permanent
stabilization measures (such as riprap, gabions, or geotextiles) can be employed. When these
conditions have been met, BMPs can be removed from the construction area.
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and

Zone
and (5), Effective June 1, 1

1-.101<>tllnl"'l

NAME: ____~~~~~~===________________________

Permanent best management practices (BMPs)
completed.

measures that will be used during and
be implemented to control
completion of construction.

1.

Permanent BMPs and measures
pollution from regulated activities

2.

These practices and measures
designed, and will be constructed,
the incremental increase in the
and maintained to insure that 80%
loading of total suspended
from the site caused by the
removed. These quantities
been calculated in accordance with
guidance prepared or
executive director.
TCEQ Technical
BMPs and measures for this
A technical
BMPs and measures
guidance that was

Manual (TGM) was used to design permanent
the TCEQ TGM was used to design
complete citation
the technical

Owners must insure that permanent BMPs
measures are
as designed. A Texas Licensed
Engineer must certify in
permanent BMPs or measures were constructed as designed.
must be submitted to the
office within 30 days
4.

Where a site is used for low density single-family residential development
or less impervious cover, other permanent BMPs are not required.
from permanent BMPs must
in the county deed records, with a notice that
if
percent impervious cover
above 20% or land use
the
in the property boundaries
by 30
exemption for the whole
as
§213.4(g) (relating to Application Processing and Approval), may no
apply
the property owner
notify
appropriate regional office of

x
5.

function
that the
TlP'.n,,.,.n letter
completion.

This site will
has 20% or less
This site will be
more than 20%
This site will not be

single-family residential

and

"...",<:>,",11

single-family

executive director may waive
for other permanent
family residential developments,
or small business sites \Aln,o,.t:>
impervious cover is used at the
exemption from permanent
with a notice that if the percent rrtr"£>r\.I,n,
recorded in the county deed
above 20% or land use changes, the exemption for
whole
as
in the property
required by 30 TAC §213.4(g)
to
Application Processing and Approval), may no longer apply and the property owner
must notify the appropriate regional office of these changes.

TeEQ·0600 (Rev. 10/01/04)
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ATTACHMENT A - 20% or less
Cover Waiver. This site will be
used for multi-family residential
or small business sites
and has 20% or
impervious cover. A request to waive the requirements for
other permanent BMPs and measures is found
the end of this form.
This site will be used for multi-family
developments, schools, or
small business sites but has more than 20%
cover.
This site will not be used for multi-family
developments, schools, or
small business sites.
ATTACHMENT a - aMPs for Upgradient Stormwater.
A description of the BMPs and measures
will
surface water, groundwater, or stormwater that originates
flows across the site is identified as ATTACHMENT B
If no surface water, groundwater or stormwater
flows across the site, an explanation is provided as
form.
If permanent BMPs or measures are not required to
groundwater, or stormwater that originates upgradient
the site, an explanation is provided as ATTACHMENT B at
7.

water,
across

ATTACHMENT C - aMPs for On-site Stormwater.
A description of the BMPs and measures that will
pollution of
surface water or groundwater that
including
pollution caused by contaminated
identified as
ATTACHMENT C at the end of this form.
If
BMPs or measures are not
to
pollution
or groundwater that originates on-site or flows off the
including pollution caused by
contaminated stormwater runoff, an explanation is provided as ATTACHMENT C at the
end
form.
ATTACHMENT D - aMPs for Surface Streams. A
measures
prevent pollutants from entering
aquifer is provided at the end of this form. Each
as "sensitive" has been addressed.
applicant understands that to the extent practicable,
maintain flow to naturally occurring sensitive features identified in
executive director review, or during excavation,
The permanent sealing of or diversion of flow from a naturally-occurring
"sensitive" or "possibly sensitive" feature that accepts recharge to the Edwards
Aquifer as a permanent pollution abatement measure has not
for any naturally-occurring "sensitive" or "possibly sensitive"
ATTACHMENT E - Request to Seal Features. A request to
a naturallyoccurring "sensitive" or "possibly sensitive" feature, that includes a
as to why no
and practicable alternative
is found
of this form. A request and justification has been provided for

10.

ATTACHMENT F - Construction Plans. Construction plans and
proposed permanent BMPs and measures have been prepared by or
of a
Licensed Professional Engineer. All construction
information have been signed, sealed, and dated by the
Licensed
IJrr,t",<~<:!i('n~
Construction plans for the proposed permanent BMPs and
Design Calculations,
at the end of this form.

TCEQ-0600 (Rev. 10/01/04)
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Construction Notes, all man~made or naturally occurring geologic features. all
proposed structural measures, and appropriate
must be shown on the
construction plans.

11.

~

ATTACHMENT G -Inspection, Maintenance, Repair and Retrofit Plan. A plan for the
inspection, maintenance, repair, and, if necessary, retrofit of the permanent BMPs and
measures is provided at the end of this form. The plan has been prepared and certified
by the engineer designing the permanent BMPs and measures. The plan
been
signed by the owner or responsible party. The plan includes procedures for
documenting inspections, maintenance, repairs, and, if necessary, retrofits as well as a
discussion of record keeping procedures.

12.

The
Technical Guidance Manual (TGM) was used to design permanent BMPs
and measures for this site.
Pilot~scale field testing (including
quality monitoring) may be required for BMPs
are not contained in technical guidance recognized by or prepared by the
executive director.
ATTACHMENT H .. Pilot-Scale Field Testing Plan. A plan for pilot-scale field
tAQlt1nn is provided at the end of this form.

13.

ATTACHMENT I -Measures for Minimizing Surface Stream Contamination. A
used to avoid or minimize surface "'..."'........
deScription of the measures that will
contamination and changes in the way in which water enters a stream as a result of the
construction and development is provided
the end of this form. The measures
address increased stream flashing, the creation of stronger flows and in-stream
velocities, and other in-stream effects caused by the regulated activity which increase
erosion that results in water quality degradation.

Responsibility for maintenance of permanent BMPs and measures after construction is
complete.

14.

The applicant is responsible for maintaining the permanent BMPs after construction
until such time as the maintenance obligation is either assumed in writing by another
entity having ownership or control of the property (such as without limitation, an
owners association, a new property owner or lessee, a district, or municipality) or the
ownership of the property is transferred to the entity. Such entity shall then
responsible for maintenance until another entity assumes such obligations in writing or
ownership is transferred.

15.

A copy of the
of responsibility must be filed with the executive director at the
appropriate regional office within 30 days of the transfer if the site is for use as a
multiple single-family residential development, a multi-family residential development,
or a non-residential development such as commercial, industrial, institutional, schools,
and other sites where regulated activities occur.

To the
my knowiedge, the responses to this form accurately reflect all Information requested
concerning the proposed regulated activities
methods to protect
Edwards Aquifer. This
PERMANENT STORMWATER SEC"nON is hereby submitted for TCEQ review and executive
director approval.
application was prepared by:
Patrick Garnett
Print Name of Customer/Agent

~~.~
SlQnature of Customer/Agent

TCEQ-0600 (Rev. 10/01/04)
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Attachment B
BMPs for Upgradient Stormwater
Revegetation

area following construction will

groundwater, or stonn water
utilize silt fence to aid

Attachment B

nr... 'I..."

originate up gradient of the
stream loading during

pollution of surface water,
The flows across the site will

Attachment C
BMPs for On-site Stormwater
Revegetation of the area following construction will
groundwater, or stonn water that
to aid against stream

I't;rrlp.nt

C

on-site. The

pollution of
across the site will

construction.
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Attachment D
BMPs for Surface Streams
All disturbed areas will

topsoil and native

seeding, which are

to frequency stonn events. In areas of potential short-tenn point loading, such as
and tank

D

riprap will be placed to protect infrastructure
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Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
TSS Removal Calculations 04-20-2009

Project Name :
Date Prepared :

Trinity Well Field
9/15/2014

Additional information is provided for cells with a red triangle in the upper right corner. Place the cursor over the cell.
Text shown in blue indicate location of instructions in the TeChnical Guidance Manual - RG-348.
Characters shown In red are data entry fields.
Characters shown in black (Bold) are calculated fields. Changes to these fields will remove the equations used in the spreadsheet.
1. The Reguired Load Reduction for the total project:

CalculAtions from RG-348

Page 3-29 Equation 3.3:
where:

Pages 3-27 to 3-30

4.. = 27.2(A,., x p)

L" TOTAl PROJECT = Required TSS removal resulting Irom the proposed devetopment = 80% 01 increased load
A,., = Net increase in impervious area for the project
P = Average annual precipitation. inches

Site Data: Determine Required Load Removal Based on the Entire Project
County =
Comal
19.00
acres
Total project area included in plan " =
Predevelopment impervious area within the limits 01 the plan" =
0.00
acres
.40 § acres
Total post·development impervious area within the limits 01 the plait = §
Total post·development impervious cover Iraction " =
0.13
P=
33
inches
LM TOTAL

PROJECT:;:

2154

Ibs .

The values entered In these fields should be for the total project area.
Number 01 drainage basins / outfalis areas leaving the plan area =

2. Drainage Basin Parameters (This Information should be provided for each basin):
Drainage Basin/Outfall Area No. =
Total drainage basin/outfall area =
Predevelopment impervious area within drainage basin/outfall area=
Post-{jevelopment impervious area within drainage basin/outfall area=
Post-development impervious fraction within drainage basin/outfall area=
LM THIS BASIN

;;;;

19.00
0.00
2.40
0.13
2154

acres
acres
acres
Ibs .

3. Indicate the proposed BMP Code for this basin.
Proposed BMP = Vegetated Filter Strips
Removal efficiency =
85
percent
Aqualogic Cartridge Filter
Bioretenlion
Contech StormFilter
Constructed Wetland
Extended Detention
Grassy Swale
Retention / Irrigation
Sand Filter
Stormceptor
Vegetated Filter Strips
Vortechs
Wet Basin
Wet Vault
4. Calculate Maximum TSS Load Removed (l.,,) for this Drainage Basin by the selected BMP Type.
RG-348 Page 3-33 Equation 3.7: LR = (BMP efficiency) x P x (A, x 34 .6 + Jl.., x 0.54)
where :

Ac = Total On-Site drainage area in the BMP catchment area
A, = Impervious area proposed in the BMP catchment area

Jl.., = Pervious area remaining in the BMP catchment area
LR = TSS Load removed Irom this catchment area by the proposed BMP

Ac=

19.00

acres

A,=

2.40

Jl..,=

16.60

acres
acres

LR =

2581

Ibs

5. Calculate Fraction of Annual Runoff to Treat the drainage basin I outfall area

Desired

~ THIS

BASIN ;;;;

21 54

F=

0.83

Ibs.

6. Calculate Capture Volume regulred by the BMP Type for this drainage basin I outfall area.

Rainfall Depth =
Post Development Runoff Coefficient =
On-site Water Quality Volume =

1.20
0.15
12200

inches

cubic feet

Calculations 'rom RG-348
Off-site area draining to BMP =
Off-site Impervious cover draining to BMP =
Impervious fraction of off-site area =
Off-site Runoff Coefficient =
Off-site Water Quality Volume =

0.00
0.00

Storage for Sediment =

2440

=

Calculations from RG-34B

Pages 3-36 to 3-37

acres
acres

o
0.00

o

cubic feet

14640
cubic feet
Total Capture Volume (required water quality volume(s) " 1.20)
The following secllons are used to calculate the required water quality yolume(s) for the selected BMP.
The value" lor BMP Types not selected In cell C45 will show NA.

Pages 3-34 to 3-36

Attachment G
Inspection, Maintenance, Repair and Retrofit Plan
The following are inspection, maintenance, repair and retrofit guidelines for the selected
permanent BMPs as stated in TCEQ RG-348:

Vegetation:
Inspection: During the first year of operation and after large storms, inspect the erosion control
vegetation to ensure proper coverage. The vegetation shall be checked for uniformity of cover,
debris and litter, and areas of sediment accumulation. Erosion from storms or other damage
should be repaired as soon as practical by re-grading the area and applying new seed.

Maintenance: Lawn mowing shall be performed as needed throughout the growing season. Grass
height should not exceed 18 inches. Grass cuttings shall be collected and disposed of offsite or a
mulching mower can be used. All litter and trash shall be removed from the site.

Repair: If the vegetated cover is uniform, the area should be promptly replaced using the same
seed mix . If possible, flow should be diverted from the damaged areas until the grass is firmly
established.

Inspection Reports:
Completed inspection reports will include the following information:
•

scope of the inspection,

•

name(s) of personnel making the inspection,

•

reference to qualifications of inspection personnel,

•

date of the inspection,

•

observed major construction activities, and

•

actions taken as a result of the inspection.

The inspection report should state whether the site was in compliance or identify any
incidents of non-compliance. The report will be signed by the inspector in accordance with Part
III .F.7 of the TPDES general permit and filed in the SWP3 . Inspection reports will be kept in the
Contractor's file, along with the SWP3, for at least three years from the date that the project is
completed .
Attachment G
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Final stabilization of the constlUction site has been achieved when all soil disturbing
activities at the site have been completed, and a uniform (e.g., evenly distJibuted, without large
bare areas) perennial vegetative cover with a density of 70 percent of the native background
vegetative cover for the area has been established on all unpaved areas and areas not covered by
pelmanent stlUctures. If a vegetative cover cannot be established, equivalent pelmanent
stabilization measures (such as riprap, gabions, or geotextiles) can be employed. When these
conditions have been met, temporary BMPs can be removed from the construction area.

Owner & Responsible Party for Maintenance:
Address:
City, State, Zip:
Telephone Number:

Signature of Responsible Party:

Attachment G

New Braunfels Utilities
355 FM 306
New Braunfels, TX 78130
830-629-8400

~l-~
,----I r_________
::
Date: ?) I 4- iu> \+
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Attachment I
Measures for Minimizing Surface Stream Contamination
Due to the minimal amount of grade changes and drainage changes, the way in which
water enters the downstream Dry Comal Creek does not change as a result of this project. Water
will flow generally south and east ofthe proposed project site, within the drainage basin of Dry
Comal Creek. Due to the negligible changes, the peak discharges from the project are equivalent
to existing conditions.

Attachment I
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Agent Authorization Form
For Required
Edwards Aquifer 1oJr",.,t"",t.
Relating to 30
Effective

Ian

of __________________=-__~~~~~~_=~~~------------------,
have a uthorized ----------::::::--:--:--::-:--~r:_:_---:._:_=,__.,__---------------of _______________________~~~--~~-----------------------to represent and act on the behalf of the above
Corporation. Partnership. or Entity for
the purpose of preparing and submitting this plan application
the
Commission on
Environmental Quality (TCEQ) for the review and
. of regulated
activities.
I also understand that:
1.

The applicant is responsible for compliance with 30
Chapter 213 and any condition of the TCEQ's approval
to assess administrative penalties of up to $10,000 per

Administrative Code
is authorized

submitting an application who are not the property owner, but who have the
to control and possess the property additional authorization is required from the
owner.
I

Application fees are due and payable at the time the application is submitted. The
application fee must be sent to the TCEQ cashier or to the
regional office.
The application will not be considered until the correct
received by the
commission.
4.

A notarized copy of the Agent Authorization Form must be provided for the
preparing the application, and this form must accompany the completed
No person shall commence any regulated activity on the Edwards Aquifer
Zone, Contributing Zone or Transition Zone until the appropriate application
activity has been filed with and approved by the Executive Director.

TCEQ-0599 (Rell.04/01l2010)
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SIGNATURE PAGE:

Applicant's Signature

-.

THE STATE OF I~e.. S
County of

(

(j""'"

~ I

§
§

:z:

7Afr /:, , .

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, on this day personally appeared
(UI
known
to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument, and ac nowledged to
me that (s)he executed same for the purpose and consideration therein expressed.
GIVEN under my hand and seal of office on this

2» day of re...I\. ~

,2':>1 ~

c;).&,w/tJ~
?ARY PUBLIC

J)~a." A.

Wa ~cOy7

Typed or Printed Name of Notary
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES:

TCEQ-0599 (Rev.04/01/201 0)

#?

/8/

20/

>
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Agent Authorization Form
For Required Signature
Edwards Aquifer Protection Program
Relating to 30 T AC Chapter 213
Effective June 1, 1999

Ian Taylor, P.E.
Print Name

Chief Engineer of Water Systems
Title - Owner/President/Other

New Braunfels Utilities
of __________________~--~~~~~~~~~~-------------------Corporation/PartnershiplEntfty Name

have authorized _ _ _ _ _-=-:~D:-:-:-a-v-id-B-=-e-=-n-n-e""7'tt=/:_P-..,....E-._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Print Name of Agent/Engineer

Freese
and Nichols, Inc.
of ________________________
-=~~----~=-~---------------------Print Name of Firm

to represent and act on the behalf of the above named Corporation, Partnership, or Entity for
the purpose of preparing and submitting this plan application to the Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality (TCEQ) for the review and approval y_on~i~~ra_tio.n . qf regulated
activities.
'
I also understand that:
1.

The applicant is responsible for compliance with 30 Texas Administrative Code
Chapter 213 and any condition of the TCEQ's approval letter. The TCEQ is authorized
to assess administrative penalties of up to $10,000 per day per violation .

2.

For those submitting an application who are not the property owner, but who have the
right to control and possess the property, additional authorization is required from the
owner.

3.

Application fees are due and payable at the time the application is submitted . The
application fee must be sent to the TCEQ cashier or to the appropriate regional office.
The application will not be considered until the correct fee is received by the
commission .

4.

A notarized copy of the Agent Authorization Form must be provided for the person
preparing the application, and this form must accompany the completed application .

5.

No person shall commence any regulated activity on the Edwards Aquifer Recharge
Zone, Contributing Zone or Transition Zone until the appropriate application for the
activity has been filed with and approved by the Executive Director.

TCEQ-0599 (Rev.04/01l2010)
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SIGNATURE PAGE:

--

§

THE STATE OF /t!,xr.t $
County of

( dIM fA

I

§

:z:O~

TAt

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, on this day personally appeared
J:",. known
to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument, and ac nowledged to
me that (s)he executed same for the purpose and consideration therein expressed.
GIVEN under my hand and seal of office on this

28 day of .Tt..l\. ~

,21:)1 ~

7)-4w/tJ,;z;:;)
p R Y PUBLIC
~~.'!~ DEAN ALEXANDER WATSON

~!'
fbi·. Notary Public, State of Texas
.

,'1..,1'

1

My Commission Expire.

July 18, 2015

J)t'A;'t

A. Wt'4 ~d;'7

Typed or Printed Name of Notary
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES:

TCEQ-0599 (Rev.04/01/201 0)
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Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
Edwards Aquifer Protection Program
Application Fee Fonn
NAME OF PROPOSED REGULATED ENTITY:
New Braunfels Utilities
REGULATED ENTITY LOCATION:
New Braunfels. Texas. Comal County
NAME OF CUSTOMER:
New Braunfels Utilities
CONTACT PERSON: David Bennett. P.E .. Freese and Nichols. Inc. PHONE: 210-298-3829
(Please Print)
(if issued): CN _-----"6~0~05~2""2""9~57'___ _ _ _ (nine digits)

Customer Reference Number

Regulated Entity Reference Number(if issued): RN _---'1""'0=68:.;6=2=3=89=--_ _ _ _ (nine digits)
Austin Regional Office (3373)
San Antonio Regional OffIce (3362)

D
D

Hays

D

Bexar

~ Comal

Travis

D
D

Williamson
Medina

D

D

Kinney

Uvalde

Application fees must be paid by check. certified check. or money order. payable to the Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality. Your canceled check will serve as your receipt. This fonn must be submitted with
your fee payment. This payment Is being submitted to (Check One):

D
D

Austin Regional OffIce

~ San Antonio Regional Offlce

Mailed to TCEQ:
TCEQ - Cashier
Revenues Section
Mall Code 214
P.O. Box 13088
Austin. TX 78711-3088

D

Site Location (Check All That Apply): ~ Recharge Zone

,

.'

.'

Type ofPI~n

Overnight Delivery to TCEQ:
TCEQ - Cashier
12100 Park 35 Circle
Building A. 3rd Floor
Austin. TX 78753
512/239-1278

D

D Transition Zone

Contributing Zone
. ,.

,', ,'.
"

· Sl~

. Fes.n.u e

Water Pollution Abatement Plan. Contributing Zone
Plan: One Single Family Residential Dwelling

Acres

$

Water Pollution Abatement Plan. Contributing Zone
Plan: Multiple SinQle Family Residential and Parks

Acres

$

Acres

$6.500

Water Pollution Abatement Plan. Contributing Zone
Plan: Non-residential

19

L.F.

$

Lift Stations without sewer lines

Acres

$

Underground or AboveQround StoraQe Tank Facility

Tanks

$

Piping System{s){only)

Each

$

Exception

Each

$

Extension of Time

Each

$

Sewage Collection System

~)

stgnature

If you have queatlona on how to fill out thla fonn or about the Edwarda Aquifer protection program. please contact ua at 210/490
3088 for proJecta located In the San Antonio Region or 5121339-2929 for projects located In the Auatln Region.
Individuals are enttUed to request and review their personallnfonnatlon that the agency gathars on Its forms. They may also have any errors
In their Infomatlon corrected. To review such Infomatlon, contact us at 5121239-3282.

TCEQ-0574 (Rev. 4/25/08)
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Commission on Environmental Quality
Edwards Aquifer Protection Program
Application Fee Schedule
30 TAC Chapter 213 (effective 05/01/2008)
Water Pollution Abatement Plans and Modifications
Contributin Zone Plans and Modifications
FEE

<5

'V'U'"IJ'v Single Family Residential and Parks
5
10
40
100

$650

<5
< 10
< 40
< 100
< 500
;::: 500

,500
$3,000
$4,000
$6,500

<1
1<5
5 < 10

Non-residential (Commercial,
multi-family residential, "'.... r\.......... I'"
activities will occur)

$4,000
$5,000
$6,500
$8,000
$10,000

10 < 40
40 < 100
;::: 100

Or anized Sewa e Collection 5 stems and Modifications

LINEAR FOOT

PROJECT
~e\Na(le

Collection Systems

Un

$0.50

M.IIIIMUM FEE
MAXIMUM FEE
- $6,500

round and Above round Stora
PROJECT

Underground and Aboveground

COST

PIPING

Tank Facility

FEE
$500

Ext enslon 0 fT"Ime Request s
PROJECT
Extension of Time Request

(Rev. 4/25/08)

FEE
50

2 of 2

TCEQ Use Only

TCEQ Core Data Form
For detailed instructions regarding completion of this form, please read the Core Data Form Instructions or call 512-239-5175.

SECTION I: General Information
1. Reason for Submission (If other is checked please describe in space provided)
D New Permit, Registration or Authorization (Core Data Form should be submitted with the program application)
D Renewal (Core Data Form should be submitted with the renewal form) I ~ Other I WPAP Modification
2. Attachments
Describe Any Attachments: (ex. Title VApplication, Waste Transporter Application, etc.)
DYes IXJNo 1
3. Customer Reference Number (if issued)

Follow this link to search
for CN or RN numhers in
Central Regis!!}:"

eN 600522957
SECTION II: Customer Information

5. Effective Date for Customer Information Updates (mm/dd/yyyy)

4. Regulated Entity Reference Number (if issued)

RN 106862389

IN/A

I

6. Customer Role (Proposed or Actual) - as it relates to the Regulated Entit,! listed on this form. Please check only one of the following:

rn Owner &Operator
o Voluntary Cleanup Applicant

o Operator
o Responsible Party

DOwner
DOccupational Licensee

DOther:

7. General Customer Information

o

o

Update to Customer Information
D New Customer
Change in Regulated Entity Ownership
DChange in Legal Name (Verifiable with the Texas Secretary of State)
IXl No Change"
**If "No Change" and Section I is coml2,1ete, skie to Section 11/- Regulated EntifY.lnformation.
8. Type of Customer:

o Corporation

D Individual

D Sole Proprietorship- D.B.A

D City Government

D County Government

D Federal Government

D State Government

D Other Government

D General Partnership

D Limited Partnership

D Other:

If new Customer, enter Q.revious Customer
below

9. Customer Legal Name (If an individual, pn'nt last name first: ex: Doe, John)

End Date:

I

I

10. Mailing
Address:
City

1 State

1
11. Country Mailing Information (if outside USA)
13. Telephone Number

1

1 ZIP+4

1 ZIP 1
12. E·Maii Address (if applicable)

114. Extension or Code

15. Fax Number (if applicable)

I(

(
)
16. Federal Tax ID (9digi/s)

I
D 21-100

)

18. DUNS Number(ifapplicable)

17. TX State Franchise Tax ID (ttdigits)

I

19. TX SOS Filing Number (ifapp/icable)

I
21. Independently Owned and Operated?

20. Number of Employees
D 0-20

1

D 101-250

D 251-500

D 501 and higher

I

DYes

DNo

SECTION III'. Re!!ulated Entity Information
22. General Regulated Entity Information (If 'New Regulated Entity" is selected below this form should be accompanied by a permit application)
D New Regulated Entity

D Update to Regulated Entity Information
D Update to Regulated Entity Name
**If "NO CHANGE" is checked and Section I is complete, skip to Section IV, Preparer Information.

[Xl No Change" (See below)

23. Regulated Entity Name (name of the site where the regulated action is taking place)

TCEQ-10400 (09/07)

Page 1 of 2

24. Street Address
of the Regulated
Entity:
(No P.o. Boxe~d

25. Mailing
Address:
26. E·Mall Address:

28. extension or Code

applicable)

33. Secondary NAiCS Code

County

Nearest liP Code

Seconds

Seconds

39. TCEQ Programs and ID Numbers Check all Programs and write In the permltsireglslm1lon numbem that will be affected by the updates sul:Jmltted on this fonn or the
updates may oot be made. If your Program Is not Nsted, check other and Wflt81t In. See the COllI Data Form Inslrucl!ons for addillooal guidance.

o

Industrial Hazardous Waste

0

Municipal Solid Waste

o Waste Water
SECTION IV: Preparer Information

46. By my signature below, I certify, to the best of my knowledge, that the information provided in this form is true and complete,
and that I have signature authority to submit this form on behalfof the entity specified in Section IT, Field 9 and/or as required for the
updates to the ID numbers identified in field 39.

the Core Data For", instructions/or ",ore in/ormation on who should sign this/or",.)

TCEQ-10400 (08/07)
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Bryan W. Shaw, Ph.D., P.E. , ChairmaTl
Toby Baker, Commissioner
Jon Niermann, Commissioner
Richard A. Hyde, P.E., Executive Director

TEXAS COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Protecting Texas by Reducing and Preventing Pollution

October 26, 2017

RECEIVED

i'vlr. Michael G. Short P.E.

New Braunfels Utilities
355 FM 306
New Braunfels, Texas 78130

NOV 02 2017
COUNTY ENGINEER

Re:

Edwards Aquifer, Comal COlUlty

NAME OF PROJECT: NBU Trinity We U Field; Located 0.55 miles northwest of the intersection of Lori
Lane and Madeline Street; New BralUlfels, Texas
TYPE OF PLAN: Request for Approval of a Modification to a Water Pollution Abatement Plan (WPAP); 30
Texas Administrative Code (TAC) Chapter 213 Edwards Aquifer
Regulated Entity No. RN106861289; AdditionallD No. 13000462
Dear Mr. Short:
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) has completed its review of the WPAP
Modification Application for the above-referenced project submitted to the San Antonio Regional
Office by Freese and Nichols, Inc. on behalf of New Braunfels Utilities on July 14, 2017. Final review of
the WPAP modification was completed after additional material was received on September 08, 2017.
As presented to the TCEQ, the Temporary and Permanent Best Management Practices (BMPs) and
construction plans were selected and prepared by a Texas licensed Professional Engineer to be in
general compliance with the requirements of 30 TAC Chapter 213. These planning materials were
sealed, signed and dated by a Texas licensed Professional Engineer. Therefore, based on the engineer's
concurrence of compliance, the planning materials for construction of the proposed project and
pollution abatement measures are hereby approved subject to applicable state rules and the conditions
in this letter. The applicant or a person affected may fil e with the chief clerk a motion for
reconsideration of the executive director's final action on this Edwards Aquifer Protection Plan. A
motion for reconsideration must be filed no later than 23 days after the date of this approval letter.
This approval expires two (2) years from the date of this letter unless, prior to the expiration date, more
than 10 percent of the construction has commenced on the project or an extension of time has been
requested.

BACKGROUND
A Water Pollution Abatement Plan (WPAP) was approved on September 25, 2013 for the clearing of a
pervious temporary access road and the drilling of water wells on 19.0 acres. No impervious cover was
to be constructed and wastewater was not to be generated by the project. A WPAP modification was
approved on November 21, 2014 for the construction of 2.4 acres of impervious cover associated I;\lith

TCEQ Region 13 • 14250 Judson Rd . • San Antonio, Texas 7823 3·4480 • 210-490-3096 • Fax 210-545-4329
Austin Headquaners· 512-239-1 000 • tceq texas.gov • How

IS

our customer service? tceq.texas.gov/cuslOmersurvey

prinl cd on recycl ed paper
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a proposed
pump
and a parking area on 19.0 acres.
approved to treat
2,154 pOllilds
TSS
aboveground storage
plan
2,550
double

tank, a water treatment building, an access road,
strips were the permanent BIvIPs
vegetative
by the 2.4 acres
new
cover. An
on March 12, 2015
the
of a
tank
hydrofluorosilicic

This project proposes the construction of a
water treatment plant ~'~".F. along
a
booster pump
a
treatment building,
a building to store
and electrical
27.97 acre site. The new
acres of
LUI-''-LL'~H' resulting in an additional
cover total at
acres (10.7
site will be

impervious cover.
load in TSS caused by the
are provided in

Additional Sizing
BMP

Total Area
(ac)

Imp. Cover

table below.
Req.
Removed (lb/yr)

0.96

862

1831
2693
new natural
will
at
of
contributing area,

50ft wide (in the direction of flow),
'will
a
of 1 or

extend along

entire

the
site is located within
non-sensitive geologic
and
one non-sensitive
were
project geologist.
San Antonio
site assessment conducted on August 18, 2017
that the site was
as
application.

G.

P.E.

2017

to

or use

a

1.

in

2. The
the approved Edwards Aquifer protection plan must comply '-vlth all provisions of 30
TAC Chapter 2 and all best
and measures contained in the approved
Additional and
permits, registrations and/or
from
Programs
UIC) can
on the
3. In addition to the
and local ordinances

of the Commission, the applicant may also
to comply with state
regulations providing for the protection of water quality.

Within 60 days
written approval
Protection
the
to the San Antonio Regional
recordation of notice in
cmillty deed
the
and page
of
county deed
of
in which the
is located. A description of the property boundaries shall
included in
deed
recordation in
county
A
form
Recordation Affidavit,
0625)
you may use to deed record
approved ,,,,rpAP is '-~,,_'v,>'-u
5.

6.

7.

Modification to the activities
approval may
appropriate
all
construction of the modifications.

WPAP application
date
to
this approval.
the payment
of a
necessary for its review
approval prior to initiating

must provide written
of
Written

will
8.

erosion
(E&S)
construction entrances, or
controls
in
to construction and maintained during construction.
when
construction area is

If a wa rer quality pond is
construction. The
may monitor
stormwater
site to
the
temporary E&S control measures.
Adc.Utional controls may be necessary if excessive solids are being
from
site.
9.

borings with depths greater
or
from
bottom of the hole to within
be backfilled
from

\vith non-shrink grout
remainder of
hole must
must
with

)\tIro

Michael

Short P.E.

26,20
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cuttings from
completion of

four

days

operation.

10.

shall remain
responsibility is legally
11.

contalnnlent.

13.

well exists on site.
including injection, dewatering,
in compliance
the
of the
Deparnnent
Title 6 TAC
ter 76 (relating to Water
locally applicable

stormwater
necessary,
These

15.

16.

measures are
17. Stabilization measures

construction activi ties
21

be initiated as soon as practicable in
temporarily or permanently
the initiation of
stabilization measures shall

measures were constructed as
Antonio
Office within 30 days
19.

responsible
maintenance obligation is

to

San

permanent BMPs after construction until
assumed in
by another

Mr. j\1ichael G. Short P.E.
October 26,2017
Page 5

ownership or control of the property (such as without limitation, an owner's association, a new
property owner or lessee, a cUstrict, or municipality) or the ownership of the property is transferred
to the entity. The regulated entity shall then be responsible for maintenance until another entity
assumes such obligations in "vriting or ownership is transferred. A copy of the transfer of
responsibility must be filed with the executive director through San Antonio Regional Office within
30 days of the transfer. A copy of the transfer form (TCEQ-10263) is enclosed.
20. Upon legal transfer of this property, the new owner(s) is required to comply with all terms of the
approved Edwards Aquifer protection plan. If the new owner intends to commence any new
regulated activity on the site, a new Edwards Aquifer protection plan that specifically addresses the
new activity must be submitted to the executive director. Approval of the plan for the new
regulated activity by the executive clirector is required prior to commencement of the new
regulated activity.
21. An Edwards Aquifer protection plan approval or extension will expire and no extension will be
granted if more than 50 percent of the total construction has not been completed within ten years
from the initial approval of a plan. A new Edwards Aquifer protection plan must be submitted to
the San Antonio Regional Office with the appropriate fees for review and approval by the executive
director prior to commencing any additional regulated activities.
22 . At project locations where construction is initiated and abandoned, or not completed, the site shall
be returned to a condition such that the aquifer is protected from potential contamination.
This action is taken under authority delegated by the Executive Director of the Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality. If you have any questions or require additional information, please contact
Loren Batcher of the Edwards Aquifer Protection Program of the San Antonio Regional Office at (210)
403-4034.

~~~

Lynn Bumguardner, Water Section Manager
San Antonio Region
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
LB/LB/eg
Enclosures:

cc:

Deed Recordation Affidavit, Form TCEQ-0625
Change in Responsibility for Maintenance of Permanent BMPs, Form TCEQ-10263

Mr. Patrick Garnett, Freese and Nichols , Inc.
f"vtr . Roland Rui z , General Manager, Edwards Aquifer Authority
l\1r. Thomas H. Hornseth, P.E., Comal County
f"v1r . Mark Enders, City of New Braunfels
f"vlr. H.i. Saur, General Manager, Comal Trinity Groundwater Conservation District

Bryan W. Shaw, Ph.D., Chairman
Toby Baker, Commissioner
Jon Niermann, Commissioner
Richard A. Hyde, P.E., Executive Director

TEXAS COMMISSION ON ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY
Protecting Texas by Reducing and Preventing Pollution

July 17, 2017

RECEIVED
Mr. Thomas H. Hornseth, P.E.
Comal County Engineer
195 David Jonas Drive
New Braunfels TX 78132-3710

Re:

JUL 2 0 2017
COUN TY ENGINEER

Edwards Aquifer, Comal County
PROJECT NAME: NBU Trinity Well Fields, located 3295 Westpointe Drive, New Braunfels,
Texas
PLAN TYPE: Application for Approval of a Wat r Pollution Abatem ent Plan (WPAP) ]0
Texas Administration Code (TAC) Chapter 213; Edwards Aquifer Protection Program

Dear Mr. Hornseth:
The referenced application is being forwarded to you pursuant to the Edwards Aquifer Rules.
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) is required by 30 TAC Chapter 213 to
provide copies of all applications to affected incorporated cities and underground water
conservation districts for their comments prior to TCEQ approval. More information regarding
this project may be obtained from the TCEQ Central Registry website at
http:// wvvw.tceq.state .tx.us/ permitting/ central registry /.
Please forward your comments to this office by August 17, 2017.
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality appreciates your assistance in this matter and
your compliance efforts to ensure protection of the State's environment. If you or members of
your staff have any questions regarding these matters, please feel free to contact the San
Antonio Region Office at (210) 490-3096.
Sincerely

~water

Section Work Leader
San Antonio Regional Office

TJ/eg

TCEQ Region 13 • 14250 Judson Rd.• San Antonio, Texas 78233-4480 • 210-490-3096 • Fax 210-545-4329
Austin Headquarters: 512-239-1000 • tceq.texas.gov • How is our customer service? tceq.texas.gov/ customersurvey
prinled on recycled paper

Water Pollution Abatement Plan Modification
(WPAP)
Trinity Well Field
New Braunfels Utilities
Prepared for:

RECEIVED

TCEQ- Region 13 Office

JUL 2 0 "017

San Antonio, Texas

COUNTY ENGINEER

July 2017

REC EIVED
T CE Q-R 13 (EAPP)

JUL 1 8 2017
SA N ANTONIO
Prepared by:
FREESE AND NICHOLS, INC.

10431 Morado Circle, Suite 300
Austin, Texas 78759
512-617-3100

Texas Commission on Environmental Quality

Edwards Aquifer Application Cover Page
Our Review of Your Application
The Edwards Aquifer Program staff conducts an administrative and technical review of all
applications. The turnaround time for administrative review can be up to 30 days as outlined
in 30 TAC 213.4(e). Generally administrative completeness is determined during the intake
meeting or within a few days of receipt. The turnaround time for technical review of an
administratively complete Edwards Aquifer application is 90 days as outlined in 30 TAC
213.4(e). Please know that the review and approval time is directly impacted by the quality
and completeness of the initial application that is received. In order to conduct a timely
review, it is imperative that the information provided in an Edwards Aquifer application
include final plans, be accurate, complete, and in compliance with 30 TAC 213.
Administrative Review
1.

Edwards aquifer applications must be deemed administratively complete before a technical review can
begin. To be considered administratively complete, the application must contain completed forms and
attachments, provide the requested information, and meet all the site plan requirements. The submitted
application and plan sheets should be final plans. Please submit one full-size set of plan sheets with the
original application, and half-size sets with the additional copies.
To ensure that all applicable documents are included in the application, the program has developed tools to
guide you and web pages to provide all forms, checklists, and guidance. Please visit the below website for
assistance: httD:/Iwww. tceQ.texas.goy/field /eann.

2.

This Edwards Aquifer Application Cover Page form (certified by the applicant or agent) must be included in
the application and brought to the administrative review meeting.

3.

Administrative reviews are scheduled with program staff who will conduct the review. Applicants or their
authorized agent should call the appropriate regional office, according to the county in which the project is
located, to schedule a review. The average meeting time is one hour.

4.

In the meeting, the application is examined for administrative completeness. Deficiencies will be noted by
staff and emailed or faxed to the applicant and authorized agent at the end of the meeting, or shortly after.
Administrative deficiencies will cause the application to be deemed incomplete and returned.
An appointment should be made to resubmit the application. The application is re-examined to ensure all
deficiencies are resolved. The application will only be deemed administratively complete when all
administrative deficiencies are addressed.

5.

If an application is received by mail, courier service, or otherwise submitted without a review meeting, the
administrative review will be conducted within 30 days. The applicant and agent will be contacted with the
results of the administrative review. If the application is found to be administratively incomplete, it can be
retrieved from the regional office or returned by regular mail. If returned by mail , the regional office may
require arrangements for return shipping.

6.

Ifthe geologic assessment was completed before October 1,2004 and the site contains "possibly sensitive"
features, the assessment must be updated in accordance with the Instructions to Geologists (TCEQ-058S
Instructions) .

Technical Review
1.

When an application is deemed administratively complete, the technical review period begins. The regional
office will distribute copies of the applica tion to the identified affected city, county, and groundwater
conservation district whose jurisdiction includes the subject site. These entities and the public have 30 days
to provide comments on the application to the regional office. All comments received are reviewed by TCEQ.

2.

A site assessment is usually conducted as part of the technical review, to evaluate the geologic assessment
and observe existing site conditions. The site must be accessible to our staff. The site boundaries should be

TCEQ-207OS (Rev. 02-17-17)

clearly marked,
in the geologic assessment should
flagged,
alignment of the Sewage Collection
and manholes should be staked at the time
submitted. If the site is not marked
application may be returned.

is

3.

We evaluate the application for technical
and contact the
Deficiency (NOD) to request additional information and identify
deficiency response periods available to the applicant. There are 14 days to resolve
noted in the
first NOD. If a second NOD is issued, there is an additional 14 days to resolve deficiencies. If the response to
the second notice is not
is
or inadequate, or provides new information that is
withdrawn or will be denied. Please note that
the
incomplete or inadequate, the application must
technical review is underway, whether the application is withdrawn or denied the application fee will be
forfeited.

4.

The program has 90 calendar
to complete the technical review of the appJica tion. If the application is
technically adequate, such that it complies with the Edwards Aquifer
and is protective of the
during and after construction, an approval letter
be issued. Construction or other regulated
may not begin until an approval is issued.

Mid-Review Modifications
to have final site

It is

prior to

De!~mnmlg

the nOT'TTI"""

process with

to avoid

Occasionally, circumstances arise where you may have significant design
site plan
after your
Edwards Aquifer application has been deemed administratively complete TCEQ. This is considered a "MidReview Modification". Mid-Review Modifications may
redistribution of an application that includes the
DrolDOliea modifications for public comment,
lfyou are

a Mid-Review Modification, two options are available:

If the technical review has
your application can be denied/withdrawn, your fees will
and the plan will have to
resubmitted.

can continue the
review of
application can be submitted at a later time.

forfeited,

application as it was submitted, and a modification

If the application is denied/withdrawn, the resubmitted
will be
to the administrative and
technical review
and will be treated as a new a~IJw...aLl'U". The application will
redistributed to the
affected

County, contact
Uvalde, or

office if you have questions. If your
is located in Williamson,
Austin Regional Office at 512-339-2929. your project is in
County, contact TCEQ's San Antonio Regional Office at 210-490-3096

Please fill out all
1.

fields below and submit \vith your application.

Regulated Entity Name:

Well Field

3. Customer Name: New Braunfels Utility

4. Customer No.: 600522957
Exception

Measures

Comal

13. County:

(Rev.

14. Watershed:

Comal-Guadalupe

Application Distribution
Instructions: Use the table below to determine the number of applications required. One original and one copy
of the application, plus additional copies (as needed) for each affected incorporated city, county, and
groundwater conservation district are required. Linear projects or large projects, which cross into multiple
jurisdictions, can require additional copies. Refer to the "Texas Groundwater Conservation Districts within the
EAPP Boundaries" map found at:
hltp·l l www.tceg ,texas.goy/ assets / publjc / coO)vliance / field onsLeavo/ EAPP%2oGWCD%2ornan.rulf
For more detailed boundaries, please contact the conservation district directly.

Austin Region
County:

Hays

Travis

Williamson

Original (1 req.)

-

-

-

Region (1 req.)

-

-

-

-

-

County(ies)

Groundwater Conservation
District(s)

City(ies) Jurisdiction

_ Edwards Aquifer
Authority
_Barton Springsj
Edwards Aquifer
_Hays Trinity
- Plum Creek

_Barton Springsj
Edwards Aquifer

_ Austin
- Buda
_ Dripping Springs
_ Kyle
_ Mountain City
- San Marcos
_ Wimberley
- Woodcreek

_ Austin
_ Bee Cave
_Pflugerville
_ Rollingwood
- Round Rock
_Sunset Valley
_ West Lake Hills

NA

Austin
- Cedar Park
- Florence
_Georgetown
- Jerrell
- Leander
_Liberty Hill
_Pflugerville
- Round Rock
-

San Antonio Region
County:

Bexar

Comal

Original (1 req.)

-

-L

Region (1 req.)
County(ies)

-

---.1L
---.1L

Groundwater
Conservation
District(s)

-

_ Edwards Aquifer
Authority
_ Trinity-Glen Rose

---.1L Edwards
Aquifer
Authority

Castle Hills
- Fair Oaks Ranch
- Helotes
_ Hill Country Village
_Hollywood Park
_San Antonio (SAWS)
_Shavano Park

- Bulverde
- Fair Oaks Ranch
_ Garden Ridge
---.1LNew Braunfels
_ Schertz

Kinney

Medina

Uvalde

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

_ Kinney

EM

EM

_ Medina

_ Uvalde

-

-

City(ies)
Jurisdiction

TCEQ-20705 (Rev. 02-17-17)

NA

- San
Antonio ETJ
(SAWS)

NA

I certify that to the best of my knowledge, that the application is complete and accurate. This
application is hereby submitted to TCEQ for administrative review and technical review.

Print Name of Customer/Authorized Agent
Patrick Garnett
orized Agent

Date

**FOR TCEQ INTERNAL USE ONLY**
Date(s)Reviewed:

Date Administratively Complete:

Received From:

Correct Number of Copies:

Received By:

Distribution Date:

EAPP File Number:

Complex:

Admin. Review(s) (No.):

No. AR Rounds:

Delinquent Fees (y/N):

Review Time Spent:

Lat./Long. Verified:

SOS Customer Verification:

Agent Authorization
Complete/Notarized (YJN):
Core Data Form Complete (y/N):

Fee
Check:

Core Data Form Incomplete Nos.:

TCEQ-20705 (Rev. 02-17-17)

I

Payable to TCEQ (Y/N):
Signed (y/N):
Less than 90 days old (Y/N):
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General Information Form
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality

For Regulated Activities on the Edwards Aquifer Recharge and Transition Zones and Relating to
30 TAC §213.4(b) & §213.5(b){2){A), (B) Effective June 1,1999
To ensure that the application is administratively complete, confirm that all fields in the form

are complete, verify that all requested information is provided, consistently reference the
same site and contact person in all forms in the application, and ensure forms are signed by
the appropriate party.
Note: Including all the information requested in the form and attachments contributes to
more streamlined technical reviews.

Signature
To the best of my knowledge, the responses to this form accurately reflect all information
requested concerning the proposed regulated activities and methods to protect the Edwards
Aquifer. This General Information Form is hereby submitted for TCEQ review. The application
was prepared by:
Print Name of Customer/Agent: Patrick Garnett
Date:

.¢..1/t 7

Project Information
1. Regulated Entity Name: New Braunfels Utilities
2. County: Comal
3. Stream Basin: Comal-Guadalupe
4. Groundwater Conservation District (If applicable): Edwards Aquifer Authority
5.

Edwards Aquifer Zone:

IZl Recha rge Zone

o Transition Zone

6. Plan Type:

~WPAP
OSCS
~ Modification

OAST
OUST
Exception Request

o

1 of 4
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7. Customer (Applicant):

Mailing
City} State: .:...:..::c:..:....;==~~..!..!
Telephone: ~:!:.!:!!~~~
Email Address: ~:.:..:..:::"'-"-"--..:..:.;=-====.:..:.

Zip:
FAX: ="'--"=-==

8. Agent/Representative (If any):

78759

FAX: ===-=~=:.=
9. Project location:
The project site is located inside the city limits of ;,.;:.;::;..::.::.....:;::..:...::::..=..:..:..:c.::::=.L.....:...:c:..
project
is located
the city
jurisdiction) ~_
The
site is not
within any
10.

11.

12.

C8J

location of the
site is
below.
description
sufficient
the TCEQ's Regional staff can easily locate the project and
and clarity so
boundaries for a field investigation.

Attachment A - Road Map. A road map showing directions to and the location of the
project site is attached. The project location and site boundaries are clearly shown on
the map.

C8J Attachment B - USGS I Edwards Recharge Zone Map.

A copy of the official 7 X minute
Quadrangle
(Scale: 1" :::: 2000') of the Edwards Recharge Zone is attached.
map(s) clearly show:

boundaries.
Name(s).
Zone (and Transition
Boundaries of
to the boundary
Drainage path from the project
13.

if applicable).
the Recharge Zone.

The TCEQ must be able to inspect the project site or the application will be returned.
on the
to allow
regional
to
Sufficient
staking is
the boundaries and alignment the regulated activities and
geologic or manmade
noted in
Geologic Assessment.

2 of 4
587 (Rev.

11-15)

~ Survey

will be completed by this

7/27/17

14. ~ Attachment C Description. Attached at the end
this form is a detailed
of the
project.
description is consistent
narrative
throughout
application and contains, at a minimum, the following details:
site
areas
Impervious cover
Permanent BMP(s)
Proposed site use
Site history
development
Area(s) to be demolished
project

conditions are

below:

D Existing commercial site
D
industrial site
D
residential site

~ Existing paved and/or unpaved
~ Undeveloped (Cleared)
~ Undeveloped (Undisturbed/Uncleared)
~ Oth er: =~=::::'!...I::>.!..===:.!.-...!.!:.=!.!...!.!.=:.!.=......t=..:..:~=~<-.:.:.:.:::..:::::.::..:::.!..~C-=.!~

Prohibited Activities
16. ~ I am aware that
following
proposed for this project:
(1) Waste disposal wells
Underground

are prohibited on

Recharge Zone and are not

Chapter 331 of

under 30
Control);

title (relating to

(2) New feedlot/concentrated animal feeding operations, as defined in 30 TAC §213.3;
(3) Land
(4) The use

Class I waSTes. as defined in 30 TAC
sewage holding tanks as parts

organized collection systems; and

New municipal solid waste landfill facilities required to meet and comply with Type I
(cl,
(d) of this title
to Types
standards
are defined in
of Municipal Solid Waste Facilities).
(6) New municipal and industrial wastewater discharges into or
state
would create
pollutant loading.

to water in the

17. ~ I am aware that the following activities are prohibited on the Transition Zone and are
not proposed for
project:
(1) Waste
wells regu
Injection Control);

30TAC

331 (relating to Underground

3 of 4
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11 15)

(2) Land disposal of

in 30 TAC

as

(3) New municipal
waste landfill facilities required to meet and comply with Type I
standards which are
in
(b), (c), and (d) of this title.

Administrative Information
18. The fee forthe plan(s) is

on:

For a Water Pollution Abatement Plan or Modification, the total
of the site
where regulated
will occur.
For an Organized Sewage Collection System Plan or Modification,
lines.
footage of all collection
For a UST Facility Plan or Modification or an AST Facility Plan or Modification,
total
number of tanks or
A request for an
substantive portion of
to
protection of water quality.
nnF"""'n plan.
A request for an

19.

Application
are
at the time the application is filed. If
correct
is not submitted,
is not required to consider the application until the
correct fee is
Both
and
Edwards Aquifer Fee Form
sent to the Commission

D TCEQ cashier

D Austin Regional Office (for projects in Hays, Travis, and Williamson Counties)
[2J San Antonio Regional Office (for projects in Bexar, Comal, Kinney, Medina, and
Uvalde Counties)

20.

Submit one (1) original and one (1)
needed for each affected
county in which the project will
copies to these jurisdictions.
office.
No person shall commence any
for the activity

city, groundwater conservation
The TCEQ will distribute the
must be submitted to the

with

activity until the Edwards Aquifer
approved by the Executive

4 of 4
(Rev. 02-11-15)

Directions to Site (shown in Green):
1) From IH-35, Take Loop 337 North
2) Turn left onto Oak Run Parkway
3) Turn left onto Westpointe Dr.
4) Road dead ends into NBU property.
Turn left to entire site.

Go 81

earth

m~~I=:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::3~_2

•
Quadrang~e
".0

Attachment C
Project Description
The NEU Trinity Well Field is located on a 19-acre site in
Pollution
grubbing and well
were required for

Plan (WPAP)
operations. No

Braunfels. The
", ...r"".,'t

1.J\.......

of the project.

""u""u

best

pennitted clearing
practices (BMPs)

these operations were completed and the

of the wells was detennined, New

Utilities (NBU)

to move forward

with the design of a booster pump station, ground storage tank, chemical treatment building,
Well Field as a new water source to

piping, and electrical appurtenances to add
distribution """""".....
control vegetation was
Subsequently,

of an

"""A"~""

modification to

as a pennanent
at the Trinity

influence of surface water (GUI), which
being sent to

system.

WPAP, erosion

to treat the runoff
were found to

this new construction.
groundwater under

treatment to

water standards

decided to move

treatment facility to provide the required treatment.
filter strip will

dedicated as a

BMP to treat

The new work will bring the impervious cover on site to a total

with design

a

natural
the new
3.0 acres, or

15.8% of the site.

A new sanitary sewer lift station and forcemain will be installed as part of the membrane
treatment project and a
submitted to TCEQ at a
No offsite areas are

Attachment C

Collection System

and Lift Station

will be

date.
in the WPAP

are no areas to

demolished.

Page 1 of 1

Section 2
Geologic Assessment
The geological assessment was conducted in 2013. The geologic information has not
changed and is still relevant to the New Braunfels Utilities Trinity Well Field Membrane
Treatment System project. The only change to the Geologic Assessment Form is in Item 11:
three additional potable water wells have been drilled, so there are currently a total of 4 wells
present on the project site. Those wells were constructed under the last WPAP Modification for
this site. An updated Project Description is included in Attachment C of the General Information
Form.

Section 2

Page 1 of 1

Activities
RechargefTransition Zones
§213.5(b)(3),
June 1,1999

ncyu.ClU::'U

REGULATED

NAME:~~==~~====__________________

TYPE OF

WPAP

SCS

LOCATION

UST

Transition

Contributing
the Transition

PROJECT INFORMATION

1.

using
Soil cover on
project site is
in the table below and uses the SCS Hydrologic
Soil Groups· (Urban Hydrology for
Watersheds, Technical Release No.
Appendix A,
Soil Conservation Service, 1986). If
is more than one soil type on the project site, show
each soil type on the site Geologic Map or a separate soils

Group·

A. Soils having a high infiltration rate
when thoroughly wetted.

See
Below

Below

B. Soils having a moderate infiltration
rate when thoroughly wetted.

Rumple

C

2 ft, 4 in

Comfort

D

Rumple-Comfort
Association, Undulating

3.

5.

C. Soils having a slow infiltration rate
when thoroughly wetted.
D. Soils
rate when

X

A STRATIGRAPHIC COLUMN is attached at the end of this form that shows
formations, members, and thicknesses.
outcropping unit should be at the top of
the stratigraphic column.

X

A NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF
of this

SPECIFIC GEOLOGY is attached at the end
a discussion of
potential for fluid
c:t..,,,t'r., ..,,, ..,hu structure, and
characteristics of

Appropriate

GEOLOGIC MAP(S) are attached:

The Site
minimum

Map must be the same scale as the
1"::: 400'.

Applicant's
Site Geologic Map
Site Soils Map

TCEQ-0585 (Rev. 10-01-10)

Site Plan. The

1"::: 200'
1" :::

type)

1" == 400'

Page 1 of 2

6.

7.

Method of collecting positional data:
Global Positioning System
Other method(s).
project

8.
9.

10.
11.

is shown and

geologic units are

technology.

on

Site

Map.

and labeled on the Site Geologic Map.

Geologic or manmade features were discovered on
project site during the field
investigation. They are shown and labeled on the Site Geologic Map and are described
in
attached Geologic Assessment Table.
Geologic or manmade features were not discovered on
project
during the field
investigation.
Recharge

boundary is shown and labeled, if appropriate.

All known wells (test holes,

oil, unplugged, capped and/or abandoned,

There is _1_(#) wells present on the project site and the location is shown and labeled.
(Check all of the following that apply.)
The wells are not in use and have been properly abandoned.
The
are not in use and will be properly abandoned,
The wells are in use and comply with 16 TAC Chapter
are no wells or
holes of any kind known
exist on the project site.
ADMINISTRATIVE INFORMATION

12.

Submit one (1) original and one (1) copy
the application, plus additional copies as
for
incorporated city, groundwater conservation district, and
county in which the project will be located. The TCEQ will
the additional
copies to these jurisdictions. The copies must be submitted to the appropriate regional
office.

Date(s)

To
best of my knowledge, the
to this form accurately
all information requested
concerning
proposed regulated activities and methods
protect the Edwards Aquifer. My
Chapter 3.
signature certifies that I am qualified as a geologist as defined by 30
(512) 617-3140
Telephone

Makenzie M.
Print Name of Geologist

Representing: Freese and Nichols, Inc.
(Name of Company)

7/11/13

If you have questions on how to fBI out this form or about the Edwards
3096 for projects located In the San Antonio Region or 5121339·2929 for

protection program, please contact us at 210/490·
located In the Austin Region.

Individuals are entitled to request and review their personal information that the agency gathers on its forms. They may also have any errors
in their Information corrected. To review such information, contact us at 5121239·3282.
TCEQ·0585 (Rev. 10-01·10)
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TYPE

2A TYPE

C

Cave

SC
SF

Solut<on Cavity
Solution-Enlarged Fracture(s)

F

Olher NalUral Bedrock Fearures

20
5

Manmade FealUfe If! Bedrock

:J(J

Swallow Hole
Sinl<hole

:J(J

Non-l<ars! Closed Depr.".ion
Zone, Clustered or Aligned Features

20

5
:J(J

I have read. I understood. and I have followed the Texas Commission on Environmental Quality's Instructions ro Geobgists. The

information presented here oompl!&s With that document and is a true representa1ion of the conditions observed

I1'l

the field.

TAe Chapter 213.
Dare: June 21, 2013

Sheel 1 of 1
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STRATIGRAPHIC COLUMN*
TRINITY WELL FIELD AND PRODUCTION FACILITIES

Hydrogeologic
Subdivision

Group, Formation, or Member

II

Cyclic and Marine Members. Undivided

Thickness
(Feet)

80-100

0:
.,

~
!:
0

i\l
E

III

(;

Leached and ,..
Undividp,d

Members.

80-100

LI..
!:

0

.,l!1

0..

IV

Regional Dense Member

20-24

Grainstone Member

50-60

KJrschberg Evaporite Member

50-60

Dolomitic Member

110-130

Basal Nodular Member

50-60

,,~

.1£
'5
u

V

~~

-::l

«.,

g-g>
e·
ClS:

'3:"

-01;

"E
-0

W

",0
~:;

~o

"0
w

-

.,

::5<
II>

:>
0

VI

c
,51

i:!

11'"

iii

E
0

<..J

u..

!ii

~

...J

~

VII

VIII

Lower
Confining Unrt

<Ii
c:

~

Upper Member of the Glen Rose Limestone (Kgr)

'Adapted from Table 1; Summary of /he Lithologic and Hydrologic
Aquifer
Comal County, Texas of Waler-Resources Inv,~stil1BIi,ons
Hydrogeologic
of /he Edwards Aquifer Outcrop, Comal
U, S, Geological Survey, prepared in cooperetion with /he

350-500

NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION
SPECIFIC
TRINITY
FIELD AND PRODUCTION FACILITI

New Braunfels Utilities (NBU) proposes to install a minimum of two and up to a
maximum of four groundwater wells, well pumps, pump heads, and
site. Well collection and distribution
disinfection and fluoride
constructed in

slabs on the

an aboveground

booster pump

and electrical

will also be

with the groundwater wells. The project site is located in a

rural, but residentially developing area in southeast Comal County, Texas. Freese and
Nichols personnel have performed a literature review of project site geology and
conducted a field survey to identify karst features within the project site.

units in Comal County are of

The most important water-bearing
Cretaceous age. In the

site for the Trinity Well Field and Production Facilities the

includes, from youngest to oldest, the Person Formation (Kep) and the
Kainer Formation (Kek) of the Edwards Group (Ked). The Upper Member of the Glen
Rose Limestone (Kgr) underlies the Kainer Formation and serves as the lower confining
unit to the Edwards Aquifer.
is the outcropping unit in the

The Person Formation of the Edwards

area. The Person Formation has a thickness of approximately 180 feet in Comal
and typically consists of variably burrowed

grainstone, and crystalline

limestone. The Person Formation is further divided into three members, and the Edwards
is divided into eight informal hydrogeologic subdivisions that
limestone members of the Edwards Group and the
Geologic structures

with the

Georgetown Formation.

groundwater within Comal County are the

to the southeast and five

normal faults of the Balcones Fault

Zone: the Coma I Springs, Hueco Springs, Bat Cave, Bear Creek, and Hidden Valley
faults. As the project site is located within the Balcones Fault Zone, there are faults that
however, none of these five primary

have been located in the vicinity of the project

faults are located directly within the project site. In addition, occasional north to
northwest-trending cross-faults have also been documented within Comal County, but
were not observed or

within the

site.

A field survey of the entire project site was conducted on May 28, 2013 by
Freese and Nichols

including a

professional geoscientist. The

survey was performed by walking parallel transects within the project site. Ground
visibility was relatively good in some areas, but difficult in others due to
of/he Geologic Assessment was obtained from Waler-Resources Investigations
Framework and Hydrogeologic Characteristics of the Edwards Aquifer Outcrop,
County. Texas
Ted A. Small and John A Hanson of the U.S. Geological Survey, prepared in
cooperation with the Edwards Underground Water Dis/rict, 1994.

Page 1 of 4

OF
I
GEOLOGY
AND PRODUCTION FACILITIES
conditions. Eleven (11) features were identified and documented during the field survey.
In addition 10 Ihese fealures, one lemporary weH was localed within Ihe project sile. This
temporary well was drilled in 2011 and served as a Trinity test well for NBU.
All of the 11 features identified were

covered by loose organic

The majority of the features were identified as

material and soil upon initial
non-karst closed

or

as they were determined to be either caused by

construction practices or animal burrows. None of these non-karst closed depressions
were very large in size (i.e., none were greater than six feet in at least one direction), as
is indicaled in the accompanying
Two of the identified

Assessment Table.
P6 and P8, were difficult to strictly

as non

karsl closed depressions or solution cavities. Both features showed some surficial
evidence of being animal

but did appear to descend

ascertained with limited measurement tools in the field. In

than was able to be
these features are

in a NW-SE direction with a much larger solution cavity that was located offsile of
the

area (as shown on the

Geologic Map).

One additional feature, Pi 0, could be classified as a solution cavity. Pi

°

is also

located in a NW-SE alignment with P6 and P8, and had a depth that was unable to be
determined with measurement tools in the field. This feature did not appear to be an
animal burrow due to the small dimensions of the opening. Due to the dimensions of the
feature and the dense
infiltration rate is

the features in this project area, a low

\IP"pl:::!tir\n

ofP6, P8, P10,

and the

solution feature

offsite of the project area are provided below.

• The information in this portion of/he Geologic Assessment was oblained from Waler-Resources Invesllgalions
Report 94-4117: Geologic Framework and Hydrogeologic Characteristics of the Edwards Aquifer Outcrop,
Comal County, Texas by Ted A Small and John A Hanson of the
Geological Survey, prepared in
cooperation with the Edwards Underground Water Districl. 1994.

u.s.
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NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF SITE SPECIFIC GEOLOGY
TRINITY WELL FIELD AND PRODUCTION FACILITIES

Feature P6

Larger Feature Outside Project Site

• The information in this portion of the Geologic Assessment was obtained from Water-Resources Investigations
Report 94-4117: Geologic Framework and Hydrogeologic Characteristics of the Edwards Aquifer Outcrop,
Comal County, Texas by Ted A. Small and John A. Hanson of the U.S. Geological Survey, prepared in
cooperation with the Edwards Underground Water District. 1994.
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NARRATIVE DESCRIPTION OF SITE SPECIFIC GEOLOGY
TRINITY WELL FIELD AND PRODUCTION FACILITIES

Feature P10

• The information in this porlion of/he Geologic Assessment was obtained from Water-Resources Investigations
Reporl94-4117: Geologie Framework and Hydrogeologic Characteristics of the Edwards Aquifer Outcrop,
Comal County, Texas by Ted A. Small and John A. Hanson of the U.S. Geological Survey, prepared in
cooperation with the Edwards Underground Water District. 1994.
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Modification of a Previously Approved
Plan
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
for Regulated Activities on the Edwards Aquifer Recharge Zone and Transition Zone and
Relating to 30 TAC 213.4(j), Effective June 1, 1999
To ensure that the application is administratively complete, confirm that all fields in the form

are complete, verify that all requested information is provided, consistently reference the
same site and contact person in all forms in the application, and ensure forms are signed by
the appropriate party.
Note: Including all the information requested in the form and attachments contributes to
more streamlined technical reviews.

Signature
To the best of my knowledge, the responses to this form accurately reflect all information
requested concerning the proposed regulated activities and methods to protect the Edwards
Aquifer. This request for a Modification of a Previously Approved Plan is hereby submitted for
TCEQ review and executive director approval. The request was prepared by:
Print Name of Customer/Agent : Patrick Garnett

Date : ~/17
Signature o( customer/Agent:

~9:f -~

~

Project Information
1. Current Regulated Entity Name: New Braunfels Utilities
Original Regulated Entity Name: New Braunfels Utilities
Regulated Entity Number(s) (RN) : 106862389
Edwards Aquifer Protection Program ID Number(s): _ _
[8J The applicant has not changed and the Customer Number (CN) is: 600522957
The applicant or Regulated Entity has changed. A new Core Data Form has been
provided .

o

2.

[8J Attachment A:

Original Approval Letter and Approved Modification Letters. A copy of
the original approval letter and copies of any modification approval letters are attached.

1 of 3
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3. A modification of a previously approved plan is requested for (check all that apply):
Physical or operational modification of any water pollution abatement structure(s)
including but not limited to ponds, dams, berms, sewage treatment plants, and
diversionary structures;
Change in the nature or character of the regulated activity from that which was
originally approved or a change which would significantly impact the ability of the
plan to prevent pollution of the Edwards Aquifer;
Development of land previously identified as undeveloped in the original water
pollution abatement plan;
Physical modification of the approved organized sewage collection system;
Physical modification of the approved underground storage tank system;
Physical modification of the approved aboveground storage tank system.

D

k8J

D
D
D

4.

k8J Summary of Proposed Modifications (select plan type being modified).

If the approved
plan has been modified more than once, copy the appropriate table below, as
necessary, and complete the information for each additional modification.

WPAP Modification

Approved Project

Proposed Modification

Acres

7 of 19 Acres Dev.

8 of 19 Acres Dev. (1

Type of Development

Wellfield & Pump Station

added)

Number of Residential

o

Membrane WTP

Summary

o

Lots
Impervious Cover (acres)

2.4

Impervious Cover (%

12.6

3.0 total (0.6 added)

Permanent BMPs

Yes

15.8

Other

None

Yes
None

SCS Modification

Approved Project

Proposed Modification

Summary
Linear Feet
Pipe Diameter
Other

2 of 3
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AST Modification

Approved Project

Proposed Modification

Approved Project

Proposed Modification

Summary
Number of ASTs
Volume of
Other

UST Modification
Summary
Number

USTs

Volume of USTs
Other
S. ~ Attachment B: Narrative
Proposed
A
narrative
of
the nature of the proposed modification is attached. It
what was
including any previous modifications, and how this proposed modification will change
approved plan.
6. ~ Attachment C: Current
Plan of the Approved Project. A current site plan showing
layout) at
this application for
the existing site development (Le., current
modification is attached. A site plan detailing the changes proposed in the submitted
elsewhere.
modification is
The approved construction
not commenced.
original approval letter and
any subsequent modification approval
are included as Attachment A to
that the
has not
The approved construction has commenced and has
completed. Attachment c
illustrates that
site was constructed as approved.
The
construction
commenced
been completed. Attachment c
illustrates that the site was not constructed as approved.
approved construction has
has not
Attachment C
that, thus
site was constructed as approved.
The approved construction has commenced and has not been completed.
was not constructed as
Attachment C illustrates that,
far, the

D

D
D

7.

has been

8. ~ Submit one (1)
and one (1) copy of the application, plus additional
as
needed for
affected
city, groundwater conservation district, and
will
the additional
county in
the
will be located.
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September 25, 2013
Mr. Ian Taylor, P.E.
New Braunfels Utilities
355 FM 306
New Braunfels, TX 78130
Re:

Edwards Aquifer, Comal County

NAME OF PROJECT: Trinity Well Field; Located 0 .55 miles northwest of the intersection of Lori
Lane and Madeline Street; New Braunfels, Texas
TYPE OF PLAN: Request for Approval of a Water Pollution Abatement Plan (WPAP); 30 Texas
Administrative Code (TAC) Chapter 213 Edwards Aquifer
Edwards Aquifer Protection Program ID No. 13-13072401; Investigation No. 1105465; Regulated
Entity No. RN106861289
Dear Mr. Taylor:
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) has completed its review of the WPAP
Application for the above-referenced project submitted to the San Antonio Regional Office by
Freese and Nichols, Inc. on behalf of New Braunfels Utilities on July 24, 2013. Final review of the
WPAP was completed after additional material was received on August 29 and September 24,2013.
As presented to the TCEQ, the Temporary Best Management Practices (BMPs) and construction
plans were prepared by a Texas Licensed Professional Engineer to be in general compliance with
the requirements of 30 TAC Chapter 213. These planning materials were sealed, signed and dated
by a Texas Licensed Professional Engineer. Therefore, based on the engineer's concurrence of
compliance, the planning materials for construction of the proposed project and pollution
abatement measures are hereby approved subject to a:pplicable state rules and the conditions in
this letter. The applicant or a person affected may file with the chief clerk a motion for
reconsideration of the executive director's final action on this Edwards Aquifer Protection Plan. A
motion for reconsideration must be filed no later than 23 days after the date of this approval letter.
11Iis approval expires two (2) years from the date of this letter unless, prior to the expiration date,
more than 10 percent of the construction has commenced on the project or an extension of time
has been requested.
PROJECT DESCRlPTION
The proposed commercial project will have an area of approximately 19.0 acres. It will include the
drilling of water wells and the clearing for a temporary access road (pervious cover). It was
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Mr. Ian Talyor, P.E.
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proposed that the current plan is for no impervious cover. No wastewater is "An,p,'",
project

This commercial project '\!\Jill not have

by this

impervious cover at this time.
GEOLOGY

is located on the
geologic assessment included with
application,
and Kainer formations. The project
evaluated 1 manmade (water well)
bedrock and 11 geologic features. All
were
as
The San Antonio Regional Office
assessment conducted on September 16, 2013 revealed
was adequately described by the Geologic Assessment.

1.

Pursuant to Chapter 7
C of the Texas Watel' Code,
violations of the
requirements in 30 TAC Chapter
may result in administrative penalties.

2.

The holder of the approved Edwards
protection plan must comply
all
of
30 TAC Chapter
and best management practices and measures contained in
approved
Additional
approvals,
and/or authorizations
from other TCEQ Programs (Le., Stormwater, Water Rights, UIC) can be required depending
on the
of
plan.

3. In addition to the rules the Commission, the applicant may also be required to comply with
state and local ordinances and
providing
the
of water quality.
4. Within 60
of receiving written approval of an Edwards Aquifer
Plan, the
applicant must submit to
San Antonio
Office, proof recordation of notice in the
county deed records, with the volume and
number(s) of
county deed records of the
county which the property is located. A
property boundaries shall
included in
deed recordation in the county deed records. A suggested form (Deed
Recordation Affidavit, TCEQ-062S) that you
use to deed record the approved WPAP is
5. All contractors conducting
activities at the referenced project location shall
provided a copy of
notice a pproval. At least one
copy of the
WPAP
and this notice approval shan be maintained at the project location
aU regulated
activities are completed.
6. Modification to the activities described in the referenced WPAP application following the date
the submittal of a plan to modify
approval,
the payment
and all information
for its review and approval prior to initiating
modifications.
7. The applicant must provide written notification of intent to commence construction,
replacement, or rehabilitation the referenced project. Notification must be submitted to the

Mr. Ian Talyor,
Page 3
San Antonio Regional Office no later than 48 hours prior to commencement of
activity. Written notification must include the
on which
regulated activity will
commence; the name of
approved plan and
ID
for
regulated activity,
the name of the prime contractor with the name and telephone number of the contact
if
approved
is
person. The executive director will use the notification to
eligible for an extension.

8. Temporary erosion and sedimentation
silt
stabilized
controls
in the approved WPAP, must installed
construction entrances, or
prior to construction and maintained during construction. Temporary E&S controls may be
removed when vegetation is established and the construction area is stabilized. If a water
it shall
as a sedimentation
during
The
quality pond is
TCEQ may monitor stormwater
from
site to evaluate the adequacy of temporary
E&S control measures. Additional controls may be
if
solids are
from the site.
9. All borings with
greater than or equal to 20
plugged with non-shrink
of the
The remainder of
hole
from the bottom of the hole to within three (3)
than 20 feet must be
must backfilled with cuttings from the boring. All borings
backfilled
cuttings
boring. All borings must be backfilled or plugged within four
(4) days completion of the drilling operation. Voids may be filled with graveL

10.

During the course regulated
related to
project, the applicant or agent shall
comply with all applicable provisions of
Chapter 213, Edwards Aquifer. The applicant
shall remain responsible
the
conditions of thLq approval until such
responsibility is legally transferred to another person or entity.

11.

approval does not authorize the
of temporary
on
this project. If the contractor desires to install a temporary aboveground storage tank for use
an
to
approval must be
prior to installation. The application must include information related to tank location and
spill
Refer to Standard Condition No. above.

12.

If any
feature (caves, solution cavities, sink holes, etc.) is discovered during
construction, all regulated activities near the feature must be suspended immediately.
applicant or
agent must immediately notify
Antonio Regional Office of the
of the feature. Regulated activities near
feature may not proceed until the executive director
has reviewed
methods proposed to protect
and the
from
potentially adverse impacts to water quality. The plan must be sealed, signed, and dated by a

13. One water well exists on

All water wens, including
and monitoring
wens must be in compliance with
requirements of the
Department of Licensing and
Pump Installers)
Regulation
Title 16 TAC Chapter 76 (relating to Water Well Drillers
and all other locally applicable rules, as appropriate.

14. If

the
the sediment must be
at a frequency
sufficient to minimize offsite impacts to water quality
fugitive sediment in street being
by the next
Sediment must be removed
into
streams or
has
from sediment traps or sedimentation ponds not later than when design

Mr. Ian Talyor,
4
30,2013
Litter, construction
and
becoming stormwater discharge pollutants.

shall be

15. Intentional discharges of sediment laden water are not allowed.
the discharge will be filtered through appropriately selected best management
practices.
may include vegetated filter
traps, rock
silt
rings, etc.
following records shall be
and
available to the executive director upon
request: the dates when major grading activities occur, the dates when construction activities
temporarily or permanently cease on a portion of the site, and the
when stabilization
measures are initiated.
17. Stabilization measures shall initiated as soon as practicable in portions of the site where
construction
temporarily or permanently
and construction
will
not resume within 21 days. When the initiation of stabilization measures by the 14th day is
precluded by weather conditions,
measures shan be initiated as soon as
practicable.
18. A Texas Licensed Professional Engineer must ce11ify in writing that the permanent BMPs or
measures were
as
The
letter must be
to the San
completion.
Antonio Regional Office within 30 days of
applicant shall be responsible for maintaining the permanent BMPs after construction until
such time as the
is either assumed writing by another entity having
ownership or control of the property (such as without limitation, an owner's association, a new
n ....,-.n{.'M"'t owner or
a district, or municipality) or
of the property is
transferred to the entity. The regulated entity shall then be responsible for maintenance until
another entity assumes
obligations writing or ownership is
A copy of the
of responsibility must filed with the executive director through San Antonio
Regional
of
A copy of the
(TCEQ-10263) is
within 30
enclosed.
of this property, the new owner(s) is required to comply with all terms of
20. Upon legal
the approved
protection
If the new owner
to commence any
new regulated activity on the site, a new
Aquifer protection plan that specifically
the new activity must
to the executive
Approval ofthe plan
the new regulated activity by the executive director is required prior to commencement of the
new
21. An Edwards Aquifer
or extension will
and no extension will
total construction has not been completed within ten
if more than 50
years from the initial approval a
A new
plan must be
for review and approval
submitted to
Antonio Regional Office v\lith the appropriate
by the
to
any additional regulated activities.
22.

At project locations where construction is initiated and abandoned, or not completed,
site
shall be
to a condition
that
aquifer is
from
contamination.

Mr. Ian Talyor,
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September 30,
This action is taken under authority delegated by the Executive Director of the Texas '"''''''HUH""
on
you have any questions or require additional information, please
of the
Antonio
contact Mr. Michael
P.E. the Edwards Aquifer Protection
Regional Office at 210-403-4057.

Q~~.!v-Lynn Bumguardner, Water Section Manager
Antonio """',""'VH
Texas Commission on Environmental QuaJity
LMB/MI/eg
Enclosure:

cc:

Deed Recordation Affidavit, Form TCEQ-0625
Change in
for Maintenance of Permanent BMPs,

Mr. David Bennett, P.E., Freese and Nichols, Inc.
Mr. Roland Ruiz, Edwards Aquifer Authority
Mr. Thomas Hornseth, P.E., Carnal County Engineer
Mr.
Klein,
City of New Braunfels
TCEQ Central Records, Building F, MC 212

TCEQ-10263
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November 21,2014
Mr. Ian Taylor, P.E.
New Braunfels Utilities
355 FM 306
New Braunfels, Texas 78130
Re:

Edwards Aquifer, Comal County

NAME OF PROJECT: Trinity Well Field; Located 0.55 miles northwest of the intersection of Lori
Lane and Madeline Street; New Braunfels, Texas
'lYPE OF PLAN: Request for the Modification of an Approved Water Pollution Abatement Plan; 30
Texas Administrative Code (TAC) Chapter 213
Investigation No. 1196458; Regulated Entity No. RN106861289; Additional 10 No. 13-14091801
Dear Mr. Taylor:
The Texas Commission on Environmental Quality (TCEQ) has completed its rcvicw of the WPAP
Modification for the above-referenced project submitted to the San Antonio Regional Office by
Freese and Nichols, Inc. on behalf of New Braunfels Utilities on September 18, 2014. Final review
of the WPAP was completed after additional material was received on November 17, 2014,
November 20,2014, and November 21,2014. As presented to the TCEQ, the Temporary and
Permanent Best Management Practices (BMPs) were selected and construction plans were
prepared by a Texas Licensed Professional Engineer to be in general compliance with the
requirements of 30 TAC Chapter 213. These planning materials were sealed, signed and dated by a
Texas Licensed Professional Engineer. Therefore, based on the engineer's concurrence of
compliance, the planning materials for construction of the proposed project and pollution
abatement measures are hereby approved subject to applicable state rules and the conditions in
this letter. The applicant or a person affected may file with the chief clerk a motion for
reconsideration ofthe executive director's final action on this Edwards Aquifer Protection Plan. A
motion for reconsideration must he filed no later than 23 days after the c1ate of this approval letter.
This approval expires two (2) yearsjrom the date a/this letter unless, p"iar to the expiration date,
more than 10 percent a/the construction has commenced on the project OT' al1 extension of time
has been requested.
BACKGROUND
The Trinity Well Field WPAP, approved on September 25, 2013, proposed the drilling of water
wells and clearing for a pervious temporary access road. No impervious was proposed.
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November 21,2014

proposed commercial project will have an area of approximately 19.0 acres. It win include the
ground storage
chemical treatment building,
booster pump
and parking arcas. The impervious cover win be
acres
No wastewater
is generated by
project.

to
treatment
project is
the 2.4 acres of impervious cover. The approved measures
pounds ofTSS generated
meet the required 80
removal of the increased load in TSS
the project.
The engineered
have a uniform
of
than 20
and
vegetated cover at least
percent which will extend along
entire length
contributing
area with no obstructions to ensure stormwater flows through
vegetative filter strip and will be
,.._... _~ or
can concentrate overland flow. The contributing area shall bc relatively
to evenly distribute runoff, and
impervious cover in the direction of flow shall not exceed

According to the geologic assessment included with
application, the
is located on the
Person and Kainer Formations.
project geologist evaluated one manmade feature in bedrock
(water well)
11 geologic
All
were
as
Thc San
did not conduct a
assessment.

1.

The applicant is hereby advised that
after-the-fact approval of the water pollution
abatement plan as provided
letter shall not absolve the application of any violations of
Commission rules
to
project.

II.

This modification is
dated

III.

to all Special and Standard Conditions
20 13.

in the WPAP approval

The permanent pollution abatement measures shall be operational prior to use of any facility
within drainage area.

1.

Pursuant to Chapter 7 Subchapter C the Texas Water
any violations of the
TAC
21:1
result administrative penalties.
requirements in

2.

The holder of the approved Edwards Aquifer protection plan must
all provisions
TAC
213 and all
management
and measures
in
approved
Additional and
approvals,
registrations and/or authorizations

Mr. Ian Taylor, P.E.
Page 3
November
2014
from other TCEQ
(i.e., Stormwater, Water Rights, UIC) can be required depending
on the
of the plan.
3.

addition to
rules of the Commission,
applicant may also be required to
with
state
local ordinances and regulations providing for the protection of "vater quality.

4. Within 60
receiving written approval of an Edwards Aquifer Protection
the
applicant must submit to the
Antonio Regional
recordation notice in the
county deed records,
the volume and
number(s) the county
records of the
county which the property is
A
of
property boundaries shall
included the deed recordation
county
records. A
(Deed
Recordation Affidavit, TCEQ-0625) that you may use to deed
the approved WPAP is
enclosed.
5. All contractors
provided a copy
notke
and this notice of approval shall
activities are completed.

at the
project location shall be
At least one complete copy
approved WPAP
maintained at
project location
all regulated

6. Modification to the activities described the referenced WPAP application following the
of approval
the submittal a plan to
this approval, including the payment
appropriate
all information u",'"o;;;;:,.;:,,;u for
and
prior to initiating
construction of the modifications.
7. The applicant must provide written notification intent to commence construction,
replacement, or rehabilitation ofthe
Notification must submitted to
Antonio
no latcr
48 hours
to commencement
regulated
Written notification must include the date on which the
activity will
commence, the name of the approved plan
program ID number
the regulated activity,
and
name of the prime contractor with
name and telephone
of the contact
person.
executive director will use the notification to
if the approved
is
eligible
an extension.
S. Temporary
and sedimentation
silt
rock berms,
construction entrances, or
controls
in
approved WPAP, must installed
prior to construction and maintained during construction. Temporary
controls may be
rar""\11>o" when
is established and the construction area is
If a water
quality pond is proposed, it shan
as a sedimentation basin during constmction. The
TCEQ may monitor storm water
from
to
the adequacy of
control measures. Additional controls may
solids are being
discharged
the site.
9. All borings with
greater
or equal to 20 feet must be plugged with non-shrink grout
from
bottom
hole to
three (3)
the
The remainder of
hole
must be backfilled
cuttings
the boring.
borings
than 20
backfilled with cuttings
the boring. All
must be backfilled or
(4) days of completion
drilling
be
with
10. During
course regulated activities related to this project, the applicant or agent
comply with all applicable
of 30
Chapter 213, Edwards Aquifer. The applicant

4

November

2014
responsible
is legally

provisions and
to another person or

11.

approval does not authorize the installation of temporary aboveground
project. If the contractor
to instal1 a
aboveground
use
during construction, an
to modify this
must be
approved
to installation.
application must include
related to tank location and
containment.
to
Condition No.

12.

any sensitive feature
COIlstl.'ucnOitl. all regulated
near the
applicant or his agent must immediately notify
of the feature. Regulated
near the feature
has reviewed and approved
methods proposed to l~,"r,r",,,·
adverse impacts to water quality. The
Licensed Professional Engineer.
All water wells,
must
the
Regulation under
Chapter 76
and all other locally applicable rules, as

14.

"''''''CAvY

injection,
of
Texas
to Water Well Drillers

escapes the
site,
must be
to minimize
impacts to water quality (e.g., fugitive
washed into surface streams or sensitive features by the next rain).
sediment traps or sedimentation ponds not
than when
by 50 percent.
construction
construction
prevented from becoming stormwater discharge pollutants.

The
discovery
executive director
aquifer from
and dated by a
and monitoring
Licensing and
Pump Installers)

at a frequency
street being
must be removed
l"~l"\~"'lnr has been
be

m.A.HH.l\"U

necessary, the U'",,11e<
practices. These
rings, etc.
16.

following records
be maintained and
available to
director upon
request: the dates when major grading
occur, the dates when construction activities
temporarily or
cease on a portion of
site, and the dates when stabilization
measures are
Stabilization measures shall be initiated as soon as practicable in
of the site where
construction
ceased,
construction activities will
not resume within 21 days. When the
measures by the 14th day is
precluded by
conditions,
as soon as
practicable.
the permanent
.........."'Hi''''.... Professional Engineer must certify in writing
must
be submitted to
measures were
as designed.
certification
Antonio Regional

within 30 days

applicant
such time as
ownership or
property owner or '''''v~''''''v.

completion.

or
San

Mr.
Taylor,
Pages
November 21,2014
transferred to
entity.
for
until
entity assumes such
in
is transferred. A copy of the
of responsibility must be
with the
director through San Antonio
Regional Office within
days of the transfer. A copy of the transfer
is
enclosed.
20.

Upon legal
property, the new owner(s) is
to comply with
the approved
Aquifer protection plan. If the new owner intends to commence any
new regulated activity on the
a new Edwards Aquifer protection plan that specifically
the new activity must submitted to the
director. Approval of
plan for
the new regulated
by the
director is
prior to commencement of the
new
activity.

21.

Edwards Aquifer protection
approval or extension will
and no extension will
if more
50 percent the total
not
completed within ten
years from the
approval
Aquifer protection
must be
submitted to the San Antonio Regional Office with
appropriate
review and approval
by the
any additional regulated activities.

22.

At project locations where construction is initiated and abandoned, or not completed,
shall be returned to a condition
that the
is
from potential contamination.

This
is taken
authority
by the
on Environmental Quality. If you have any questions or
contact Neal Denton of the Edwards Aquifer Protection
at

Director of the Texas Commission
additional information,
of the
Antonio Regional

Sincerely,

~

0y-

Water Section
Region Office
Commission on Environmental Quality

;u.nv,u,v

LMB/ND/eg
Enclosures:

cc:

Deed Recordation
Form
Change Responsibility for Maintenance of Permanent BMPs,

Mr, Patrick Garnett, Freese and
Inc.
Mr. Charlie Thomas, P.E., City of New Braunfels
Mr. Roland
Edwards
Authority
Mr. Thomas
Hornseth,
Comal
TCEQ Central
Building

TCEQ-I0263

Attachment B
Narrative of Proposed Modification
The

Water Pollution

permitted

Plan (WPAP)

and grubbing and well drilling operations.

permanent

portion of

practices (BMPs) were

to move forward with the design

a booster

management

these operations were

was determined, New

,",".>lLlJ''''''-'.,. and the

treatment

the Trinity Well Field project

auu.",..,

Utilities (NEU) decided

station, ground storage tank, chemical
aD[mrtemmCj~S

and

to add the Trinity Wells as a

which required a modification to the

new water source to their distribution

WPAP. The modification included a ",,"cv,t£,rdeveloped area and facilities (ground
pump station, chemical
of the wells

other miscellaneous items) for incorporation

NBU's water distribution.
construction of the well

be groundwater under

were

to

on

14,2017.

from GUI

reqUires

water standards, and a membrane treatment system was selected by

the

as

The proposed membrane treatment facility includes a feed tank,

the
building to

facilities was completed,

direct influence of surface water (GUI), and an official GUI

determination was received
treatment to

tank,

a

membrane

backwash

chemical

and

a

administration and laboratory space, electrical equipment,

and chemical storage.
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Attachment C
Current Site Plan of Approved Project
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Water Pollution Abatement Plan
Application
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
for Regulated Activities on the Edwards Aquifer Recharge Zone and Relating to 30 TAC
§213.S(b), Effective June 1, 1999
To ensure that the application is administratively complete, confirm that all fields in the form
are complete, verify that all requested information is provided, consistently reference the
same site and contact person in all forms In the application, and ensure forms are signed by
the appropriate party.

Note: Including all the information requested in the form and attachments contributes to
more streamlined technical reviews.

Signature
To the best of my knowledge, the responses to this form accurately reflect all information
requested concerning the proposed regulated activities and methods to protect the Edwards
Aquifer. This Water Pollution Abatement Plan Application Form is hereby submitted for TCEQ
review and Executive Director approval. The form was prepared by:
Print Name of Customer/Agent: Patrick Garnett

Date: ~117

:4~:~t ~.~___

~~y

Name: New Braunfels Utilities

Regulated Entity Information
1. The type of project is:

o Residential: Number of Lots:_ _
o Residential: Number of Living Unit Equivalents: _ _
o Commercial
o Industrial
IZI Other:Membrane Water Treatment Facility

2. Total site acreage (size of property):19 Acres
3. Estimated projected population:Q
4. The amount and type of impervious cover expected after construction are shown below :

1 of 5
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Table 1 - Impervious Cover Table

Impervious Cover
of Proposed Project

Sq. Ft.

Struct
Parking

o

Other paved
surfaces

87,400

=

Total Impervious
Cover

130,100

==

Total Impervious Cover
5.

6.

o

+ 43,560 =

+ Total Acreage

3.0

Impervious Cover

Attachment A - Factors Affecting Surface Water Quality. A detailed description of all
surface water and groundwater quality that addresses
factors that could
land use is attached.

IXI Only inert materials as defined by 30 TAC ... .J~'\J.L will

used as fill material.

For Road Projects Only
Complete questions 7 -

7.

if

application is exclusively for a road project.

project:
road project.
nty road or roads built to county specifications.
thoroughfare or roads to be dedicated to a municipality.
or road providing access to private driveways.

8.

of pavement or

to be used:

concrete
9.

of Right of Way (R.O.W.): _ _ feet.
Width of R.O.W.:
Ft2+43560
LxW==
__

10.

of pavement area: _ _
Width of pavement area: _ _
Lx W _ _ Ft z + 43,560
area

11.

acres.

I

A rest

will be included in

area

acres.
acres x 100

impervious cover.

project.

A rest stop will not be included in this project.

2
(Rev. 02-11-15)

5

12.

D Maintenance and

that do not
approval
Executive Director. Modifications to existing roadways such as widening
one (1)
roads/adding shoulders totaling more than one-half (1/2) the width
require prior approval from
TCEQ.

the

Stormwater to be generated by the Proposed Project
13. [gJ Attachment B - Volume and Character of Stormwater. A detailed
of the
volume (quantity)
character (quality) of the stormwater runoff which is expected to
occur from the proposed project is attached.
estimates of stormwater runoff
quality and quantity are
on the area and type of impervious cover.
runoff
of
for both pre-construction and post-construction conditions.

Wastewater to be generated by the Proposed Project
14. The character and volume of wastewater is shown
77% Industrial
Commingled
TOTAL gallons/day _ _

15. Wastewater will

_ _Gallons/day
285.120 Gallons/day
86.400 Gallons/day

disposed of by:

On-Site Sewage Facility (OSSF/Septic Tank):
Attachment C - Suitability Letter from Authorized
An
sewage facility
will be used to treat and
of the wastewater from this site. The appropriate
It states
licensing authority's (authorized agent) written approval is
is suitable for
use of private sewage facilities
will meet or ov,'oon
requirements
on-site sewage facilities as
under 30 TAC Chapter 285
relating to On-site Sewage Facilities.
lot in
project/development is at
one (1) acre (43,560 square feet) in
size.
system will be
by a licensed professional
or registered
sanitarian and installed by a licensed installer in compliance with 30 TAC

[gJ

Collection System (Sewer
Private service laterals from the wastewater
will be
to an
SCS.
Private service laterals from the wastewater generating facilities will be connected
to a proposed
SCS was previously submitted on_ _,
The SCS was submitted with this application,
The SCS will be submitted at a later
owner is aware
installed prior to Executive Director approval.

the SCS may not
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system will convey
treatment facility is:

1:8] The

laterals will be inspected as

All private

16.

wastewater to the Gruene (name)

in 30 TAe §213.5.

Site Plan Requirements
Items 17 - 28 must

included on the Site Plan.
a minimum

17.1:8] The

of

Site
boundaries:

18. 100-year

o

project site is located within
100-year floodplain. The floodplain
is shown and labeled.
1:8] No part the project site is located within
floodplain.
The 100-year floodplain boundaries are based on the following specific (including date of
material)
19. 1:8]

development is shown with
not greater than ten-foot contour
space, etc. are shown on

a
buildings,

o The layout
buildings, roads,

recreation

is shown with
contours at appropriate, but not
intervals. Finished topographic contours will not differ from the
recreation centers,
configuration and are not shown.
plan.
space, etc. are shown on

20. All known wells (oil, water, unplugged, capped and/or abandoned, test holes, etc.):
1:8]

are 1 (#) wells present on the project
labeled.
all of the following that apply)

locations are shown and

o The wells are not in use and have been properly abandoned.
o The wells are not in use and will be properly
1:8]

are in use

comply with

o There are no wells or test holes of any kind known to

on the project site.

features which are on the

21.

All
shown
1:8] No

geologic or manmade features identified in the Geologic Assessment are
labeled.
geologic or manmade features were identified in the Geologic

Attachment 0 - Exception to the Required Geologic Assessment. A request and
j
for an exception to a portion of the
Assessment is attached.
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23.

cg] The drainage patterns and approximate slopes anticipated after major grading activities.
cg] Areas of soil disturbance and areas which will not be disturbed.

24.

cg]

Locations of major structural and nonstructural controls. These are the temporary and
permanent best management practices.

25.

cg]

Locations where soil stabilization practices are expected to occur.

26.

D Surface waters (including wetlands).

22.

cg]
27.

N/A

D Locations where stormwater discharges to surface water or sensitive features are to
occur.

cg] There will be no discharges to surface water or sensitive features.
28. cg] Legal boundaries of the site are shown.

Administrative Information
29. cg] Submit one (1) original and one (1) copy of the application, plus additional copies as
needed for each affected incorporated city, groundwater conservation district, and
county in which the project will be located. The TeEQ will distribute the additional
copies to these jurisdictions. The copies must be submitted to the appropriate regional
office.
30.

cg] Any modification of this WPAP will require Executive Director approval, prior to
construction, and may require submission of a revised application, with appropriate
fees.
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Attachment
Factors Affecting Water Quality
The Trinity Well
guarding run-off with
vehicles "'rtt,,."; ...

project will affect water

minimally

fencing. Potential

include fuel, oils,

"VA. .UI,HU'U... '",

by
chemicals

em.llmnellt will be monitored and

will be removed.

Attaclunent A

Page 1 of 1

B
Volume and Character of Stormwater
The volume and

the stormwater expected to occur from the proposed project

will not be majorly impacted.

cover added will be asphalt pavement

with a compacted sub base, a treatment building,

treatment infrastructure. Potential

contaminants include fuel, oils,

and leaving the site.

silt fence and added vegetation will isolate ..........

UUJ,...

"' ........ LAu.•' "

u."

roadway pollutants from

any existing surface waterways.

The volume of stormwater is minimally
{''''r1ct"n1l''t'C1,n

to post

runoff curve number is 77

for Drainage Area 1 and 77.0 to

pavement,
2. These changes in curve
for Drainage Area 2.

numbers results in an increase of 1.2 cfs for
peak flow results for the 1OO-year frequency storm are
are

Attachment B

\uUlllUUU;.vu

in Table 1 below. These

impacts to the volume of stormwater from the

1 of 1

Site Plan

Site Plan
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Temporary Stormwater Section
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
for Regulated Activities on the Edwards Aquifer Recharge Zone and Relating to 30 TAC
§213.5(b)(4)(A), (B), (D)(I) and (G); Effective June 1,1999
To ensure that the application is administratively complete, confirm that all fields In the form

are complete, verify that all requested information is provided, consistently reference the
same site and contact person in all forms in the application, and ensure forms are signed by
the appropriate party.
Note: Including all the information requested in the form and attachments contributes to
more streamlined technical reviews.

Signature
To the best of my knowledge, the responses to this form accurately reflect all information
requested concerning the proposed regulated activities and methods to protect the Edwards
Aquifer. This Temporary Stormwater Section is hereby submitted for TCEQ review and
executive director approval. The application was prepared by:
Print Name of Customer/Agent: Patrick Garnett
Date: .2/t.J!/7
Signature of Customer/Agent:

~2J~ <V'Regulated Entity Name: New Braunfels Utilities

Project Information
Potential Sources of Contamination
Examples: Fuel storage and use, chemical storage and use, use of asphaltic products,
construction vehicles tracking onto public roads, and existing solid waste.
1. Fuels for construction equipment and hazardous substances which will be used during
construction:

D The following fuels and/or hazardous substances will be stored on the site: _ _
These fuels and/or hazardous substances will be stored in:

D Aboveground storage tanks with a cumulative storage capacity of less than 250
gallons will be stored on the site for less than one (1) year.
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D Aboveground storage tanks with a cumulative storage capacity between 250
D

gallons and 499 gallons will be stored on the site for less than one (1) year.
Aboveground storage tanks with a cumulative storage capacity of sao gallons or
more will be stored on the site. An Aboveground Storage Tank Facility Plan
application must be submitted to the appropriate regional office of the TCEQ
prior to moving the tanks onto the project.

~ Fuels and hazardous substances will not be stored on the site.
2. ~ Attachment A Spill Response Actions. A site specific description of the measures to be
taken to contain any spill of hydrocarbons or hazardous substances is attached.
m

3.

D Temporary aboveground storage tank systems of 250 gallons or more cumulative
storage capacity must be located a minimum horizontal distance of 150 feet from any
domestic, industrial, irrigation, or public water supply well, or other sensitive feature.

4. ~ Attachment B Potential Sources of Contamination. A description of any activities or
processes which may be a potential source of contamination affecting surface water
quality is attached.
m

Sequence of Construction
5. ~ Attachment C Sequence of Major Activities. A description of the sequence of major
activities which will disturb soils for major portions of the site (grubbing, excavation,
grading, utilities, and infrastructure installation) is attached.
m

~ For each activity described, an estimate (in acres) of the total area of the site to be
disturbed by each activity is given.
~ For each activity described, include a description of appropriate temporary control
measures and the general timing (or sequence) during the construction process that
the measures will be implemented.
6. ~ Name the receiving water(s) at or near the site which will be disturbed or which will
receive discharges from disturbed areas of the project: Dry Comal Creek

Temporary Best Management Practices (TBMPsJ
Erosion control examples: tree protection, interceptor swales, level spreaders, autlet
stabilization, blankets or matting, mulch, and sad. Sediment control examples: stabilized
construction exit, silt fence, filter dikes, rock berms, buffer strips, sediment traps, and sediment
basins. Please refer to the Technical Guidance Manual for guidelines and specifications. All
structural BMPs must be shown on the site plan.
7. ~ Attachment D - Temporary Best Management Practices and Measures. TBMPs and
measures will prevent pollution of surface water, groundwater, and stormwater. The
construction-phase BMPs for erosion and sediment controls have been designed to
retain sediment on site to the extent practicable. The following information is attached:
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~ A description of how BMPs and measures will prevent pollution of surface water,
groundwater or stormwater that originates upgradient from the site and flows
across the site.
~ A description of how BMPs and measures will prevent pollution of surface water or
groundwater that originates on-site or flows off site, including pollution caused by
contaminated stormwater runoff from the site.
~ A description of how BMPs and measures will prevent pollutants from entering
surface streams, sensitive features, or the aquifer.
~ A description of how, to the maximum extent practicable, BMPs and measures will
maintain flow to naturally-occurring sensitive features identified in either the
geologic assessment, TCEQ inspections, or during excavation, blasting, or
construction.

8.

D The temporary sealing of a naturally-occurring sensitive feature which accepts recharge
to the Edwards Aquifer as a temporary pollution abatement measure during active
construction should be avoided.

D Attachment E - Request to Temporarily Seal a Feature.

A request to temporarily
seal a feature is attached. The request includes justification as to why no reasonable
and practicable alternative exists for each feature.
~ There will be no temporary sealing of naturally-occurring sensitive features on the
site.

9. ~ Attachment F - Structural Practices. A description of the structural practices that will be
used to divert flows away from exposed soils, to store flows, or to otherwise limit runoff
discharge of pollutants from exposed areas of the site is attached. Placement of
structural practices in floodplains has been avoided.
10. ~ Attachment G - Drainage Area Map. A drainage area map supporting the following
requirements is attached:

D For areas that will have more than 10 acres within a common drainage area
D
D
D

disturbed at one time, a sediment basin will be provided.
For areas that will have more than 10 acres within a common drainage area
disturbed at one time, a smaller sediment basin and/or sediment trap(s) will be
used.
For areas that will have more than 10 acres within a common drainage area
disturbed at one time, a sediment basin or other equivalent controls are not
attainable, but other TBMPs and measures will be used in combination to protect
down slope and side slope boundaries of the construction area.
There are no areas greater than 10 acres within a common drainage area that will be
disturbed at one time. A smaller sediment basin and/or sediment trap(s) will be
used in combination with other erosion and sediment controls within each disturbed
drainage area.
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[g] There are no areas greater than 10 acres within a common drainage area that will be
disturbed at one time. Erosion and sediment controls other than sediment basins or
sediment traps within each disturbed drainage area will be used.
11.

D Attachment H - Temporary Sediment Pond(s} Plans and Calculations. Temporary
sediment pond or basin construction plans and design calculations for a proposed
temporary BMP or measure have been prepared by or under the direct supervision of a
Texas Licensed Professional Engineer. All construction plans and design information
must be signed, sealed, and dated by the Texas Licensed Professional Engineer.
Construction plans for the proposed temporary BMPs and measures are attached.

[g] N/A
12. [g] Attachment I - Inspection and Maintenance for BMPs.

A plan for the inspection of each
temporary BMP(s) and measure(s) and for their timely maintenance, repairs, and, if
necessary, retrofit is attached. A description of the documentation procedures,
record keeping practices, and inspection frequency are included in the plan and are
specific to the site and/or BMP.

13.

[g] All control measures must be properly selected, installed, and maintained in accordance
with the manufacturer's specifications and good engineering practices. If periodic
inspections by the applicant or the executive director, or other information indicate a
control has been used inappropriately, or incorrectly, the applicant must replace or
modify the control for site situations.

14.

[g] If sediment escapes the construction site, off-site accumulations of sediment must be
removed at a frequency sufficient to minimize offsite impacts to water quality (e.g.,
fugitive sediment in street being washed into surface streams or sensitive features by
the next rain).

15. ~ Sediment must be removed from sediment traps or sedimentation ponds not later than
when design capacity has been reduced by 50%. A permanent stake will be provided
that can indicate when the sediment occupies 50% of the basin volume.
16. ~ Litter, construction debris, and construction chemicals exposed to stormwater shall be
prevented from becoming a pollutant source for stormwater discharges (e.g., screening
outfalls, picked up daily),

Soil Stabilization Practices
Examples: establishment of temporary vegetation, establishment of permanent vegetation,
mulching, geotextiles, sod stabilization, vegetative buffer strips, protection of trees, or
preservation of mature vegetation.
17. ~ Attachment J - Schedule of Interim and Permanent Soil Stabilization Practices. A
schedule of the interim and permanent soil stabilization practices for the site is
attached.
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18. ~ Records must be kept at the site of the dates when major grading activities occur, the
dates when construction activities temporarily or permanently cease on a portion of the
site, and the dates when stabilization measures are initiated.
19. ~ Stabilization practices must be initiated as soon as practicable where construction
activities have temporarily or permanently ceased.

Administrative Information
20. ~ All structural controls will be inspected and maintained according to the submitted and
approved operation and maintenance plan for the project.
21. ~ If any geologic or manmade features, such as caves, faults, sinkholes, etc., are
discovered, all regulated activities near the feature will be immediately suspended. The
appropriate TCEQ Regional Office shall be immediately notified. Regulated activities
must cease and not continue until the TCEQ has reviewed and approved the methods
proposed to protect the aquifer from any adverse impacts.
22. ~ Silt fences, diversion berms, and other temporary erosion and sediment controls will be
constructed and maintained as appropriate to prevent pollutants from entering
sensitive features discovered during construction.
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Attachment A
Spill Response Action
will be to make sure people are kept safe by

event of a

material. Then, the

contact or inhalation of
parties will be contacted to

TCEQ

11"",,,,,,",,,,,,,,>1

on the affected property.

post Contaminated Area

"ty1,,,,r,.,.,,"

for an

CHEMTREC will

at 800-424-9300, or for a non-emergency at 800-262-8200. If

an environmental

be identified

response. If the substance

llUU,Ul'"

operators or information on

by

authorities and

discharge, spill, or air release,

will

..
o State of Texas

Hotline and the

(24-hour): 1-800

832-8224
regional office (Monday-Friday, 8:00 am-5 :00 pm): 21

o

o National Response

1-800-424-8802

owner or operator of the facility or
other person who causes or allows the spill, will
unable,

over the response

from which
spill. If

responsible for cleaning up

reimbursement from the r",,,,r.,,"

persons.
report is required within 30

discovering the spill. The

will

include

about response chronology, meteorology during the incident,

IllJurles,

of contamination, sampling

disposal.

initial notification, and a statement

discharge or

has been completed and a

2. A

Attachment A

''''UIUll

and

will also contain one of the

1. Information

the

and waste

of time to ,",VllllJ""''''''

a

work schedule

the response to

of how the action was conducted.
along with the reasons
required to complete

I of4

response

"""".("P,>11 according to the projected schedule

the appropriate

"):!,lVUI:U

not been, and is not
months from the

within the maximum allowable

expected to
date of the

director.

that the discharge or spill reSDO]tlSe

3. A statement and

otherwise notified by

or spill), along with a projected

The table below will
rule. Reportable

to

to report a spill-

threshold quantity that

depends on the type

Kind ofspiU

what

whether the spill must
released.

Where discharged

Reportable
quantity

Rule, statute,
or responsible

"Final RQ"
onto land

Table

Hazardous substance
"Final RQ" or 100
water

lbs, whichever is
less
as required

waters

Texas General
Land Office
210 gallons (five

onto
barrels)

oil, oil that is neither a
product nor used oil

to create a

water

product, used oil

onto

an

210 gallons (five
barrels)
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onto land, or onto
land from a non
exempt
&>n/'Uo,!'>

to create a

water

by the

as
with

Railroad

exploration,
production of oil,

Commission of

Railroad
of

Texas

Commission

resources

Texas
solid waste or other
into water

30 TAC 327

100

storage tanks,

to create a
into water

or aboveground

on water

30

81

or

tanks,
onto land

equal to

30 TAC 327

into water

100lbs

30TAC

underground or aboveground

that may
or

are not ordinarily
but

cause

if

water

state
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Attachment B
Potential Sources of Contamination
The Trinity Well Field project will affect water quality minimally during construction by
safe guarding run-off with silt fencing. Potential contaminants include fuel, oils, and chemicals
from vehicles entering and leaving the site. This equipment will be monitored and any leakage
will be removed.
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Attachment
Sequence of

Activities

Description
of Disturbance
Roadway

Constructing roadway

new building

for access

0.18

(total

disturbance)
0.10

Membrane

Excavate, pour

Building

building

construct a metal

around site

Yard Piping

1.15

(total

disturbance)
0.05 Acres (new
disturbance)
Outdoor Tanks

Construct concrete tanks for

Tank and

Backwash Clarifier

0.06 Acres (total
disturbance)
0.03 Acres (new
disturbance)

Equipment Pads and
Sidewalks, Site Work

sidewalks and concrete

pads

equipment and smaller

1.18 Acres (total
disturbance)

outside of the building and all additional site

0.56 Acres (new
disturbance)

Site Security Fence

nn.'Tr11,C'T

fence around site for

0.45 Acres (total
disturbance)
0.01 Acres (new
disturbance)

Note: All temporary ."t",rrrl'\Xr~t

control measures

implemented prior to and

all phases of construction.

Attachment C

' .....,Ulij''''lH

D will be
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Attachment D
Practices (BMP) and Measures

Temporary Best
BMPs that will be in

during and after construction have been
aquifer, or any other

prevent pollution of surface water, groundwater, stormwater,

measures to help ......",,,"',... t

features that may be on or near the prolpo:sed project
pollution and maintain flow to naturally-occurring sensitive
1S

no

to help

n"........ '~'"

are described below.

water on the project

of Construction
Continuously during
Construction

Dust control
Debris and

Control Measures

management

Sanitary

waste control

Stabilized
entrance
Silt fence

tracking control
Construction
At the beginning of
Construction
During and Post Construction

Vegetation

Mulching

Dust

During
and Post

will help prevent wind

protection; temporary
stabilization

rrl<'rl<.:n,nrr

roadways, drainage ways, and surface waters

dust from the

may be on or offsite.

construction ",... i.,.".".. " offsite sediment
reduced. Sanitary
trash liter from
A silt

and debris and
project site and
constructed around

onto
stabilizing the
will

manag:emem will help

sanitary waste and

areas.
of the disturbed area to filter

sediment from water flowing over the disturbed area and away from the construction site. The
fence will help detain

Attachment 0

and sediment on

construction site. By

water runoff,
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the possibility

to

water, sensitive features, or

that may be near

the site is reduced.
Following
stabilization

completion of construction, vegetation
........."'.,u

stabilization throughout the

for temporary
nrn'PPI

area. Vegetating the

disturbed area provides or()te(~tlo,n from erosion and filtering from overland
and reduced runoff will

preventing pollution of surface

features that may be on or near the project site during and
Mulching
erosion. It will

to temporarily help stabilize

filtering
or sensitive
activities.

disturbed soil from

the volume of sediment-laden water flow from leaving the

mulched area.

2003. Integrated Storm Water
Manual for Construction.
http://www-iswm.nctcog.org/Docurnents/ConstructioniFinallpdf/Ch4_E_ BMPs. pdf
2005. TCEQ Complying
Management Practices (RG-348).

. . AVA, ...." ' .

Attachment D

Rules: Technical
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Attachment
Structural Practices

G
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Attachment I
Inspection and

BMPs

of Trinity Well Field Pump

is anticipated to disturb
a total of approximately 3.3

1.0 acre of previously undisturbed land and
acres of disturbance, a

acres.

Pollution Prevention Plan

Intent (NOI) to TCEQ will be in place

(SW3P) with

to

during construction.
Storm Sewer

will submit a NOI to TCEQ and any Municipal

The SW3P
System (MS4)

storm water discharge from the site at

construction

Inspector's Qualifications and

The roles and ..""""nn
and BMPs are

for implementation and

"V","UL"'''''

construction activity

to beginning
the SW3P.
SW3P

AUUUU'.uw,,,,,-,

with the

in the SW3P and will

meet the definition of a primary

inspection and lUD.Un\.UD.Ju,","

are

selected temporary BMPs as

J::,UJlU,"U11'_'"

TCEQRG

348:

Dust control:
1) When dust is

............ U1<::.

dry weather, reapply dust control

Stabilized construction entrance! exit:
1) The entrance should

flowing of

maintained in a condition, which will
onto public rights-of-way. This may

with additional stone as
measures

demand and repair

sediment

2) Inspect

at a minimum of once

3) All sediment
removed

nrpvpn

or tracked onto public rights-of-way

be

contractor.

When 11'-'''-',,"''''0..

to remove sediment prior to entrance onto

public right-of-way.
5) When washing is required, it should be done on an area stabilized with
that drains into an approved

Attachment I

stone

trap or sediment basin.
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6) All

ditch or water course

any stann

"',","'>l.U,",""

by

Silt fence:
I) Inspect all

and after any rainfall.
when buildup reaches 6 inches.

2) Remove
3)

or install a second line of

4) Replace or

tom section.

to

sections crushed or collapsed in the course

activity. If a

it to a

is obstructing vehicular "'"',_'"'",,. "'JU"'"U'"

spot where it will

A triangular

Dr(]itectIOJn. but will not

filter dike

at common

5) When

access points.

the sediment should

a manner that

will not cause additional siltation and the prior location of the silt
vegetated. The

should be re-

disposed of in an approved landfill.

Vegetation:
I) Temporary vegetation should

inspected weekly and after each rain event to

and repair any erosion.
2) Erosion from stonns or

U,,"1HUE;'"

should be repaired as soon as

re

grading the area and applying new

3) If the vegetated cover is

80%,

area should be reseeded.

Mulching:
I) Mulched areas should be inspected

and after each rain event to

any damage.
2) Areas damaged by stonns or nonnal construction activities should be re-graded and
hydraulic mulch reapplied as soon as

Completed inspection reports will include
"
"

Attachment I

infonnation:

scope of the inspection,
of personnel making the
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•

reference to qualifications of inspection personnel,

•

date of the inspection,

•

observed major construction activities, and

•

actions taken as a result of the inspection.

The inspection report should state whether the site was in compliance or identify any
incidents of non-compliance. The report will be signed by the inspector in accordance with Part
IILF.7 of the TPDES general permit and filed in the SWP3. Inspection reports will be kept in the
Contractor's file, along with the SWP3, for at least three years from the date that the project is
completed.
Final stabilization of the construction site has been achieved when all soil disturbing
activities at the site have been completed, and a uniform (e.g., evenly distributed, without large
bare areas) perennial vegetative cover with a density of 70 percent of the native background
vegetative cover for the area has been established on aU unpaved areas and areas not covered by
permanent structures. If a vegetative cover cannot be established, equivalent permanent
stabilization measures (such as riprap, gabions, or geotextiles) can be employed. When these
conditions have been met, BMPs can be removed from the construction area.

Attachment I
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Attachment J
Schedule of Interim and Permanent Soil Stabilization Practices
Interim and Permanent Soil . .a~..IAJLJUE.~.u'\J'u
Practices
zed construction entrance
ontrol/Mulchin

Attachment J

Schedule
construction
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Permanent Stormwater Section
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
for Regulated Activities on the Edwards Aquifer Recharge Zone and Relating to 30 TAC
§213.5(b)(4)(C), (D}(Ii), (E), and (5), Effective June 1, 1999

To ensure that the application is administratively complete, confirm that all fields in the form
are complete, verify that all requested information Is provided, consistently reference the
same site and contact person in all forms in the application, and ensure forms are signed by
the appropriate party.
Note: Including all the information requested in the form and attachments contributes to
more streamlined technical reviews.

Signature
To the best of my knowledge, the responses to this form accurately reflect all information
requested concerning the proposed regulated activities and methods to protect the Edwards
Aquifer. This Permanent Stormwater Section is hereby submitted for TCEQ review and
executive director approval. The application was prepared by:
Print Name of Customer/Agent: Patrick Garnett

Date: ~J';l17
Signature of Customer/Agent

___~~"7
~~ L Regulated Entity Name: New Braunfels Utilities

Permanent Best Management Practices (BMPs)
Permanent best management practices and measures that will be used during and after
construction is completed.
1.

[8J Permanent BMPs and measures must be implemented to control the discharge of
pollution from regulated activities after the completion of construction.
DN/A

2.

C8J These practices and measures have been designed, and will be constructed, operated,
and maintained to insure that 80% of the incremental increase in the annual mass
loading of total suspended solids (TSS) from the site caused by the regulated activity is
removed . These quantities have been calculated in accordance with technical guidance
prepared or accepted by the executive director.

[8J The TCEQ Technical Guidance Manual (TGM) was used to design permanent BMPs
and measures for this site.
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A technical guidance other than the TCEQ TGM was used to
measures for
The
citation for
was used is:

N/A
3.

Owners must
that permanent BMPs and measures are constructed and function
as designed. A Texas
Professional Engineer must certify in writing that the
BMPs or measures were
as designed.
certification
completion.
must be submitted to the appropriate regional office within 30 days of

N/A
4. Where a
is
for low density single-family
development and has 20 % or
less impervious cover, other permanent BMPs are not required. This exemption from
BMPs must
recorded in the county deed records, with a notice that if the
the exemption for the
impervious cover increases above 20% or land use
(relating to
whole site as described in the property boundaries required by 30 TAC
Application
and Approval), may no
and the
notify the appropriate regional office of these changes.
for low density Single-family
development and has
impervious cover.
will be used for low density single-family residential development but has
more than 20% impervious cover.
for low density single-family residential development.
will not

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

S. The executive director may waive the requirement for other permanent BMPs for multi
where
or
family residential
schools, or small
impervious cover is used at the
This exemption from permanent BMPs must be
recorded in
county deed records, with a notice that if the percent impervious cover
20% or land use changes,
for
site as
in
the property boundaries required by 30 TAC §213.4{g) (relating to Application
Approval), may no longer apply
property owner must notify
appropriate
changes.
regional office of

D Attachment A - 20% or
D
I:8J
6.

Impervious Cover Waiver. The
will be used for
multi-family
developments,
or small
sites
or less impervious cover. A request to waive the requirements for other permanent
BMPs and measures is attached.
The site will
used for multi-family residential developments,
or small
sites but
more than 20% impervious cover.
The
will not be
for multi-family residential developments, schools, or small
sites.

Attachment B - BMPs for Upgradient Stormwater.

2 of 4
TCEQ-0600 (Rev.

11-15)

~ A description of the BMPs
measures that will be
to prevent pollution of
groundwater, or stormwater that originates upgradient from the
across the site is
No
water, groundwater or stormwater originates upgradient from the
is attached.
and flows across the site, and an
Permanent BMPs or measures are not required to prevent pollution of surface
the site and
water, groundwater, or stormwater that originates upgradient
flows across the site, and an
is

o

o

7. ~ Attachment C - BMPs for On-site Stormwater.

~A
the BMPs and measures that will be
to prevent pollution of
surface water or groundwater
originates on-site or flows
the site, including
site is attached.
pollution
by contaminated stormwater runoff from
Permanent BMPs or measures are not required to prevent pollution of surface water
or flows off the
including pollution
or groundwater that originates
caused by
stormwater
and an
is attached.

o

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

8. ~ Attachment 0 - BMPs for Surface Streams. A description of
that prevent pollutants from entering
is
re identified in
addressed.

BMPs and measures
streams, sensitive features, or the aquifer
Geologic Assessment as sensitive has been

N/A

9.

The applicant understands that to the extent practicable, BMPs
measures must
in either the geologic
maintain flow to naturally occurring
assessment,
director review, or

o

The
sealing of or diversion of flow from a naturally-occurring sensitive
Aquifer as a
pollution
feature
recharge to
abatement measure has not
proposed.
Attachment E - Request to Seal Features. A request to seal a naturally-occurring
that includes, for
feature, a justification as to why no
sensitive
reasonable
practicable alternative
is attached.

10. ~ Attachment F
the proposed

Plans. All construction plans and
calculations for
BMP(s) and measures have been prepared by or under the
of a Texas licensed Professional Engineer, and are signed, sealed, and
and, if applicable include:
dated. The plans are

o

Design calculations (TSS removal calculations)
~ TCEQ construction notes
~ All geologic
~ All proposed
BMP{s) plans and

N/A

3 of 4
(Rev.

11-15)

11. ~ Attachment G -Inspection,
Repair and Retrofit Plan. A plan for the
inspection, maintenance, repairs, and, if necessary, retrofit of
permanent BMPs and
The plan
all of the following:
measures is

~ Prepared and certified by the engineer designing the permanent BMPs and
measures
~ Signed by
owner or responsible party
~ Procedures for documenting
maintenance,
and, if necessary
retrofit
~ A discussion
keeping

N/A

D Attachment H - Pilot-Scale Field Testing Plan.
recognized by
pilot-scale field

Executive Director
is attached.

Pilot studies for BMPs that are not
prior approval from the TCEQ. A plan for

~N/A
13. ~ Attachment I -IYlt:=CI~.un;::)
Minimizing
Stream
A description
will be used to avoid or minimize surface stream contamination
and changes in
way in which water enters a stream as a result of the construction
The measures
increased stream flashing, the
and development is
creation of
flows and in-stream velocities, and other in-stream effects caused
that results in water
by the regulated
which increase
degradation.

N/A

Responsibility for Maintenance of Permanent BMP(s)
Responsibility for maintenance of best management practices and measures after
construction is complete.
14.

The applicant is responsible for maintaining
permanent BMPs
construction
maintenance
in
until such time as
entity having ownership or control of the
(such as without limitation, an
a new
owner or
a district, or municipality) or the
ownership of
property is transferred to the entity. Such entity shall then be
responsible for maintenance until another entity assumes such obligations in writing or
ownership is

N/A
15.

A copy of the
of responsibility must
with the executive
at the
if the site is
use as a
appropriate regional
within 30 days
multiple single-family
development, a multi-family residential development,
or a non-residential development such as
industrial, institutional, schools,
other sites
activities occur.

N/A
4 of 4
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Attachment
BMPs for Upgradient Stormwater
areas not covered with impervious cover will be re-vegetated
<HU",,'w.i,

be in
velocities
will be slowed

nrn.t>rot

BMP,

with a minimum width of 15

added

cover. With a minimal slope gradient, runoff

area are low. Potential
of potential pollutants by

buffer will help control erosion and retain soil
up gradient

Attachment B

and no upgradient water

will

flow originating up gradient of
vegetative filter strips.
No surface water is
is expected to flow over the

Page 1 of 1

Attachment
BMPs

Stormwater

Around all
some areas

vegetation buffers. There will be
disturbed area that is not imperviously

the

covered will be

vegetative filter strip will

rp_.u",apf·,;,t,,·11

be designated to

undisturbed

storrnwater

from the new construction will be

flow to it.

and slow overland flow and prevent

pollution to any potential

or storrnwater originating on-site or

directed to

flowing off the site.
observed surface water on

trees will help prevent soil erosion. There is no
project

With a low

overland flow is expected to

have a low runoff velocity.

Attachment C

10ft

Attachment D
BMPs for Surface Streams
Vegetative buttelrs and existing trees around and throughout
filter water runoff

maintaining the natural flow to any ""1'''-''''''

the site. The .undisturbed areas will remain in their natural state
not paved will

During construction, the

construction will

overland flow that may enter

streams. Minimal
sensitive

Attachment D

TP11r1nC\r!:I1'"'1'

flow is expected due to the low slope
or

help
nearby
areas that are
the limits of
possible nearby surface
of the site, There are no

streams observed on the project

1 of 1

Attachment F
Construction Plans

I
I
I
I
I
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Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
Project Name: NBU17415

TSS Removal Calculations 04-20-2009

Date Prepared: 7/17/2017

Additional Information Is provided for cells with a red Irlangle In the upper right corner Place the cursor over the cell
Text shown in blue indicate location of instructions in the Technical Guidance Manual - RG-348.
Characters shown In red are data entry fields .
Characters shown In black (Bold) are calculated fields. Changes to these fields will remove the equations used In the spreadsheet.
calculations from RG-348

1. The Required Load Reductton for the tolal project:

Pages 3·27 to 3· 30

Page 3-29 Equation 3.3: 4.0 = 27.2(A,. x p)
L" TOTAl PROJECT = Required TSS removal resulting from the proposed development = 80% of increased load

where :

A,. = Net increase in impervious area for the project
P = Average annual precipitation. inches
Site Data : Determine Required Load Removal Based on the Entire Project
County =
Total project area included In plan ' =
Predevelopment impervious area within the limits of the plan' =
Total post-development impervious area within the limits of the pia" =
Total post-development impervious cover fraction ' =
P=

Comal
19.00
0.00

m 'OO

acres
acres
acres

0.16
33

Inches

2693

Ibs.

- . '* . .. ,
'-'-""'"

_- ~ OF .,. "
_~~.:"i. •••••••• ••E::-t

t,

:0 ...
" ttS",
,,,*.
*..
...** ~
, ............................
~
r

LM TOTAL PROJECT

=

J.GARRETTJOHNSTON ~

.......................... "

~

• The values entered In Ih...." fields snould be for the lola I projoct area.
Number of drainage basins / outfalls areas leaving the plan area =

~

',1> ...

..~.

',O,.r:-.·.'<ICE
•• ••·.:::,.0
",-
N S~O
, ,(:-...

2

'h.,

.'\5'0' ••••••••
10

(7~7I17/2017

2. Drainage Basin Parameters (This information should be provided for each basin):
Drainage Basin/Outfall Area No. =

VFS 1

Total drainage basin/outfall area=
Predevelopment impervious area within drainage basin/outfall area:
Post-development impervious area within drainage basin/outfall area:
Post-development impervious fraction within drainage basin/outfall area:

10.40
0.00
0.96
0.09
862

Lt,4 THIS BASIN =

acres
acres
acres
Ibs .

FREESE AND NICHOLS, INC.
TEXAS REGISTERED
ENGINEERING FIRM

F-2144

Aqualogic Cartridge Filter
Bioretention
Contech StormFilter
Constructed WeUand
Extended Detention
Grassy Swale
Retention / Irrigation
Sand Filter
Stormceptor
Vegetated Filter Strips
Vortechs
Wet Basin
Wet Vault
4. Calculate Maximum TSS Load Removed ' ....1for this Drainage Basin by the selected BMP Type.
RG -348 Page 3-33 EquaUon 3.7: LR = (BMP efficiency) x P x (P, x 34.6 + I>., x 0.54)
Ac = Total On-Site drainage area in the BMP catchment area
A, = Impervious area proposed in the BMP catchment area
I>., = Pervious area remaining in the BMP catchment area

LR = TSS Load removed from this catchment area by the proposed BMP

to.40

acres

A,=

0.96

acres

1>.,=

9.44

acres

LR =

1075

Ibs

_

(

Proposed BMP = Vegetated Filter Strips
Removal efficiency =
85
percent

Ac=

~0.."

'

3. Indicate the proposed BMP Code for this basin.

where:

.0:

... ~:

115779

I
I
5. Calculate Fraction of Annual Runoff to Treat the drainage basin I outfall area
Desired

L" THIS BAS IN =

362

F=

0.80

Ibs.

6. Calculate Capture Volume required by the BMP Type for this drainage basin I outfall area.

Rainfall Deplh =
Post Development Runoff Coefficient =
On·site Water Quality Volume

=

1.08
0.12
4815

inches
cubic feet

Calculations from RG-348
Off·site area draining to BMP =
Off-site Impervious cover draining to BMP =
Impervious fraction of off·site area =
Off-site Runoff Coefficient =
Off·site Water Quality Volume =

0.00
0.00

Storage for Sediment =

963

Calculations from RG-348

Pages 3-36 to 3-37

acres
acres

o
0.00

o

cubic feet

5778
cubic feet
Total Capture Volume (required water quality volume(s) x 1.20) =
Tho follawlnO sections are used 10 calculate the requirod water quality volume(s) far the selected BMP .
Tho values for BMP Typee not selected In cell C45 will show NA.

Pages 3-34 to 3·36

I
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
TSS Removal Calculations 04-20-2009

Project Name:

NBU17415

Date Prepared:

7/17/2017

Additional Information Is provided for cells with a red triangle in the upper right corner Place the cursor over the cell.
Text shown In blue Indicate location of instructions in the Technical Guidance Manual - RG-348
Characters shown In red are data entry fields .
Characters shown In black (Bold) are calculated fields . Changes to these fields will remove the equations used In the spreadsheet.
Calculations trom RG-348

1. The Reguired Load Reduction for the total project:
Page 3-29 Equation 3.3:

L". =

Pages 3-27 to 3-30

27 .2{A,. x p)

L" TOTAL PROJECT = Required TSS removal resulting from the proposed development = 80% ot Increased load

where:

A,. = Net increase in impervious area for the project

P = Average annual precipitation. inches
Site Data: Determine Required Load Removal Based on the Entire Project
Comat
County =
Total project area included In plan · =
19.DO
acres
0.00
acres
Predevelopment impervious area within the limits of the plan' =
Total post-development impervious area within the limits of the plan = B
'00l § acres
Total post-development impervious cover fraction · =
0.16
P=
33
Inches
LM TOTAl PROJECT =

2693

Ibs .

• The values entered In theu fietds should be for the totat project area
Number of drainage basins / outfalls areas leaving the plan area =

2

2. Drainage Basin Parameters (This Information should be provided for each basin):
Drainage Basin/Outfall Area No.

=

Total drainage basin/outfall area=
Predevelopment Impervious area within drainage basin/outfall area=
Post-development impervious area within drainage basin/outfall area=
Post-development impervious fraction within drainage basin/outfall area=
LM THIS BASIN ;:

VFS2

2.04

acres
acres
acres

0.12
1831

Ibs .

17.57
0.00

3. Indicate the proposed BMP Code for this basin .
Proposed BMP = Vegetated Filter Sllips
Removal efficiency =
85
percent
Aqualogic Cartridge Filter
Bioretention
Con tech Storm Filter
Constructed Wetland
Extended Detention
Grassy Swale
Retention /Irrigation
Sand Fi~er
Stormceptor
Vegetated Fi~er Strips
Vortechs
Wet Basin
Wet Vault
4. Calculate Maximum TSS Load Removed (1.,,) for this Drainage Basin by the selected BMP Type.
RG-348 Page 3-33 Equatlon 37 L., = (BMP effiCiency) x P x (.., x 34.6 + A., x 0.54)
where :

Ac = Total On-Site drainage area in the BMP catchment area
A, = Impervious area proposed in the BMP catchment area

A., = Pervious area remaining in the BMP catchment area
L., = TSS Load removed from this catchment area by the proposed BMP

Ac=

17.57

acres

A,=

2.04

acres

A., =

15.53

acres

LR =

2215

Ibs

I
5. Calculate Fraction of Annual Runoff to Treat the drainage basin I outfall area
Desired

4. THIS IlASIN ;

1831

F;

Ibs.

0.83

6. Calculate Capture Volume required by the BMP Type for this drainage basin I outfall area.

Rainfall Depth;
Post Development Runoff Coefficient;
On·site Water Quality Volume;

1.20
0.14
10634

inches
cubic feet

Calculations from RG-348
Off-site area draining to BMP ;
Off·site Impervious cover draining to BMP ;
Impervious fraction of off-site area;
Off-site Runoff Coefficient;
Off-site Water Qua lity Volume;

0.00
0.00

o

CalculaUons from RG-348

Pages 3-36 to 3·37

acres
acres

0.00

o

cubic feet

Storage for Sediment;
2127
Total Capture Volume (required water quality volume(s) x 1.20)
12761
cubic feet
The following lUctlons are used to calculat. the required water quality volume(s) for the ."Iected BMP .
The values for BMP Types not selected In cell C45 wtll show NA

=

Pages 3·34 to 3-36

I
Attachment G
Inspection, Maintenance, Repair and Retrofit Plan
The following are inspection, maintenance, repair and retrofit guidelines for
as stated in

permanent

(l) Inspections should
checking the

RG-348:

made at least twice annually for erosion or damage to vegetation,
for uniformity of

cover, debris and litter, and areas of sediment

accumulation.
(2) Trash and excess sediment accumulated on the strips should

removed during

inspections.
Bare

and areas ofl"rr'<:lrm found during inspections should be replanted and

restored.
(4) An Integrated Pest Management (IPM)
identify

specify controls

should

areas to

developed for

problem insects and weeds.

(5) The vegetative filter strips should be mowed a minimum of twice annually if planted with
native

Inspection Reports:
Completed inspection reports will include the following information:
..

of the

..

name(s) of personnel making the inspection,

..

reference to qualifications

..

date of the inspection,

"

observed major construction activities, and

"

inspection personnel,

as a result of the inspection.

The inspection report should state inspection report should state whether the site was in
incidents of non-compliance. The report will

compliance or identify

of

ms'pec:tor in
Inspection reports will

kept

from the date that the

AttachmemG

the

'VVllC"""'L\J.

signed by the

general permit and filed in

SWP3.

with the SWP3, for at least

is completed.

Page 1 of2

Final stabilization of the construction site has been achieved when all soil disturbing
activities at the site have been completed, and a unifonn (e.g., evenly distributed, without large
bare areas) perennial vegetative cover with a density of 70 percent of the native background
vegetative cover for the area has been established on all unpaved areas and areas not covered by .
pennanent structures. If a vegetative cover cannot be established, equivalent permanent
stabilization measures (such as riprap, gab ions, or geotextiles) can be employed. When these
conditions have been met, temporary BMPs can be removed from the construction area.

Owner & Responsible Party for Maintenance:
Address:
City, State, Zip:
Telephone Number:

Attachment G

New Braunfels Utilities
355 FM 306
New Braunfels, TX 78130
830-629-8400

Page 2.of2

Attachment I
Measures for Minimizing Surface Stream Contamination
to the minimal amount of grade "..,,'''!''.',,;;, and drainage

"L....u1'."."

the way

water enters the downstream Dry ,-,,,,,u.. Creek does not change as a result of
flow generally
Creek. Due to
to

and east
negligible

proposed project
~'''~HE,'''U'

the peak discharges

project are

conditions.

Attachment I
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Agent Authorization Form
For Required Signature
Edwards Aquifer Protection Program
Rela . to 30 TAC
r 213
E
tive June 1,1 99

of __________________~__

w Braunfels Utilities
IEntity Name

have authorized _ _ _ _ __:_
P
of ____________________£E~~n~dtNN~ic
Print Name
to represent and act on the behalf of the above named Corporation, Partnership, or
for
the purpose of preparing and submitting this plan application to the Texas Commission on
Environmental Quality (TCEQ)
the review and approval consideration of regulated
activities.

I also understand that:
1.

The applicant is responsible for compliance with 30 Texas Administrative Code
Chapter 213 and any condition of the TCEQ's approval letter. The TCEQ is authorized
to assess administrative penalties of up to $10,000 per day per violation.

2.

submitting an application who are not the property owner, but who
the
right to control and possess the property, additional authorization is required from the
owner.

3.

Application
are due
payable at
time the application is submitted. The
application fee must be
to the TCEQ
or to the appropriate regional office.
The application will not be considered until the correct fee is received by the
commission.

4.

A notarized copy of the Agent Authorization Form must be provided for the person
preparing the application, and this form must accompany the completed application.
No person shall commence any regulated activity on the Edwards Aquifer Recharge
Zone, Contributing Zone or Transition
until the appropriate application for the
activity has been filed with and approved by the Executive Director.

TCEQ·0599 (Rev.04I01l201 0)

Page 1 of 2

SIGNATURE PAGE:

Date

THE STATE OF
County of

~J

Uuna /

§
§

appeared~ .Sit,/

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, on this day personally
known
to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to
me that (s)he executed same for the purpose and consideration therein expressed .

,./day Of~,
IT/_

GIVEN under my hand and seal of office on this'> -

~"~:~~II:<:~.,,

Zt> 17

DEAN WATSON

!~~x~.:-:. NOIO!V PullfiC. Stole of Texas
L.:.y~ ..:. ,;
Mv Commission bplJe~
~~;; · i.; .,\,~.{
July 18 . 2 0 19
"1111' 1 1\

MY COMMISSION EXPIRES:

TCEQ-OS99 (Rev .04/01/201 OJ

If /I, .dl/f
I

Page 2 of 2

A ant Authorization Form
r Required Signature
Edwards Aquifer Protection Program
Relating to 30 TAC Chapter 213
Effective June 1,1999

of __________________~--~~
artnership/Entity

ame

have authorized ----------~~~~
of ______________________~~~7P~~
to represent and act on the behalf of
above named Corporation, Partnership. or Entity for
Commission on
the purpose of preparing and submitting this plan application to the
Environmental Quality (TCEQ) for the review and approval consideration of regulated
activities.
I also understand that:
1.

The applicant is responsible for compliance with 30
Administrative Code
is authorized
Chapter 213 and any condition of the TCEQ's approval letter. The
violation.
to assess administrative penalties of up to $10,000 per day
the
For those submitting an application who are not the property owner, but who
the property, additional authorization is required from the
right to control and
owner.

3.

Application
are due and payable at the time the application is submitted.
application
must be sent to the TCEQ cashier or to the appropriate regional office.
The application will not be considered until the correct fee is received by the
commission.

4.

A notarized copy of the Agent Authorization Form must be provided for the person
preparing the application, and this form must accompany the completed application.

5.

No person shall commence any r ulated activity on the Edwards Aquifer Recharge
Zone, Contributing Zone or
Zone until the appropriate application for the
activity has been filed with and approved by the Executive Director.

TCEQ·0599 (Rev.04/01/2010)
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SIGNATURE PAGE :

~

THE STATE OF
County of

,/£-A<5

~q ,I

§

§

BEFORE ME, the undersigned authority, on this day personally appeared
..s.lo~ known
to me to be the person whose name is subscribed to the foregoing instrument, and acknowledged to
me that (s)he executed same for the purpose and consideration therein expressed.

/Iff'/;

GIVEN under my hand and seal of office on thisS"""day of

"

,~,~~~:. ~:;~'"

[~:£':'"'1

">..+;·.~.::'ff

"":::,:?f,::~:""

,nf-' ~7

</M~
DEAN WATSON
NoJar,! Pubhc . Siote otIexQ5..

M'I Corn mission ExplIGS
July 18, 2019

:

r)lOTARY PUBLIC

../

~~~
<

/J I 1 /
,.. /~~1'1 .t:L..,. P1A?lJC>L-.

yped or Printed Name of Notary

MY COMMISSION EXPIRES:

TCEQ·0599 (Rev .04/01/2010)

J~~ I~ 20/1
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Application

Form

Name of Customer: '-.:..:!:.-,-,-,==.!..!.:c..::::..:.:::....=::.:..:.:..==_
Phone: =-=::.....:::.=.:....-==....:...:::;..
Contact Person: :....=::.:...=.:.::....:::.=.:...:..:..:::..:;=-:.....:...=..:=....:::..:..;=
Nichols. Inc.
Customer Reference Number (if issued):CN 600522957
(if
106862389
Regulated Entity Reference
Austin Regional Office (3313)

D Hays

Travis

Williamson

Bexar

Medina

Uvalde

Comal

Kinney

San Antonio Regional

Application fees must be paid by check, certified check, or money order,
to the Texas
Commission on Environmental Quality. Your canceled check will serve as
This
form must be submitted with your fee payment. This payment is being submitted to:
Austin Regional Office

~ San Antonio

Mailed to: TCEQ - Cashier

Overnight Delivery to:

Revenues Section
Mail Code 214
P.O. Box 13088
Austin, TX 78711-3088

12100 Park 35 Circle
Building A,
Austin, TX 78753
(512)239-0357

Location (Check All That Apply):
Zone

Contributing Zone

Type o/Plan
Water Pollution Abatement Plan, Contributing Zone
Plan: One Single Family Residential Dwelling
Water Pollution Abatement Plan, Contributing Zone
Plan: Multiple Single Family Residential and Parks
Pollution Abatement Plan, Contributing Zone
Plan: Non-residential
without sewer lines
or Aboveground
(s)(only)

Due
Acres

$

Acres

$

19 Acres
L.F.
Acres
Tanks
Each
Each
Each

$
$
$
$
$

1
TCEQ-O

(Rev. 02-24-15)

2

Application Fee Schedule
Texas Commission on Environmental Quality
Edwards Aquifer Protection Program 30 TAC Chapter 213 (effective 05/01/2008)

Water Pol/ution Abatement Plans and Modifications
Contn-b utmg Z one PIansan d M o d-~Ilca tIons
Project Area in
Acres
Project
One Single Family Residential Dwelling
Multiple Single Family Residential and Parks

Non-residential (Commercial, industrial,
institutional, multi-family residential, schools, and
other sites where regulated activities will occur)

Fee

<5

$650

<5
5 < 10
10 < 40
40 < 100
100 < 500
~ 500
<1
1<5
5 < 10
10 < 40
40 < 100
~ 100

$1,500
$3,000
$4,000
$6,500
$8,000
$10,000
$3,000
$4,000
$5,000
$6,500
$8,000
$10,000

- d S ewage Co1/e ct-Ion SiyS t ems an d M o d-~·
orgamze
Ilcatlons
Project
Sewage Collection Systems

Cost per Linear

Minimum Fee-

Foot

Maximum Fee

$0.50

$650 - $6,500

Underground and Aboveground Storage Tank System Facility Plans and
Modifications
Cost per Tank or Minimum FeeProject
Piping System
Maximum Fee
Underground and Aboveground Storage Tank
Facility

Exceptlon R eQues'S
t
Project
Exception Request

$650

$650 - $6,500

Fee
$500

2 of 2

TCEQ-0574 (Rev. 02-24-15)

Ex t enslOn 0 fT"Ime R eques'S
t
Project
Extension of Time Request

Fee

$150

3 of 2

TCEQ-0574 (Rev. 02-24-15)

n

TCEQ Use Only

TCEQ Core Data Form
For detailed instructions regarding completion of this form, please read the Core Data Form Instructions or call 512-239-5175.

SECTION I: General Information
1. Reason for Submission (If other is checked please describe in space provided.)
New Permit, Registration or Authorization (Core Data Form should be submitted with the program application.)

o
o

Renewal (Core Data Form should be submitted with the renewal form)

2. Customer Reference Number (if issued)

CN

100

follow this link to search
for eN or RN numbers in

600522957

Other WPAP Modification
3. Regulated Entity Reference Number (if issued)

RN 106861289

Central Registry*'"

SECTION II: Customer Information No Change
4. General Customer Information

5. Effective Date for Customer Information Updates (mm/dd/yyyy)

o New Customer

o Update to Customer Information

1

N/A

o Change in Regulated Entity Ownership

DChanQe in LeQal Name (Verifiable with the Texas Secretary of State or Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts)

The Customer Name submitted here may be updated automatically based on what is current and active with the
Texas Secretary of State (SOS) or Texas Comptroller of Public Accounts (CPA).
6. Customer Legal Name (If an individual, print last name first: e.g.: Doe, John)

If !lew Customer, ~!l!er mevious CY~!ome[ below:

7. TX SOS/CPA Filing Number

9. Federal Tax ID (9digils)

11 . Type of Customer:

1

8. TX State Tax ID (11 digits)

0 Corporation

Government: 0 City 0 County 0 Federal 0 SlateDOlher
12. Number of Employees
00-20 021-100
0101-250

o Individual
Partnership: 0
o Sale Proprietorship o Other:

10. DUNS Number fdapp/icable)

General 0 Limited

13. Independently Owned and Operated?
0251-500

0501 and higher

DYes

DNo

14. Customer Role (Proposed or Actual) - as it relates to the Regulated Entity listed on this form. Please check one of the following:
DOwner
OOccupational Licensee

o Operator
o Responsible Party

DOwner & Operator
Voluntary Cleanup Applicant

o

OOther:

15. Mailing
Address:
City

I State I

I

16. Country Mailing Information Of outside USA)
18. Telephone Number

(

)

I ZIP + 4 I

I ZIP I
17. E·Maii Address

19. Extension or Code

-

(if applicable)

20. Fax Number (if applicable)

(

)

-

SECTION III: Regulated Entity Information
21 . General Regulated

En~ty

Information (If 'New Regulated Entity" is selected below this form should be accompanied by a permit application)

o New Regulated Entity o Update to Regulated Entity Name

00 Update to Regulated Entity Information

The Regulated Entity Name submitted may be updated in order to meet TCEQ Agency Data Standards (removal
of organizational endings such as Inc, LP, or LLC).
22 . Regulated Entity Name (Enter name of the site where the regulated action is taking place.)

Trinity Well Field
TCEQ..10400 (04/15)

Page 10f 2

3295 Westpointe Drive

23. Street Address of the
C"""I"lo";

(No"PO Boxes)
City

I State

I New Braunfels

I TX IZIP

I 78132

I ZIP + 4 I

24.Counly

Carnal

25. Description to
Physical Location:

Located at the end of Westpointa Drive (off of Oak Run Parkway) in New Braunfels.

. .
Enter PhYSical Location Dascnpbon If no street address IS provided.

I Nearest LIP t,;oC!e
78132

I Stale

. 26. Nearest City

I 29.704167

27. Latitude (N) In Decimal:
Minutes

Degrees

. 29

42

29. Primary SIC Code (4 digits)

28. Longitude (W)

I -98.170556

Degrees

Minutes

Seconds

15

-98

-10

-14
32 Secol1dary NAICS Code
(5 or 6diaitsl

31. Primary NAICS Code
(5 or 6 digits)

! ?'UtQ1n

I ?1711n

1R?Q

33. What is the Primary Business of this entily?

In Decimal:

SeCllnds

30. Secondary SIC Code (4 digits)

I

4941

I

ITX

New Braunfels

(Do nol repeal the SIC or NAICS description.)

Water Supplv

I Michael Short, P.E.
34. Mailing
Address:
35. E-Mail Address:

i

P.O. Box 310289

I City I New Braunfels I

State

ITX

I mshort@nbutexas.com

36. Telephone Number

( Rn) ~In RQ'C

I

ZIP

I 78131

I ZIP + 4 I 0289

38. Fax Number (if applicable)

37. Extension or Code
NlA

(

)

-

39. TCEQ Programs and 10 Numbera Check all Programs and wrile In the permilslregistraUon numbers that will be affected by the updates submitted on this form. See the Core Data
Form instruc~ons for additional guidance

Municipal Solid Waste

D Districts

Edwards Aquifer

D New Source Review Ajr

OSSF

[R] Storm Water

TItle V Ajr

DEmissions Inventory Air D Industrial Hazardous Wasle

DPetroleum Storage Tank

Tires

DPWS

D UsadOil

TXR150012954

Voluntary Cleanup

D Waste Water

DWastewater Agriculture

Water Rights

SECTION V: Authorized Signature
46. By my
below, I
to the best of my knowledge, that the information provided in this form is lrue and complete, and lila! I have Signature aulllority
10 submil this form on behalf of the entity specified in Section II, Field 6 andlor as required for the updates 10 the 10 numbers identified in field 39.

TCEQ-l0400 (04115)
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